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Summary - Photodegradation of polyester-urethane coatings
Polymer coatings serve as protective and decorative layers on the surfaces of practically all
imaginable consumer goods, intended for both indoor and outdoor usage. In the case of an
outdoor application, the durability of such a coating is often limited by a process known as
photodegradation, which causes a deterioration of the coating properties under the
influence of sunlight, rain, temperature and other components of the weather. When the
coated surface is that of an item with a high value, for example, a car or an airplane, the
demands regarding the coating quality and durability may be very high. For such
applications, high-performance, super-durable coatings are required. In this thesis, the
photodegradation behaviour of a polyester-urethane clearcoat, an example from this
material class, is studied. Despite the relevance of polyester-urethanes for the coatings
industry, their photodegradation has only been studied to a very limited extent and the goal
of this thesis is to improve the understanding of this process.
Coatings of a model polyester-urethane system without additives are prepared and
artificially degraded using dedicated exposure equipment. The ‘weather conditions’ of these
exposure experiments are controlled and coatings are degraded under different conditions
to study the influence of different factors on the degradation process. At several times
during exposure, the properties of the coatings are determined. Several coating properties
are studied, including the chemical composition (by FTIR-ATR microscopy), the optical
properties (by UV-VIS transmission spectroscopy), the gloss, the surface roughness (by
optical profilometry) and the mechanical properties (by nanoindentation). The
experimental characterisation of properties focusses on obtaining quantitative data and,
when possible, depth-resolved data, that is, coating properties at different depths inside the
coated layer. Several methods to experimentally obtain the required data and to process
these data into the desired material property values, are developed and applied to
characterise the degraded coatings. In addition to the determination of individual
properties, several correlations between the various properties are established.
In parallel with the experimental approach, the photodegradation process is also
studied by computer simulations. A simulation method based on a kinetic Monte Carlo
scheme, which is able to simulate the space-resolved evolution of a cross-linked polymer
during exposure, is developed and applied to the photodegradation process of the polyesterurethane coating. The steps required to realise this method, such as the coarse-graining of
the chemical structure and the modelling of (coarse-grained) degradation reactions and
physical processes, such as photon absorption and oxygen diffusion, are outlined in detail.
iv

The output of the simulations is focussed on the changes in the chemical composition and
the optical properties. Similar to the experimental approach, degradation under different
exposure conditions is simulated and the results from these different simulations are
compared. Additionally, the simulated evolution of the chemical composition is matched
with its experimentally determined counterpart by optimising the physical input
parameters of the simulation, including various rate constants and parameters such as the
diffusion coefficient and the solubility of oxygen. The outcome of this matching procedure
helps to distinguish essential from less important processes within the degradation model
and yields numerical values of several physical parameters that are difficult to determine
directly in an experimental way. Moreover, the simulations provide additional information
on aspects of the chemical composition that cannot be determined experimentally at all.
The combined approach of experiments and computer simulations proves to be very
fruitful when dealing with a complex process such as polymer photodegradation and the
complementarity of both approaches appears to be the key to an optimal understanding.

v
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CHAPTER 1

1.1

Photodegradation of polymer coatings

Polymer coatings are used for a wide range of purposes, although industrial applications are
still mainly focussing on the classical roles of protection and decoration. The protective
function is especially critical for a clearcoat that forms the separating layer between the
sensitive components of a typical multi-layered decorative coating and the environment.
For outdoor coating applications, such as in the automotive or aerospace industry, the
clearcoat has to resist severe stresses in terms of the UV radiation that is present in sunlight,
in combination with factors like temperature, humidity, (atmospheric) precipitation and
mechanical wear1,2.
When a polymer coating absorbs UV photons that are sufficiently energetic, some of its
covalent bonds may break, generally resulting in the formation of radicals. These radicals
can participate in all kinds of follow-up reactions that lead to degradation of the polymer
structure, but because the degradation process starts with the absorption of harmful UV
photons, it is usually referred to as photodegradation. The radicals that are generated in the
polymer can readily react with the oxygen available from the air, enabling a degradation
pathway with an auto-accelerating character that is known as photo-oxidation. Several
degradation reactions require thermal activation and are therefore influenced by the
temperature at which the degradation takes place. The presence of water can be of
importance due to its direct participation in degradation reactions (via hydrolysis, for
example), but may also have an indirect contribution, for example, via plasticisation of the
polymer, which may affect the coating’s effective glass transition temperature ( g ) and the
diffusion coefficient and solubility of other degradation agents, such as oxygen. In the
typical service environment of a polymer coating for exterior use, all these different factors
are interactively influencing the photodegradation process, which makes it complex.
Because the coating is exposed to all the factors that together constitute what is called “the
weather”, photodegradation is also often referred to as weathering.
Photodegradation is not just limited to chemical reactions that alter the structure of the
polymer. In addition to chemical changes, several physical properties also change as a
consequence of photodegradation; in fact, chemical changes and physical changes generally
influence one another. For example, photodegradation of crosslinked (thermosetting)
polymer coatings often leads to changes in the crosslink density, which can alter the
turn, a change in the

g

g.

In

reflects a change in the mobility of the polymer network, which

affects the kinetics of chemical reactions. Understanding photodegradation is thus related
to understanding the chemical effects, the physical effects and the relations between them.
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Well-known examples of physical properties of polymer coatings that can be influenced by
photodegradation include the optical properties (UV-VIS absorption, colour)3-5, gloss5-8,
surface tension7,8, internal stress9, crosslink density9-12, glass transition temperature6,9-13,
elastic modulus6,7,10-12,14, hardness12,13, fracture energy15, water sorption5 and oxygen
permeability16. These physical changes ultimately lead to the situation in which the
performance of the degrading coating becomes unacceptable, which is denoted as failure.
The specifications of acceptable coating performance (and thus, the definition of failure) are
user- and/or manufacturer-defined criteria and the type of coating failure is therefore
tightly connected to the coating’s primary function. Typical failure modes are those related
to the appearance of the coating (loss in gloss, change in colour) and to its mechanical
integrity (cracking and delamination/adhesion failure). Failure related to the formation of
cracks is facilitated by the fact that coatings become more brittle during degradation and by
the generation of internal stresses and both sudden brittle failure (cracking upon an
instantaneous load above the critical stress) and fatigue failure (cracking upon repeated
cycles of sub-critical stress) may occur17. Different degradation stressors influence failure
modes in different ways and each failure mode may show a different dependence on specific
coating characteristics, such as the layer thickness15.
Coating failure is directly coupled to coating durability: the longer a coating is able to
avoid failure due to a good resistance against weathering, the better its durability. The time
that a coating can last until it fails is known as its service lifetime. It may be clear that the
service lifetime of a coating is not only determined by the coating itself, but also largely
depends on the conditions of the service environment in which the coating is situated. The
coatings industry invests a large effort in extending the service life of its products by
formulating coatings with a high weathering resistance in addition to their other property
requirements. This can be achieved in two ways: by using a polymer binder that intrinsically
has a large resistance against photodegradation and by adding other substances to the
formulation that assist in preventing or retarding photodegradation reactions. These
additives usually consist of ultraviolet screeners/absorbers and radical scavengers. In the
next section, their working principles will be briefly addressed. In practise, both routes to
improve the durability of a coating are generally combined.

1.2

Photodegradation chemistry

As mentioned in the previous section, photodegradation chemistry is essentially a form of
radical chemistry and as such shares quite some similarity with the processes that are
3
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known from radical polymerisation chemistry (although photodegradation also includes
‘depolymerisation chemistry’). Similar to radical polymerisation, also photodegradation can
be described in terms of initiation, propagation and termination reactions. The most
general representation of photo-oxidative degradation is the so-called auto-oxidation
scheme2,18, which is depicted in Fig. 1.1.
Propagation

Initiation

O
S

A-1

Termination
R-1

R-2

D

A-3

A-2

Fig. 1.1: General scheme of photo-oxidative degradation of polymers, involving initiation, propagation and
termination reactions. The abbreviations inside the rectangles refer to specific reactions discussed in the text.

The initiation step involves a photolytic scission (reaction S in Fig. 1.1), which occurs after a
part of the polymer molecule, often referred to as a chromophore, has absorbed a UV
photon which leads to breakage of a polymer chain into two radicals (PA• and PB•). The
specific chemical structure of these radicals is, of course, dependent on the coating
chemistry and both situations PA• = PB• and PA• ≠ PB• can occur. The polymer radical P• (for
the sake of simplicity, let us assume that this radical is located on a carbon atom of a
polymer chain) is readily oxidised into a peroxy radical POO• (reaction O). The peroxy
radical can abstract a hydrogen atom from another polymer fragment PH in the coating
(reaction A-1), forming a hydroperoxide POOH and another polymer radical P• (namely,
on the polymer fragment that lost its hydrogen atom). Besides this newly formed polymer
radical, also the hydroperoxide is a candidate for further degradation reactions as it can
decompose under the influence of photons and temperature into a polymer oxy radical PO•
and a hydroxy radical HO• (reaction D). Both these radical species can participate in
hydrogen abstraction reactions (reactions A-2 and A-3) that generate new polymer radicals
P•, which can again undergo oxidation reactions, et cetera. In addition, a polymer oxy
4
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radical in the polymer chain can lead to chain breakage via β-scission. Even though the
detailed propagation for specific coating chemistries may be quite a bit more complex than
described by the auto-oxidation scheme (see, for example, Gijsman et al.19), the scheme
represents the essentials of the process and clearly demonstrates the origin of its autoaccelerating character. Finally, several reactions can terminate the photodegradation
process. The schematic illustration in Fig. 1.1 demonstrates how termination reactions, here
depicted as a radical recombination process, may lead to a linear connection of two chains
(reaction R-1) and to the formation of new crosslinks between chains (reaction R-2).
As mentioned in the first section of this chapter, the durability of a polymer coating can
be improved by adding stabilisers to the formulation. These stabilisers can target the
initiation reactions or the propagation reactions of photodegradation. The initiation
process can be retarded by preventing a fraction of the incident UV radiation from being
absorbed by the polymer. This can be achieved via reflection of the incident radiation
(“UV screening”, usually by inorganic oxides) and via absorption of the incident radiation
and the subsequent dissipation of its energy as heat and (harmless) long wavelength
radiation (“UV absorption”, usually by organic hydroxyphenyl compounds)20. Aside from
preventing absorption, an initiation reaction can also be prevented after the occurrence of
an absorption event, in case the energy of the excited chromophore is transferred to a
stabiliser molecule before scission takes place. This process is often referred to as the
quenching of excited states and can be achieved by adding metal chelate compounds to the
coating2. Not all of the incident UV photons will be neutralised by one of the
aforementioned stabilisation mechanisms and therefore, inevitably, initiation will occur to
some extent. For this reason, another type of stabilisers, known as radical scavengers, may
be added in order to partially prevent the propagation process. The most commonly used
type of radical scavenger is the Hindered Amine Light Stabiliser, or HALS, which is based
on a nitroxy radical (R-NO•). This nitroxyl radical can recombine with a polymer radical P•,
forming an alkyloxyamine (R-NOP). The particular advantage of this stabilisation method
is that the alkyloxyamine can react again with another degradation product, the peroxy
radical POO•, and that this reaction regenerates the alkyloxyamine radical, prolonging the
lifetime of the stabilising system2,21. The choice of the additives that constitute the stabilising
system should be tuned to the photodegradation mechanisms of the specific polymer one
wants to stabilise and therefore, a good understanding of the photodegradation
mechanisms is paramount for effective stabilisation.
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1.3

The polyester-urethane model system

Polyester-based resins are good candidates for high-performance, outdoor clearcoat
applications because they combine good mechanical properties with an intrinsically high
durability. Especially polyesters based on isophthalic acid (IPA) are known for their good
stability against weathering22,23. Although IPA-containing polyester resins are very relevant
for the coatings industry, there is only a limited number of studies on their
photodegradation. Other polymers are often preferred in weathering research because of
the complicated photo-oxidation chemistry of the polyester and its relatively high stability
against photodegradation, which means that weathering studies are very time-consuming.
The photodegradation of an IPA-based polyester coating, poly(neopentylisophthalate)
or PNI, has been studied by Malanowski et al.21,24-26. Despite the complexity of the
photodegradation chemistry of PNI, this research has led to a good understanding of the
relevant degradation mechanisms and the effect of degradation on a few physical properties
of PNI. In this thesis, a follow-up study based on the same polymer is performed, with the
most important difference that in the present work, the (thermoplastic) PNI is crosslinked
with the isocyanurate trimer of hexamethyldiisocyanate (HDT), so that a thermosetting
polyester-urethane is obtained. The chemical structures of the components used to obtain
the polyester-urethane are shown in Fig. 1.2.

PNI

HDT

Fig. 1.2: Chemical structures of the components used for the polyester-urethane: poly(neopentylisophthalate)
(PNI) and the isocyanurate trimer of hexamethyldiisocyanate (HDT).

The urethane-crosslinked PNI better resembles the situation of realistic industrial
clearcoats, which are also based on thermosetting polymers. In order to gain the best
possible understanding of the photodegradation process of this material, a clean model
system consisting of only polymer binder is studied, without the incorporation of any
stabilisers or other additives that are commonly present in industrial formulations.
The detailed degradation chemistry of the polyester-urethane is expected to be a
combination of the degradation chemistries of aromatic polyesters and polyurethanes. The
6
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aromatic carbonyl of the ester group in PNI is the relevant chromophore that is present in
the virgin (that is, non-degraded) material. This ester group is mainly cleaved by so-called
Norrish type I photocleavage24. Three possible initiation reactions can occur, due to the fact
that the photocleavage reaction can take place at three different positions in the PNI chain,
as is shown in Fig. 1.3.

Fig. 1.3: The three possible initiation reactions for Norrish type I photocleavage of the ester group.

No direct proof has been found for the occurrence of reaction I3, whereas reactions I1 and I2
have been experimentally verified24. Several of the photoproducts from Fig. 1.3 can undergo
decarbonylation or decarboxylation reactions.
Hydrogen abstraction reactions are most likely to occur at those sites in the material
that result into the most stable radicals after abstraction (often referred to as sites with “the
most labile hydrogen atoms”). In the PNI-part of the material, the most labile hydrogen
atoms are the methylene hydrogen atoms located in the α-position to the ester bond
(ϕ-(CO)-O-CH2)24. In the HDT-part, the methylene hydrogen atoms in the α-position to
the NH of the urethane bond (CH2-O-(CO)-NH-CH2) are the most labile ones27. Oxidation
reactions are therefore most likely to occur at these two locations and the formation of
hydroperoxides and associated follow-up reactions, as illustrated in Fig. 1.1, are expected to
start mainly from these sites. When a hydroperoxide is formed in the α-position to the NH
of the urethane bond, an acetylurethane group ((CO)-NH-(CO)-O) can be formed in a cage
reaction27. This acetylurethane is very susceptible to hydrolysis and since several
degradation reactions may lead to the formation of water, the formation of a hydroperoxide
in the α-position to the NH-group is very likely to result into breakage of the urethane link.
Direct photolysis is thus expected to play an important role in the degradation of the ester
groups of the material, whereas the urethane groups are expected to predominantly degrade
via a photo-oxidative pathway.
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Because many different types of radicals can be formed during polyester-urethane
photodegradation, many possible termination reactions are expected. The termination
reactions that lead to the formation of new crosslinks have been studied for the degradation
of PNI and reactions of both the “chain coupling” and the “grafting”-types have been
observed26. The chain coupling reaction occurs via the recombination of two radicals
located in the α-position to the ester bond of two different PNI chains, hence linking the
chains together when they recombine. The grafting reaction occurs between a phenyl
radical, like the product of reaction I3 from Fig. 1.3, and the phenyl ring of another PNI
chain. This grafting reaction is of special interest because its product is a conjugated
biphenyl structure that, due to its extended conjugation, is expected to absorb longer
wavelengths as compared to the original monophenyl structure in virgin PNI. The
formation of biphenyl structures is thus likely to change the absorption characteristics of
the polyester-urethane during degradation, which directly influences, for example, the
initiation rate. Crosslinking reactions between the PNI-part and the HDT-part may also
occur, but these are not expected to influence the photon absorption process.

1.4

Aim and outline of this thesis

The aim of this thesis is to improve the understanding of the photodegradation process that
takes place in coatings of the model polyester-urethane system which was introduced in the
previous section. A better insight into how this industrially relevant material degrades helps
to advance the field of service life prediction for this type of high performance,
super-durable coatings and, additionally, may assist in optimising the coating formulation
(with respect to the addition of stabilisers) so that the durability can be optimised.
The focus is on the evolution of the physical properties of the coatings during
degradation, for the reason that the physical changes are generally the ones that cause a
coating to fail. Physical properties that are studied in this thesis include the optical
properties (related to the absorption of photons), the appearance of the coatings (gloss,
surface roughness) and a few mechanical properties (elastic modulus, hardness). These
physical changes, however, are related to the underlying chemical changes and therefore a
certain extent of chemical characterisation, in this thesis performed using infrared
spectroscopy, is required for a good understanding of what causes the physical properties to
change. Because proper service life prediction is a quantitative field, the evolution of the
chemical composition and the physical properties is studied quantitatively. Another
relevant factor is the notion that the properties of a coating do not necessarily change
8
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homogenously throughout the layer thickness and for that reason, when possible, depthresolved studies are performed. Finally, it is worth noticing that the complexity of the
photodegradation process makes it difficult to separate the effects of different degradation
influences and processes by experimental characterisation methods, as these often give
information on the overall changes. For this reason (amongst others), the degradation
process is also studied via computer simulations that allow for the study of individual
(sub)processes and provide access to information that cannot be obtained via experimental
methods. The experimental and simulation approaches are in fact largely complementary
and the combination of both provides the most complete understanding of
photodegradation in these polyester-urethane coatings.
In Chapter 2, the preparation of polyester-urethane coatings on different substrates,
intended for different measurements, is described and the prepared coatings are
subsequently degraded in the first artificial exposure experiment that is discussed in this
thesis, that is, Weather-Ometer (WOM) exposure. Experimental characterisation methods
based on UV-VIS spectroscopy and depth-resolved infrared microscopy are developed and
applied to quantitatively characterise the changes in the optical properties and the chemical
composition that occurred during WOM exposure.
In Chapter 3, a kinetic Monte Carlo method is developed in order to study the
depth-resolved evolution of a coating during degradation by computer simulations. The
simulation method is mainly aimed at predicting how the optical properties and the
chemical composition of the coating change during degradation. The developed method is
verified for the simulation of coating degradation during WOM exposure, by matching the
simulation results to their experimental counterparts determined in Chapter 2.
In Chapter 4, the second artificial exposure experiment of this thesis, Suntest exposure,
is discussed. The exposure conditions of this Suntest experiment are different from those of
the WOM experiment and allow to study the influence of the exposure conditions on the
photodegradation process. The experimentally characterised depth-resolved chemical
composition, optical properties, gloss and surface roughness, determined for coatings
resulting from both WOM and Suntest exposure, are compared and related to the exposure
conditions. In addition, several time-independent correlations between spectroscopic
results are studied.
In Chapter 5, coating degradation during Suntest exposure is simulated using the
kinetic Monte Carlo method described in Chapter 3. Similar as in Chapter 4, the influence
of the different exposure conditions on the photodegradation process is studied, but this
9
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time with a simulation approach, that is, by comparing the simulations of degradation
during WOM and Suntest exposure. Several insightful quantities that cannot be determined
experimentally, but are accessible from the simulations, are compared and related to the
exposure conditions.
In Chapter 6, the effect of photodegradation on the mechanical properties of the
coatings is studied by nanoindentation. Coatings resulting from both WOM and Suntest
exposure are studied and the experimentally determined changes in elastic modulus and
hardness are compared and related to the exposure conditions. Correlations between the
changes in the mechanical properties and the chemical composition are studied as well.
In Chapter 7, the insights obtained from this thesis are considered on a more general
level and the future perspective of this research is discussed.
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2
Quantitative UV-VIS and FTIR spectroscopy
applied to coating degradation
Polyester-urethane clearcoats without additives are degraded by artificial exposure in a
Weather-Ometer and the changes in optical properties and chemical composition during
exposure are studied by UV-VIS spectroscopy and FTIR spectroscopy, respectively. The change
of the optical properties throughout the coating thickness is quantified and interpreted using a
newly developed optical model. Chemical changes are quantified in a depth-resolved manner
by combining FTIR-ATR microscopy with optical profilometry in order to visualise the time
evolution of compositional gradients during photodegradation by accurate assignment of the
correct depth position to all recorded ATR spectra. The rate of change for the concentration of
several chemical entities in the polyester-urethane was observed to become constant after the
initial stage of weathering. The loss of urethane crosslinks in the coating occurs faster and to a
much larger extent as compared to ester bond scission. Results from the optical and the
chemical characterisation are combined to propose a kinetic model for ester bond photolysis
that also provides an estimate of the quantum efficiency of this process.

The results described in this chapter have been published as: Adema, Makki, Peters, Laven,
van der Ven, van Benthem, de With. Polym. Degrad. Stab. 110, 422-434 (2014).
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2.1

Introduction

2.1.1

Spectroscopic techniques in polymer weathering research

Experimental research in the field of polymer weathering relies heavily on the application of
spectroscopic methods. Spectroscopy allows for the characterisation of various properties
that are important in a degradation context. Examples include keeping track of the chemical
evolution of the polymer structure (disappearance of functionalities, generation of
degradation products), assignment of degradation events to specific locations in the
polymer topology (e.g., by NMR), identification of the degradation pathways that are
followed and the study of several other material characteristics, such as the optical
properties and dielectric/barrier properties.
Within the large collection of spectroscopic techniques that can be used to study
polymer weathering, two methods stand out because of their frequent occurrence in
research articles: ultraviolet-visible (UV-VIS) spectroscopy and Fourier transform infrared
(FTIR) spectroscopy. There are two reasons that are likely to account for their popularity.
One reason is the ease of application to a wide range of materials. Both thermoplastic and
thermosetting materials can be studied in transmission setups or via reflection modes, in
case sample transparency is a problem. The second reason is that these techniques can be
used to study two characteristics that are fundamental to the understanding of polymer
photodegradation. UV-VIS spectroscopy provides direct access to the major cause of
photodegradation: the absorption of harmful radiation into the material. FTIR spectroscopy
gives insight into a direct and generally very sensitive consequence of photodegradation:
changes in the chemistry of the material. Combining the results from these two techniques
can therefore lead to important insights in the weathering process, while the measurements
required are fairly easy to perform.
Because UV-VIS and FTIR spectroscopy are so widely applied in polymer weathering
research, there is extensive literature available on these topics. Without trying to be
complete, a few studies that deal with materials related to the model system used in this
work are referenced here. Thermoplastic polyesters1-3 have been studied by UV-VIS and
FTIR spectroscopy in order to identify degradation mechanisms, characterise optical
properties and determine degradation kinetics/rates. Similar work has been performed on
thermosetting materials, such as acrylic-urethanes4-8 and polyester-urethanes9-14. To a lesser
extent, also Raman spectroscopy7,15 is used for similar purposes. The focus of this chapter is
on the application of UV-VIS and FTIR spectroscopy to study the degradation process of a
model polyester-urethane during artificial exposure. The goal is to obtain quantitative
14
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information about the evolution of the optical properties and the chemical composition. In
addition, the polyester-urethane is weathered as a coating, for which photodegradation may
result in a spatially inhomogeneous evolution of properties, especially in the direction
perpendicular to the coating surface. In order to characterise the extent of this
inhomogeneity as well, depth-resolved analysis methods are developed and applied to study
the coatings during photodegradation.

2.1.2

UV-VIS spectroscopy for polymer coatings

UV-VIS spectroscopy is used to study how a material interacts with radiation in the
ultraviolet and visible wavelength regime (possibly including near-infrared radiation as
well). The majority of UV-VIS studies in the coating weathering field apply transmission
measurement setups7,9,10,16-18. In a transmission geometry, the sample is irradiated by a beam
of photons with known wavelength

and the intensity spectrum

and intensity

transmitted by the coating, ( ), is detected. The fraction of photons transmitting the
coating, called the transmittance , equals
( )=

( )
( )

(2.1)

For practical convenience one often uses the absorbance , defined as
( ) = − log

( ) = − log

( )
( )

(2.2)

The attenuation of radiation travelling through a material is commonly described by the
Beer-Lambert law. Provided that a certain set of conditions is met during the UV-VIS
measurement (such as sample homogeneity and the absence of scattering), the most
commonly known form of the Beer-Lambert law relates the absorbance to the traversed
path length according to
( )=
with

( )

the (molar) absorptivity of absorbing species

(2.3)

and

the species’ concentration.

This relation can be used, for example, to describe the absorbance of a solution containing
components of which the individual

’s are known, as a function of its composition. In the

coatings field, however, this situation rarely occurs. Absorption generally takes place via
several absorbing species with mostly unknown

’s, such as in the case of polymer

molecules that contain multiple absorbing groups and of which the structure may change
due to (degradation) reactions. In this more complicated situation, the Beer-Lambert law
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can still be applied in a somewhat more general form as compared to equation (2.3), by no
longer distinguishing individual species and concentrations, but considering the overall
material absorptivity , resulting in
( )= ( )

(2.4)

For a transmission measurement on a coating sample with layer thickness
coating absorbance is obtained from equation (2.4), using

=

, the total

. The absorptivity can

therefore be determined experimentally from the ratio [ ( )/ ]. Accurate determination of
the absorptivity relies on accurate determination of the layer thickness. If a coating is
probed using radiation with a wavelength comparable to the coating thickness, it may be
possible to observe interference fringes in the absorbance spectrum. These fringes originate
from interference of photons reflected from the two boundaries of the coating, usually the
coating-air and the coating-substrate interfaces9. The spacing between two successive
fringes, ∆ , is related to the optical path length between the two boundaries and therefore to
the coating thickness according to
∆ = (2
with

)

(2.5)

the refractive index of the coating. If the refractive index of the coating is known,

these interference fringes therefore provide a very convenient route for non-destructive
determination of the coating thickness, with a high accuracy and with the additional benefit
that, by default, the thickness is determined at the same position as where the absorbance
spectrum is recorded.
UV-VIS measurements carried out in a transmission geometry are easy to perform and
are suitable for accurate quantification of the coating absorptivity spectrum. However, there
are certain limitations to this measurement geometry as well. A very obvious one is the
limitation by optical saturation, which also limits the maximal coating thickness that can be
probed. Typically, an absorbance value of 1.5 (transmittance of 3%) is used as an upper
limit for the application of Beer-Lambert’s law9. A second important limitation is related to
depth-inhomogeneity of the absorptivity, for example caused by compositional
inhomogeneity. In this case, the ratio [ ( )/ ] only gives some average sample absorptivity
that might not be very informative. For samples with a strong depth-inhomogeneity, a
depth-resolved method may be preferred. Such a method requires additional sample
preparation and is generally destructive. An example is in-plane microtomy, which can be
used to divide a coating into different slices that are sufficiently thin and homogeneous to
be probed by standard transmission measurements8. The depth resolution that can be
16
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achieved equals the minimum slice thickness that can be obtained and a proper
quantification of absorptivity gradients can only be done if the slice thickness is small as
compared to the length scale of the in-depth variations. Another possible route involves the
preparation of a thin cross-sectional slice of coating by microtomy that can be scanned
along the depth dimension using a UV-VIS microscope19,20. It may be clear that this
technique, known as UV micro-spectroscopy, is the most tedious in terms of sample
preparation and requires advanced equipment which is not available to most researchers.
Typically, a spatial resolution of 5 μm can be reached with UV micro-spectroscopy.

2.1.3

FTIR spectroscopy for polymer coatings

Similar to UV-VIS spectroscopy, FTIR spectroscopy is used to study the interaction of
radiation with matter, but in this case the supplied radiation is in the mid-infrared range of
the electromagnetic spectrum (typically 4000-400 cm−1). Mid-infrared radiation is able to
excite molecular vibrational modes and therefore FTIR spectroscopy can be used to study
the chemical composition of a material. Other similarities with UV-VIS spectroscopy are
the quantification of absorption (transmittance, absorbance, Beer-Lambert law) and the
possibility for interference fringes to occur in transmission measurements of coatings with
an appropriate layer thickness. The main fundamental difference is that FTIR spectra are
not recorded with a dispersive spectrometer, but as interferograms from a broadband
source that are converted into intensity spectra by Fourier transform.
Also for FTIR spectroscopy, many coating weathering studies apply the technique in a
transmission setup due to its ease of measurement and quantification4-7,9,10,12,13. Another
popular measurement geometry is Attenuated Total Reflection or ATR2,3,6. In FTIR-ATR,
the incident infrared beam is passed through a crystal of high refractive index material
which is in contact with the sample. By total internal reflection, an evanescent wave is
produced that extends typically 0.5-2.0 μm into the material. FTIR-ATR is therefore mainly
considered a surface technique, as opposed to standard transmission FTIR, which is a bulk
measurement.
Several approaches are known to perform FTIR spectroscopy in a depth-resolved
fashion. One possibility is the “slice-and-view”-approach21, in which thin slices are cut
parallel to the surface and the infrared spectrum is either recorded from the cut slice
(transmission FTIR) or from the residual coating before the next cut (FTIR-ATR). The
depth resolution that can be reached is limited by the diameter of the infrared beam for the
former method and by the slice thickness for the latter. Another possibility involves the
preparation of a thin cross-sectional slice of coating by microtomy, followed by an FTIR
17
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microscope line scan in transmission mode1,22-24. The need for elaborate sample preparation
is avoided in non-destructive photo-acoustic FTIR methods such as SSPA-FTIR25, but the
availability of equipment and operational expertise are not as widespread as compared to
the more traditional FTIR methods. Moreover, a photo-acoustic method may encounter
limitations related to signal saturation and thermal diffusivity changes15.
A more robust approach towards the quantitative, depth-resolved characterisation of
thin layers with a high depth resolution, is based on FTIR-ATR microscopy (hereafter:
infrared microscopy). Sample preparation involves the mechanical introduction of a very
shallow depth profile throughout the coating thickness, i.e., creating a new surface of
coating material that originates from different depths in the coating. This new surface is
then probed by an ATR line scan using a microscope setup with an automated table in
order to move the sample with respect to the ATR crystal. The depth resolution that can be
achieved with this method is generally higher as compared to the other methods described
before and is determined by the size of the ATR crystal in combination with the steepness
of the depth profile. Although the sample preparation and the actual infrared measurement
are quite simple, the quality of the final result is largely determined by the quality of data
analysis. Firstly, infrared microscopy generally results in a large set of data (many different
spectra) that have to be analysed in an efficient and consistent manner. Secondly, the depthresolved chemical composition can only be accurately obtained if a characterisation of the
mechanically introduced depth profile is performed first. Both these aspects are dealt with
in this chapter, by combining a suitable analysis method for the infrared microscopy data
with a profilometric characterisation of the depth profile.

2.2

Materials and methods

2.2.1

Preparation of virgin coatings

Poly(neopentylisophthalate) or PNI (DSM Resins, Zwolle) with a hydroxyl value of 100
(molecular mass 1144 g∙mol−1, degree of polymerisation 4.4) was dissolved in 1,3-dioxolane
at 70 °C. After cooling down to room temperature, hexamethyldiisocyanurate trimer, or
HDT (Perstorp), was added to the solution at an NCO:OH ratio of 1.05.
For preparation of the UV-VIS samples for WOM-exposure, depending on the desired
layer thickness, solutions with polymer concentrations between 25 and 37 m% were
prepared (i.e., based on polymer and solvent, before addition of the crosslinker). Substrates
of fused silica (CGQ, Chemglass Life Sciences, Bedfordshire) were cleaned by UV-ozone
treatment (Novascan PSD-UVT) and coated with the solution by spin coating (Laurell WS18
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650SX-6NPP/LITE) for 30 seconds at 1800-3000 rpm, again depending on the desired layer
thickness (see Table 2.1).
Table 2.1: Preparation conditions of the UV-VIS samples for WOM exposure.
Series code
PNI content (m%)
Final spin speed (rpm)
Dry coating thickness (μm)
A
25.5
3000
3.66 ± 0.09
B
30.0
3000
4.83 ± 0.08
C
33.5
3000
5.95 ± 0.07
D
37.0
3000
7.1 ± 0.1
E
37.0
2300
8.1 ± 0.2
F
37.0
1800
8.7 ± 0.1

For the transmission infrared samples, 30 m% solutions were prepared. A silicon wafer
substrate (p-doped, Anadis Instruments Benelux B.V., Almere) was cleaned by UV-ozone
treatment and coated with the solution by spin coating for 30 s at 4000 rpm. For the
infrared microscopy samples, 37 m% solutions were used. Panels of aluminium alloy
AA3003 (Q-Lab Corporation) were degreased with acetone, dried with nitrogen gas and
coated with the solution by doctor blade application, using a 160 μm gap height.
After application, the coatings were dried and cured in a convection oven at 120 °C for
1 hour. The glass transition temperature of the polyester-urethane is 62 °C, as measured
with modulated DSC (TA Q800) using a heating rate of 3 °C∙min−1 and a modulation period
and amplitude of 30 s and 0.5 °C, respectively. After curing and measurement of the initial
absorbance spectra (for UV-VIS and transmission infrared), all samples were mounted in
appropriate sample holders for exposure in artificial weathering equipment.

2.2.2

Weather-Ometer exposure

Filled sample holders were placed in a Ci65A Weather-Ometer (Atlas MTS) for artificial
weathering, equipped with xenon arc lamps and borosilicate inner and outer filters.
Exposure was done at a black standard temperature† (BST) of 65 °C with a total cycle time
of 2 hours, composed of a 102 minute dry cycle at 40-60% relative humidity (ISO 11341,
cycle-A with daylight filters) and an 18 minute wet cycle with water spray (ISO 4892-2,
cycle 2). The exposure time of each sample is defined by the moment at which it is removed
from the equipment. Samples were not re-exposed after removal.

2.2.3

UV-VIS transmission spectroscopy

UV-VIS transmission measurements were performed on a UV-3102 PC UV-VIS-NIR
†
The black standard temperature is measured using a stainless-steel plate with a black coating and represents the
maximum surface temperature of a polymer specimen during exposure to radiation.
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Scanning Spectrophotometer system (Shimadzu Corporation). The baseline spectrum was
determined by measuring an uncoated fused silica substrate. Sample spectra were compiled
from two scans at the same (centre) position on the coated samples. The first scan is a fine
scan of the 240-500 nm region of the wavelength spectrum, recorded with a 0.2 nm step
size. The second scan is a coarse scan of the 500-2000 nm region, using a 1.0 nm step size.
All spectra were recorded at a scan speed of 450 steps∙min−1 with a slit width of 1.0 nm. The
two required lamp switch positions were set to 393 and 750 nm. Prior to further analysis, a
minor correction for reflection and scattering effects was applied to all raw absorbance
spectra by subtracting a linear fit to the fringes in the visible regime (400-700 nm) of the
virgin samples as a baseline. These fitted lines are close to horizontal for all samples.

2.2.4

FTIR transmission spectroscopy

FTIR transmission measurements were performed on a Varian 670-IR spectrometer. The
internal chamber was purged with dry nitrogen for 30 minutes prior to measurements in
order to remove water vapour and carbon dioxide from the chamber. The spectrum of a
bare silicon wafer was used as the baseline. Transmission infrared scans were performed on
the samples with a spectral scan range from 4000 to 400 cm−1 with a 4 cm−1 resolution. For
each measurement, 50 spectral recordings were averaged.

2.2.5

FTIR-ATR microscopy

Depth profiles throughout the coating thickness were introduced by manually abrading the
sample using SiC sandpaper (grit size P1200). During grinding, the coating was cooled
continuously by a flow of tap water to minimise plastic deformation. The sandpaper was
gently rubbed across the surface in the shape of an ellipse in order to produce a profile of
suitable length and angle without introducing deep scratches. The sanding was continued
until the substrate was clearly visible. The length of the profile produced in these samples is
typically one centimetre, which is neither too small (a steep profile results in a low depth
resolution), nor too large (the maximal line scan length is limited to approximately 1.4 cm).
Infrared microscopy measurements were performed on a Spectrum Spotlight 200 FTIR
microscope system (Perkin Elmer) equipped with a germanium ATR crystal with an apex
diameter of 100 μm. Prior to measurement, a suitable location for the line scan was
determined using the optical imaging mode of the microscope. The height position for the
ATR crystal was set at sufficient contact pressure for ATR measurements at a point along
the depth profile that is close to the substrate. In this way, good contact is ensured for the
entire line scan as the other points will be located at larger heights. An automated FTIR line
20
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scan was performed on the sample, using a lateral step size of 100 μm and a spectral scan
range from 4000 to 600 cm−1 with a 2 cm−1 resolution. For each position along the line,
8 spectral recordings were averaged.

2.2.6

Optical profilometry

The surface topography along the ATR trace was determined by white light surface
measurements using a Zoomsurf 3D optical profilometer (Fogale Nanotech). Typically
8 images were recorded along the trace and stitched together by the operation software to a
topography map of 2 cm length. The depth profile was determined by extracting a
cross-section from the surface topography map. Prior to measurement, the sample was
coated with a 10 nm thick layer of gold using an Emitech K575X sputter coater. This gold
layer aims at suppressing reflections from the substrate-coating interface and enhancing the
profile surface reflectivity.

2.3

Results and discussion I: optical properties

2.3.1

UV-VIS spectroscopy

The optical properties of the coating were characterised by performing UV-VIS
transmission spectroscopy measurements on a set of samples of varying exposure time and
initial coating thickness. A sample matrix was made by combining six different layer
thicknesses (A: 3.7; B: 4.8; C: 5.9; D: 7.1; E: 8.1; F: 8.7 μm) with six different values for the
exposure time (t1: 200; t2: 530; t3: 900; t4: 1350; t5: 2090; t6: 2730 h), adding up to a total of
72 absorption spectra (36 of virgin material, 36 of exposed material).
The coating thickness of each sample was determined using the low-intensity
interference fringes in the near-infrared region (see Fig. 2.1a for an example). The relative
thickness as determined from the fringe spacing and from the individual absorbance spectra
correlated very well, especially in the 255-280 nm region where the Beer-Lambert law was
observed to be obeyed best. The absolute value of the refractive index for the polyesterurethane was determined by comparing to the coating thickness as obtained from
(destructive) optical profilometry measurements using virgin coatings and a value of 1.52
was obtained. Additionally, it was observed that the refractive index as determined in this
way does not change significantly during degradation for all the exposure times included in
the experiment. This means that the absolute coating thickness of all exposed samples could
also be calculated from the interference fringes, using a refractive index of 1.52. During
exposure, this absolute coating thickness was observed to decrease, by up to about 600 nm
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for the largest exposure time (see Fig. 2.1b). The absorptivity spectrum of the virgin
( ), could be accurately determined from all the initial absorbance

polyester-urethane,

spectra and is shown in Fig. 2.2.
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Fig. 2.1: UV-VIS spectroscopy results that show a) low-intensity interference fringes in the near-infrared region
and b) the change of the coating thickness ∆ with exposure time. The different colours in b) represent different
sample series with increasing thickness from A to F.
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Fig. 2.2: Absorptivity spectrum of the virgin polyester-urethane.

The very strong absorption at short wavelengths (< 260 nm) in Fig. 2.2 is attributed to
π→π* transitions, originating from the aromatic carbonyl groups of the IPA moiety or from
the aromatic ring itself. The peaks between 270 and 300 nm correspond to n→π*
transitions of the IPA carbonyl groups16. Above approximately 305 nm, the virgin material
barely absorbs any light. The absorptivity of the polyester-urethane was also compared to
the absorptivity of non-crosslinked PNI, as obtained from similar measurements. When the
results for the two materials are compared after proper scaling (one can imagine that the
number density of IPA moieties in non-crosslinked PNI is higher as compared to urethanecrosslinked PNI, so therefore the absorbance per unit of thickness differs as well), no clear
difference can be observed in the wavelength regime shown in Fig. 2.2. This observation
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confirms the presupposition that the initial absorption of UV radiation arises from (the
aromatic moieties of) the polyester and is not significantly affected by the HDT crosslinker
or by the urethane functionality that forms upon crosslinking.
Artificial exposure in the Weather-Ometer significantly changed the absorption
characteristics of the polyester-urethane coatings. As an example, the absorbance spectra
for the sample set exposed for 900 hours (dashed lines), together with the corresponding
spectra before exposure (solid lines), are displayed in Fig. 2.3a. In Fig. 2.3b, the calculated
ratio [ ( )/ ] of the same samples in the 255-280 nm region is shown.
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Fig. 2.3: Absorbance spectra (a) and spectra of the ratio ( )/ (b) for a sample set A:F before exposure (solid
lines) and after 900 hours of WOM exposure (dashed lines). The inset in a) highlights the decrease in absorption
for the n→π* transitions. The inset in b) is a magnification of the area inside the black rectangle and highlights the
systematic dependence of [ ( )/ ] on the coating thickness .

The absorbance of the coating increases during weathering for most wavelengths in the
spectrum, with an exception for the n→π* peaks that shrink during exposure (inset shown
in Fig. 2.3a). Fig. 2.3b reveals an additional difference for the degraded coatings with respect
to their virgin counterparts: the spectra [ ( )/ ] no longer collapse to a single curve, but
show a large shift away from

( ) when the coating is thin and a systematically smaller

shift with increasing coating thickness (inset in Fig. 2.3b). This observation indicates that
the optical changes due to degradation occur inhomogeneously throughout the thickness.
The dependence of [ ( )/ ] on the coating thickness complicates a straightforward
representation of the changes in optical properties. In order to obtain better insight, a
model description to interpret the measurement results is introduced in the next section.

2.3.2

Two-layer model analysis

The measured changes in optical properties can be described in a simpler way by
approximating photodegradation as a surface phenomenon, meaning that changes in the
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absorptivity mainly occur in the upper layer of the coating and that the absorptivity of
deeper layers is largely unaffected. In this simplified situation, it is assumed that at each
point in time during degradation, a coating can be described as a stack of two homogeneous
layers with different material properties. The bottom layer, labelled “0”, is composed of
( ) and thickness

virgin material with the virgin absorptivity spectrum

. The top layer,

labelled “1”, is composed of degraded material with a degraded absorptivity spectrum
and thickness

. The total thickness

choosing
time

exp

. The total coating thickness equals

=

+ , meaning that

( )

is fixed by

of each sample may change with increasing exposure

due to photodegradation.
= 0 and

Initially, all the coatings start as virgin material, i.e.
change in

with increasing

exp

=

. Because the

is an experimentally measured value, only two free

parameters remain to describe the changes in the optical properties: the thickness with time
and the absorptivity of the degraded layer with time and wavelength, i.e.,
,

exp

. Note that

and

represents the characteristic degraded layer thickness that would

form in a situation in which the total coating thickness
a situation in which

exp

<

. This means that

is larger than

simply represents a coating composed of only degraded material

(phase “1”) of thickness . In total, one can distinguish three situations for a coating: virgin
(I), fully degraded (II) or mixed (III). For each situation, the absorbance spectrum ( , ) is
described using the Beer-Lambert law and the model parameters. The two-layer model is
schematically summarised in Fig. 2.4.
, exp

1 degraded material
0 virgin material

exp
exp

,

=

,

=

,

=

=0

+

−

Fig. 2.4: Schematic summary of the two-layer model, distinguishing the three possible cases for a coating, being
virgin (I), fully degraded (II) or mixed (III).

The difficulty in the analysis now lies with the fact that both adjustable parameters,

and

( ), appear as a product in the absorbance of the mixed situation. Therefore the optimal
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values for

( ) are determined iteratively by minimisation of the mean square

and

difference between the measured and predicted absorbance values for the data sets at each
individual exposure time (the details of this procedure are reported in Appendix 2.1). Two
model assumptions that are used for the minimisation are that 1) the thickness of the
degraded layer is the same for all wavelengths at which the absorbance is measured and that
2) the absorptivity spectrum of the degraded phase is a material property that does not
depend on the layer thickness.
With the two model parameters resolved for each exposure time, the changes in optical
properties can be represented by the time evolution of the optimal
,

corresponding
a)

exp

,opt

exp

and the

. These results are shown in Fig. 2.5.
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Fig. 2.5: Time evolution of a) the optimal degraded layer thickness ,opt and b) the corresponding absorptivity of
the degraded phase ( ) during WOM exposure. The arrows in b) indicate the directions of change. The inset is a
magnification of the tail formation at wavelengths above 300 nm.

The optimal degraded layer thickness turns out to have a rather constant value in time, of
about 6.3 μm (Fig. 2.5a). At
model outcome for

,opt

exp

= 0, the degraded layer is obviously absent, whereas the

after 200 hours has already reached this constant value. This is

related to the absorptivity spectrum of the (virgin) coating in combination with the
irradiance spectrum in the WOM. Approximately 95% of the short wavelength radiation
(up to about 292 nm), which forms the majority of the initially absorbed photon flux, as will
be discussed later on, is absorbed in the top 6 μm of a coating. Therefore it is not surprising
that a degraded layer of this particular thickness forms more or less instantaneously, or at
least within the first 200 hours.
From the time evolution of

( ) in Fig. 2.5b, one may notice that the regions of the

π→π* transitions and the tailing above 300 nm start to change right after exposure has been
initiated, whereas the peaks of the n→π* transitions only start to show significant change
after degradation has progressed for some time. An isobestic point is observed for radiation
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of 291.5 nm wavelength. When the optimal value for
known, the

at a certain exposure time is

( )-spectra can also be calculated for each individual sample in the data set,

employing the equations from Fig. 2.4. Doing so, it turns out that the systematic
dependence on the coating thickness that was observed for [ ( )/ ] (Fig. 2.3b) is no longer
present for the individual

( )-spectra at the optimal

.This confirms that the two-layer

model indeed captures the change in optical properties via the thickness-independent
( ).

material property

2.3.3

Photon absorption rates during WOM exposure

In order to relate the changes in optical properties to photodegradation, one should always
consider the irradiance spectrum used in the exposure experiment, natural or artificial alike.
In Fig. 2.6a, the absorptivity spectra of both virgin and largely degraded material (left
vertical axis) are compared to the photon flux

( ) generated in the Weather-Ometer

(right vertical axis).
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Fig. 2.6: The change in optical properties represented by a) a comparison of the absorptivity spectra (left vertical
axis) for the virgin material (black) and degraded material after 2730 hours of exposure (red) to the photon flux in
the WOM (right vertical axis; blue) and b) the time evolution of the rate of absorption as calculated for an initially
4 μm thick coating (plots are corrected for the slight decrease in the coating thickness during exposure). The arrow
in b) indicates the direction of change with increasing exposure time.

Photon absorption below approximately 270 nm wavelength is not relevant because the
coating does not receive a significant flux of photons of such short wavelength in the WOM
(in that region,

≈ 1∙1013 m−2s−1nm−1). The rather large increase in the absorptivity of this

region during degradation is therefore also not contributing as a cause of weathering. Much
more important is the formation of the tail around 300 nm and higher wavelengths.
Possible reasons for this tail formation are the generation of biphenyl compounds,
characterised by an IR absorption at 828 cm−1, or the formation of oxidation products, as
will be discussed section 2.4. Even though the numerical value of the absorptivity in this
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tailing region is quite low, the photon flux is large at these higher wavelengths, leading to a
rapid increase in the rate at which photons are absorbed within the degraded layer. The rate
of absorption per unit area,

abs (

), can be calculated for each exposure time according to

abs (

) = ( ) 1 − 10

( , )

(2.6)

where ( , ) can be determined using the parameters resulting from the two-layer model.
As an example, in Fig. 2.6b, the evolution of the absorption rate spectrum is shown,
calculated for a coating with an initial thickness of 4 μm. For the virgin coating, one indeed
finds that the limited overlap between absorptivity spectrum and photon flux leads to a
narrow spectral region, centred around 293 nm, where significant photon absorption
occurs. When degradation proceeds, the relative contribution of the wavelengths that
constitute the absorption tail ( > 300 nm) to the rate of photon absorption increases and
even largely exceeds the short wavelength contribution at the later stages of degradation.
It will be clear that, for instrumental reasons, only thin coatings have been used to
assess the two-layer model in which a constant absorptivity

( ) has been used for the

bottom layer. Clearly, the bottom layer of thicker coatings, say ≈ 40 μm, will be significantly
affected by the longer wavelength radiation and therefore its absorptivity will change with
time, so that the two-layer model as implemented, will not provide a provide a realistic
prediction for thicker coatings.

2.4

Results and discussion II: chemical composition

2.4.1

FTIR microscopy band assignment and quantification method

The depth-resolved chemical composition of coatings (typical thickness 35-40 μm) was
characterised by infrared microscopy measurements on a set of samples with varying
exposure time (t1’: 210; t2’: 490; t3’: 910; t4’: 1380; t5’: 1960; t6’: 2760; t7’: 3570; t8’: 4530 h).
The first six exposure times (t1’-t6’) are comparable to those from the UV-VIS experiment
(t1-t6). Two virgin samples were measured in addition to the eight degraded samples.
The vibrational changes were first assessed from surface ATR spectra of a virgin coating
and the coating with the largest exposure time (see Fig. 2.7). Peaks from the virgin material
are mainly compressed along the absorbance axis and broadened along the wavenumber
axis when degradation proceeds. Newly generated species seem to appear only as broad
humps (around 3400 cm−1, for example), not as well-defined peaks. Therefore it makes
sense to quantify only the change of the bands that are initially present in the virgin
material. Although the infrared spectrum of the polyester-urethane is quite complicated, a
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chemical assignment for the major contributions to certain vibrational bands is possible.
These assignments are listed in Table 2.2, together with the integration limits employed.
Table 2.2: Vibrational assignments and integration limits used for the identified infrared peaks.
Vibrational assignments
References
Upper limit
Lower limit
Wavenumber
(cm−1)
(cm−1)
(cm−1)
26
726
1,3 disubstituted aromatic carbonyl
748
684
27
766
isocyanurate core vibration
798
748
3
846
800
828
CH on 1,2 or 1,3 C=O disubst. arom. ring
12
1156
1114
1134
ν(C=O) + ν(O-CH2)
12,27
1272
1178
1228
ν(C=O) + ν(O-CH2); ν(C-O-C)
27
1396
1354
1374
δ(C-H) in-chain HDT
12,27
1572
1494
1520
δ(N-H) + ν(C-N) (urethane amide II)
12
1826
1622
1720 & 1688
ν(C=O)
12,27
3024
2698
2970
ν(CH)
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Fig. 2.7: Surface ATR results that show a) spectra of a virgin coating (solid line) and the coating with the largest
exposure time (dashed line) and b) a magnification of the fingerprint region of the same spectra. The peak
wavenumbers of identified bands whose changes have been quantified are indicated by the numbers in the figure.

Because of the band broadening, the quantification is based on peak areas rather than on
peak heights. The integration limits (wavenumbers) for each peak are chosen in such a way
that they can be used for both virgin and degraded material, so that the entire batch of
spectra can be processed automatically. The baseline for each individual peak in each
individual spectrum is constructed by linear connection of the measured absorbance values
at the integration limits.
Two types of comparison should be made in order to obtain the desired quantitative
results. Firstly, infrared spectra coming from different positions on the same sample are
related by dividing each peak area by the peak area of a reference peak in the same
spectrum; this ratio is named

exp

. Secondly, the same vibrations in infrared spectra

coming from different samples are related by dividing the value of
28
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is obtained for the same band in the bulk of a virgin coating, denoted
[

exp

(0). The ratio

/ (0)] therefore represents the relative peak area of the exposed sample with

respect to its non-exposed starting value. Finding [

/ (0)] = 0.8 in an exposed

exp

coating, for example, means that the peak area of that band has decreased with 20% with
respect to the non-exposed situation. Only
spectrum is recorded. Dividing

exp

by

exp

depends on the position at which the

(0) only means that the level of

exp

is

rescaled: its shape as a function of position (its gradient) is unchanged. The term “gradient”
will be used to indicate the positional dependence of [

exp

/ (0)], while the term

“profile” refers to the mechanically introduced depth profiles that will be discussed in the
next section. The peak at 766 cm−1 (isocyanurate core of the crosslinker molecule) is used as
the reference peak to calculate the ’s, because of the good stability of this chemical moiety
during photodegradation27.

2.4.2

Spatially (x-)resolved results

After preparation of the depth profiles in the virgin and the weathered coatings, infrared
microscopy line scans were performed on the ten samples. Fig. 2.8 illustrates the sample
preparation procedure and the coordinate system that is used.
=0

coating

sandpaper
water

+
−

=0

metal substrate
Fig. 2.8: Schematic of the preparation procedure and the coordinate system for an ATR line scan (red arrows).

The measured points of the ATR line scan (red arrows in Fig. 2.8) proceed from the coating
surface, along the depth profile, across the coating-substrate boundary. The coating depth
coordinate is denoted as : the surface corresponds to

= 0 and the progression from

surface towards substrate corresponds to the negative z-direction. The lateral coordinate
along the ATR line scan is denoted as : the first point of the line scan starts at the coating
surface (at

= = 0) and the progression from surface towards substrate corresponds to the

positive x-direction.
An example of an infrared microscopy result is shown in Fig. 2.9, where the normalised
peak areas of the urethane amide II mode (1520 cm−1) are plotted as a function of

.

Already quite some information can be obtained from the result in this figure. The peak
area of the urethane amide II band decreases with exposure time. At the surface (left end of
the curves), the band even disappears completely before an exposure time of 2800 hours is
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reached. Close to the substrate (right end of the curves), the peak area is also decreasing,
although much slower as compared to the surface.
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Fig. 2.9: Normalised peak area gradients for the urethane amide II mode (1520 cm−1) as a function of the lateral
coordinate of the ATR scans. Different colours represent different exposure times (increasing along the arrow).

Regarding compositional gradients, one can only say that they exist and that the total
magnitude of the change between surface and substrate is known. However, if one wants to
know more details about the development of the compositional gradients in depth, a more
refined analysis is required that involves the determination of the depth profile along the
ATR line scan: ( ).

2.4.3

Optical profilometry

An optical profilometer was used to perform surface height mapping of the coatings along
the measured ATR traces. The position of an ATR trace is easily located due to the imprints
left behind by the germanium crystal. These imprints are clearly visible with an optical
microscope (or in this case, the profilometer) as can be seen from the stitched series of
individually recorded images shown in Fig. 2.10.

Fig. 2.10: Imprints of the ATR crystal, as seen with the profilometer. From left to right, one can distinguish
(original) coating surface, coating depth profile and metal substrate. Sample t5’ is shown.

The depth profile that has been introduced in each infrared microscopy sample was
determined from a surface height map along the whole ATR trace and continuing a bit
further along the unabraded coating surface. Generally, a small tilt correction (typically
0.02°) was applied to the raw profile data in order to correct for off-parallelism between the
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coating surface and the plane that the profilometer considers as horizontal. As an example,
in Fig. 2.11 the urethane amide II gradient for the t5’ sample (left vertical axis) is plotted
together with the sample’s depth profile (right vertical axis).
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-40

Fig. 2.11: Normalised peak area gradient for the urethane amide II mode (left vertical axis) and depth profile ( )
(right vertical axis) as a function of the lateral coordinate of the ATR scan for sample t5’.

From this graph, one can immediately see that the initial plateau of the peak area gradient at
small

corresponds to a height at or just below the surface. Recalculating the peak area

gradient as a function of

will thus result in all these data points being lumped together

around = 0, representing the (distribution of) the surface value. Coincidently, the shape of
these particular depth profiles provides the highest depth resolution in what is generally the
most interesting region of the coating: the first few micrometres below the surface.

2.4.4

Depth (z-)resolved results

Now that both the peak area gradients along the ATR trace and the depth profiles are
known, the infrared microscopy results can be represented as a function of . In Fig. 2.12,
the depth-resolved peak area gradients of the most informative vibrations from Table 2.2
are collected (data points are displayed as smoothed curves for clarity). The figure shows
how the evolution of the concentration of several chemical species occurs via specific
gradients close to the coating surface and in a more uniform fashion in the bulk of the
coating. Previous studies on the mechanisms of photodegradation in PNI coatings in
aerobic conditions indicate the simultaneous occurrence of photolytic cleavage of ester
bonds, chain breaking reactions along oxidative pathways and the formation of new
crosslinks2,3. The initially non-crosslinked thermoplast is increasingly converted into a
crosslinked gel. However, for the fully crosslinked polyester-urethane studied here, the
degradation behaviour is rather different.
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Fig. 2.12: Normalised peak area gradients of six identified IR vibrations (a-f) as a function of coating depth.
Different colours represent samples with different exposure times (exposure time increases along the arrows).

The fastest and largest change observed due to weathering is the decrease in the urethane
amide II band (Fig. 2.12e), indicating the loss of urethane crosslinks‡28. Without a
noticeable induction time, both the surface and the bulk concentrations of urethane bonds
decrease when exposure starts. After 2760 h, this band has completely disappeared at the
‡
The net reduction of crosslinks is confirmed by observations from supportive measurements, such as a lowering
in Tg and crosslink density (DSC, DMTA). Additionally, it was observed that samples for which the infrared
urethane amide II mode is largely gone, are largely soluble.
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surface and from a layer with increasing thickness just below the surface, already exceeding
a thickness of 10 μm after 4530 hours. The time progression of the urethane bond gradient
looks very different from the time progression of the gradients related to ester bonds, which
will be discussed hereafter. This observation confirms the idea that different degradation
pathways are followed for these two types of functional bonds: a mainly photolytic pathway
for ester bond breakage and a mainly oxidative pathway for urethane bond breakage. Such a
mechanistic difference is also expected, since direct homolysis of the urethane functionality
has only been reported to occur when very short wavelengths (around 250 nm) are present
in the irradiation spectrum12, which is not the case for the typical artificial degradation
experiment and certainly not for outdoor exposure.
The shrinkage of several bands may be related to the breakage of ester bonds: both the
bands directly representing an ester bond stretching vibration (Fig. 2.12c and Fig. 2.12d) as
well as the two bands related to carbonyl disubstitution on the aromatic ring (Fig. 2.12a and
Fig. 2.12b) will decrease upon the breakage of an ester bond followed by the elimination of
carbon monoxide. The exposure time at which ester-related bands start to change
significantly (about 1380 hours) corresponds well to the time at which the n→π* transitions
from the UV-VIS results (Fig. 2.5b) start to decrease. The evolution of the 726 cm−1 band is
very similar to that of the 1228 cm−1 band, indicating that these vibrations are closely
related. The band at 828 cm−1 shows remarkably fast changes in comparison to the other
ester-related bands just discussed. Aside from that the results for this band are rather noisy
due to its low absorbance in the infrared spectrum, its large change can be explained by the
fact that this vibration is sensitive to several changes that can take place in its
neighbourhood during photodegradation. The 828 cm−1 band decreases upon the loss of a
substituted carbonyl in the 1- or on the 3-position of the IPA residue, but also disappears
when phenyl rings are converted into biphenyl structures due to crosslinking reactions3.
The combined carbonyl band in Fig. 2.12f is the only analysed band whose peak area
grows during degradation, probably due to the formation of carbonyl-containing oxidation
products during weathering. Further mechanistic interpretation based on these results is
difficult, due to the large number of degradation factors (UV light, oxygen, water) that were
simultaneously present in the weathering experiment. More mechanistic information can
be obtained from the degradation experiments that will be discussed in Chapter 4, in which
exposure experiments are performed under different atmospheric conditions with fewer
stress factors present at the same time.
If one takes another look at the shapes and positions of the gradients in Fig. 2.12a and
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Fig. 2.12d, a first connection to the optical analysis presented in section 2.3 of this chapter
can be made. The characteristic thickness of the degraded layer (

) was observed to be

approximately 6.3 μm (Fig. 2.5a). This value corresponds quite well to the depth in these
peak area gradients related to ester bond scission, where the sharp gradient close to the
surface crosses over to the bulk plateau. Additionally, there is a difference in the penetration
depths of short wavelength radiation, say 289 nm, and long wavelength radiation, say
310 nm. For the former, the first 6 μm of a (thick) coating absorbs 96% of the incident
radiation, whereas for the latter, only about 12% is absorbed by the top 6 μm and so these
wavelengths will penetrate all the way down to the substrate. Therefore it is very probable
that the large changes in the peak area gradients close to the surface are mainly caused by
short wavelength radiation, whereas the lowering of the level deep inside the bulk is caused
by long wavelength radiation which is increasingly more absorbed as degradation proceeds.
Note that this explanation once more implies that the simple two-layer model cannot
provide a complete description of the optical changes that occur in a thick coating, as the
absorptivity of the bottom (bulk) layer will also increase when degradation proceeds.

2.5

Results and discussion III: insight into degradation rates

2.5.1

Quantification of degradation rates

Degradation rates can be obtained from quantitative infrared microscopy data, on the
assumption that the IR absorption coefficients are constant and that the normalised peak
area values may thus be interpreted as scaled concentrations. Instead of looking at the full
depth-resolved gradients from Fig. 2.12, one may also consider only the peak area values at
the surface of the coating and the values of the bulk plateau. The time evolution of these two
quantities for the 1228 and 1520 cm−1 bands, together with their normalised peak area as
obtained from transmission infrared measurements on 4 μm thick coatings, are shown in
Fig. 2.13a and Fig. 2.13b, respectively.
After the initial stage of WOM exposure, the rates at which concentrations change
become approximately constant (lines in the graphs of Fig. 2.13), an observation that has
also been made for several other bands. The rate of decrease in the bulk is always the
smallest. Generally, the overall degradation rate in a thin coating (transmission
measurement) is somewhat larger as compared to the surface of a thick coating, although
the difference is rather small for several of the analysed bands. An overview of the rates
determined from such linear fits to the time evolution of normalised peak area values is
shown in Table 2.3.
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Table 2.3: Scaled rates of change for several IR vibrations, determined from linear fits to the infrared data.
Rate of change (% week−1)
Wavenumber (cm−1)
Transmission
ATR-surface
ATR-bulk
726
−2.1
−2.0
−0.9
828
−3.7
−2.8
−1.3
1134
−4.5
−3.5
−1.3
1228
−4.3
−2.5
−1.2
1520
−7.7
−7.5
−4.2
1720 & 1688
+1.9
+1.0
+0.5
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Fig. 2.13: Time evolution of the normalised peak area values at the surface (solid circles) and in the bulk (open
circles) of the infrared microscopy samples and the transmission infrared samples (stars) for a) the 1228 cm−1 band
and b) the 1520 cm−1 band. The displayed lines are fits to the data.

2.5.2

Kinetic model of ester bond scission

Photodegradation of the polyester-urethane coating is initiated by the photolytic scission of
ester bonds. The rate of this photolysis process is therefore an important quantity to
consider if one aims to quantify the “rate of photodegradation” in a general sense. In the
previous sections of this chapter, information has been gathered about both the cause of
photolysis (absorption of UV radiation, section 2.3) and its consequence (breakage of ester
bonds, section 2.4). The combination of all this information provides the possibility to
propose a quantitative kinetic model for ester bond photolysis.
One may expect that the rate of ester bond photolysis is first order in the concentration
of ester bonds. If that is the case, then a constant rate of bond scission can only be unified
with a decrease in the reactant concentration if there is another factor involved in the rate
expression that increases during degradation and as such compensates for the
disappearance of the reactant. In the case of ester bond scission, the increase in the rate of
light absorption as discussed in section 2.3 is the most likely explanation. The rate of bond
scission,

sci ,

can be written as
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sci

=

ph. abs. → coating
⋅
s

abs

ph. abs. → bonds
⋅
ph. abs. → coating

bonds broken
ph. abs. → bonds

(2.7)

or by explicitly denoting wavelength dependence, as
sci (

with

)= ( )

1 − 10

( , )

⋅ ( )

⋅

the irradiated coating surface area. The factor

(2.8)

(which is assumed to be

independent of wavelength) represents the fraction of all the absorbed photons that are
absorbed by ester moieties and therefore may result in ester bond scission (or in short:
‘absorbed by bonds’). The factor

is the quantum efficiency or the probability that the

event of photon absorption by such a bond actually leads to bond scission. One could
imagine the fraction

to be proportional to the number of ester bonds

est

present in the

irradiated volume. For the virgin coating, where all the ester bonds are intact (

est

=

est,0 ),

it is assumed that incident photons are always absorbed by an IPA moiety with ester bonds
that can break, so that

=

est / est,0 ,

with

est,0

=

. By substitution of these two

est,0

expressions into equation (2.8), the rate of scission can be written as
sci (

with

est,0

) = ( ) 1 − 10

( , )

⋅

est

⋅ ( )

est,0

(2.9)

the initial number density of ester bonds. Finally, both sides of equation (2.9) are

divided by

est,0

to obtain the scaled rate of scission,
sci (

The ratio [

est / est,0 ]

)=

1
est,0

est
est,0

sci (

) [time−1], given by

⋅ ( ) 1 − 10

( , )

⋅ ( )

can be interpreted as the experimental quantity [

(2.10)
exp

/ (0)] for an

ester bond vibration in the IR spectrum, as was defined in section 2.4.1. Therefore,
equation (2.10) can be equivalently represented as
sci (

)=

1

exp

est,0

(0)

⋅ ( ) 1 − 10

( , )

⋅ ( )

(2.11)

est

Note that all three terms in this last equation may change when exposure proceeds.
In order to take the analysis a bit further, a few more assumptions have to be made.
Firstly, it is assumed that each scission event is caused by a single photon of sufficient
energy (this criterion will be clarified later on). Secondly, it is assumed that

is a

characteristic property of the scission mechanism that does not change with exposure time.
The time evolution of the scission rate is then indeed described only by the changes in the
reactant concentration and the rate of light absorption. The rate of scission that was
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experimentally determined from the infrared data is due to exposure to a polychromatic
light source. Therefore, one needs to consider the integrated form of equation (2.11),

sci

=

1

exp

est,0

(0)

u

⋅
est

d

( ) 1 − 10

( , )

( )

(2.12)

l

in which the integration is performed over the effective range of wavelengths, from lower
limit

l

to upper limit

u.

This effective range should contain the photons of all wavelengths

‘that could break a bond’. The choice for

l

is based on the onset of

abs (

) during WOM

exposure, that is, there is a natural cut-off at the low wavelength side based on the fact that
( ) is practically zero below 270 nm (Fig. 2.6b). If one only considers single photon
u,

events, there must be an upper limit

related to the fact that at some point the energy of

the photon is insufficient to excite a reactive species to a state that is required for bond
scission. Because there are no clear ab initio reasons to pinpoint
suitable choice for

u

u,

a procedure to make a

will be illustrated instead, based on the infrared and the optical data

available at this point. This procedure is based on the observation that

sci

should become

constant after the initial stage of weathering, corresponding to the fitted lines in Fig. 2.13.
For this example, again a thin coating of initially 4 μm thickness is considered (

abs (

)

shown in Fig. 2.6b) and the band at 1228 cm−1, as measured by transmission infrared, is
taken as the representative description for the ester bond concentration (the normalised
peak area evolution shown in Fig. 2.13a, stars).
An important issue that has not yet been addressed is the spectral dependence of the
quantum efficiency ( ). Very little knowledge is available on this topic. One of the few
studies addressing ( ) was performed by Bauer29, who proposed two functions for ( ): a
“short wavelength insensitive” (acrylic) and a “short wavelength sensitive” (ester) function.
Application of either of these two functions to the data reported in this chapter does not
lead to convergence in

sci

with increasing exposure time (via application of

equation (2.12)) for any possible

u.

As the next attempt, a wavelength-independent

quantum efficiency was applied. Wavelength independence of the quantum efficiency has
also been advocated in a previous study on polyester degradation30, although, in that work,
no attention was paid to changes in the optical properties during weathering. For the case in
which ( ) = constant, the resulting
function of

u

sci

as obtained from equation (2.12) is shown as a

in Fig. 2.14.
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Fig. 2.14: Time evolution of the scaled rate of scission sci expressed as a function of the upper integration limit u
for the case that ( ) is a constant with value 1.6∙10−3 (value explained in the text that follows). The point of
convergence (minimum in the variance of the four curves) was observed at 334 nm.

From the graph§, it can be seen that a constant ( ) indeed yields an (approximately)
constant rate of scission for exposure times of 904 hours and above. The decreasing
contribution of the short wavelengths to the integral, mainly caused by the decrease of the
normalised peak area (reactant concentration) is compensated for by the increasing
contribution of the longer wavelengths, caused by the tail formation in
abs (

). In fact, this result suggests that one should set

u

( ) and thus

= 334 nm in order to best describe

the situation that is observed experimentally: an initially increasing rate of scission that
converges to a constant rate after the initial stage of degradation (

exp

≥ 904 h).

The optical band gap for a similar (virgin) polyester-urethane was reported to be
258 nm, based on Tauc extrapolation of the edge towards the π→π* transitions16. If the
same procedure is applied to the initial absorption edge towards the n→π* transitions as
reported in this chapter, which is rather questionable indeed, the resulting value for the
band gap is approximately 300 nm. Apparently, the appropriate integration limit

u

is not

explained by the band gap of the material and other factors must play a role.
If ( ) is indeed treated as wavelength-independent, equation (2.12) can be rewritten
to obtain

sci

=

est,0

⋅

exp

(0)

u

⋅
cm

d

( ) 1 − 10

( , )

(2.13)

l

The numerical values of most terms in this equation can be obtained from the experimental

§

The numerical value of the constant

structure and the thickness
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est,0

= 4 μm, which yields

is estimated from the mass density of the ideal network
est,0

= 7.5∙10−23 m2.
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data:

sci

follows from the (absolute) slope of the line fitted to the infrared data (Fig. 2.13a)

and the product of the relative concentration and the integrated absorption rate is obtained
from the convergence point in Fig. 2.14. The value of the quantum efficiency could
therefore be calculated, as this is the only constant left to match the left and right hand side
of equation (2.13), which resulted in

= 1.6∙10−3. This value is comparable to quantum

efficiency values that are commonly reported in literature, which typically lie in the range
10−1-10−5 (data for several polymers are collected by, e.g., Rabek31). The method to
determine the quantum efficiency as reported in this chapter takes a relatively large range of
exposure times into account that correspond to a later stage of weathering, whereas in most
literature reports, initial slopes in concentration(time)-plots or initial changes of the
molecular weight are used. The comparability of quantum efficiency values resulting from
both types of procedures is therefore also an indication that the assumption of a constant
with proceeding exposure, is reasonable.

2.6

Conclusions

The photodegradation process of urethane-crosslinked PNI clearcoats subjected to
Weather-Ometer exposure has been characterised with two spectroscopic techniques:
UV-VIS spectroscopy to study the changes in the optical properties of the coating and FTIR
spectroscopy to study the (depth-resolved) changes in chemical composition.
Varying the coating thickness of samples used in the UV-VIS measurements showed
that for WOM-exposed samples, there is a thickness dependence of the ratio
absorbance-to-thickness, as obtained from a Beer-Lambert analysis. The inhomogeneity of
the optical changes throughout the coating, as is demonstrated by this result, has been
described by a simplified two-layer model, which captures the changes as measured well.
The characteristic thickness of the degraded layer is approximately constant during
degradation, whereas the other model parameter, the absorptivity of the degraded layer,
changes systematically with increasing exposure time. Of all the changes in the absorptivity,
the formation of a tail above 300 nm wavelength has the largest effect on the rate of photon
absorption due to the large flux of photons in the irradiance spectrum of the
Weather-Ometer light source in this wavelength regime.
Infrared microscopy in combination with the introduction of depth profiles in coatings
has been applied in order to achieve quantitative chemical characterisation with a high
depth resolution. A consistent method for data analysis and an accurate determination of
the depth profile are important in this respect. Both these aspects have been dealt with, by a
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proper normalisation on an internal standard and by optical profilometry measurements,
respectively. Interpretation of the infrared microscopy results showed that the oxidative
photodegradation of urethane-crosslinked PNI involves the rapid and extensive loss of
urethane crosslinks. This result is different from what is known for linear PNI, which
becomes increasingly crosslinked during weathering. The breakage of ester bonds and the
formation of photo-oxidation products (peak broadening, growing carbonyl band) can also
be clearly observed from the data. Compositional gradients are formed in the upper few
micrometres and level off to a plateau value in the bulk of the coating. These gradients
change with increasing exposure time, in the surface layer as well as in the bulk. The
changes in different regions of the coating depth are mainly caused by different penetration
depths of the photons present in the irradiance spectrum in the Weather-Ometer.
The rates at which compositional levels change after the initial stage of weathering were
observed to be constant for several vibrations, measured at different positions in a thick
coating (surface and bulk plateau values) and in a thin coating (by transmission infrared
spectroscopy). Constant rates with decreasing reactant concentrations can be described by
kinetics that are first order in the reactive species, provided there is another factor involved
that increases when degradation proceeds. Such a kinetic model has been proposed for the
rate of ester bond scission, for which the increase in the rate of absorption is the
compensating factor. For this purpose, quantitative information about both the optical
properties and the chemical changes must be obtained and combined. A constant rate of
scission after the initial stage of degradation can indeed be unified with the experimental
data if the dependence of the scission quantum efficiency on wavelength is not too strong,
or even completely absent. The outcome of such a relatively simple analysis can provide
answers to ill-defined problems, such as where to cut off the rate of scission for low-energy
photons (i.e., where to set the quantum efficiency to zero) and also yield estimates for
principally unknown parameters, such as the value of the scission quantum efficiency.
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2.8

Appendices

Appendix 2.1: Minimisation procedure for the two-layer model analysis
The state of an exposed coating sample in the two-layer model can either be fully degraded
or mixed (depending on the ratio / ), where each state has a different expression for the
absorbance. Nonetheless, both states can be represented by a single equation for the
absorbance in the following way:
( )=

( )

( ) − ( ) min( , )
( ) max(0,
− ) + ( ) min(

+
=

The label

,

(A2-1)

)

in this equation refers to each individual sample in the data set at a single

exposure time

exp .

In order to obtain the best fit of the model absorbance to the measured

absorbance, the mean square difference between the two should be minimised. For both
( ), one can obtain an equation that corresponds to this

and

model parameters, i.e.,

minimal difference condition, respectively given by
∑ ∑
=
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1
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∑ ∑
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( )

−

( )−
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(

−
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1
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(

−

)

and

( )=

∑

In these two equations,

min(1,

,

⁄
∑

,

( )

)
,

( ) max(0,1 −

−

min(1,

⁄

⁄

)

(A2-3)

)

is a weight matrix. The weights are chosen in such a way that

they are equal to 1 for all the measurement points in the regime where Beer-Lambert’s law
is best obeyed (255:0.2:280 nm, from the fine scan UV-VIS measurement) and equal to 0 for
all other wavelengths, that is
=

,

1, 255 ≤ ≤ 280 nm
0,
otherwise

(A2-4)

The -terms in equation (A2-2) arise from the derivative
d
d
in which

min(
1

1,

)=

(

−

1)

represents the left-continuous Heavyside function, given by
0,
≤0
( )=
1,
>0

(A2-5)

(A2-6)
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The minimisation is then performed by initially setting

=

,max

(thickest sample in the

set), followed by an iterative solving of equations (A2-2) and (A2-3). Convergence occurred
in typically 10 iterations and was observed to be independent of the initial guess for
long as this value is not too low (
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can get stuck in local minima for low starting values).

as

3
Kinetic Monte Carlo simulation of optical and
chemical changes during coating degradation
A numerical method to simulate reactions in a cross-linked polymer is developed and applied
to the photodegradation process of polyester-urethane clearcoats during artificial exposure in
a Weather-Ometer. This coarse-grained simulation method, which is based on a kinetic
Monte Carlo scheme, is verified with experimental data on the depth-resolved changes in
optical properties and chemical composition that have been previously determined. By
modelling the depth-dependency of physical processes that occur in the coating, such as the
absorption of photons and the diffusion of oxygen, the experimentally observed evolution of
depth gradients in chemical composition can be well described by the simulation. A sensitivity
analysis of individual simulation input parameters with respect to a set of resulting
observables is performed and the results provide insight into the influence of specific reaction
mechanisms on the overall degradation process and help to distinguish essential from less
important processes. The values of input parameters that result in the most accurate
simulation of the experimental data are determined with an optimisation procedure. In this
way, the numerical values of several kinetic and physical parameters that are difficult to
determine directly in an experimental way, such as various reaction rate constants, can be
obtained from the simulations.

The results described in this chapter have been published as: Adema, Makki, Peters, Laven,
van der Ven, van Benthem, de With. Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 17, 19962-19976 (2015).
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3.1

Introduction

3.1.1

Computer simulations in polymer weathering research

The majority of studies in the field of polymer weathering is based on experimental
approaches. During the last years, however, the number of researchers who choose to follow
simulation-based routes is increasing. Aside from the increasing availability of
computational power, which is undoubtedly an important drive for this development, there
are several reasons why a simulation approach is particularly advantageous in this field.
One of these reasons is related to the paradox that is often encountered in studies on
service lifetime prediction: the research is focussed on the weathering of materials that are
suitable for industrial applications, which means that they need to possess good stability
against photodegradation, which in turn means that weathering tests take a long time to
complete. This is true for both artificial weathering tests that try to remain close to realistic
service conditions and for natural exposure. Computer simulations have good potential to
circumvent this problem, especially when a variety of service environments is of interest for
the material at hand. In a simulation, the effect of different conditions can be studied by
changing the input parameters and re-running the code, whereas the experimental
approach requires a repetition of the entire cycle of material preparation, exposure and
characterisation. Continuing along the same line, it may also be clear that simulations can
lead to a reduction in economic and environmental costs, to which especially the saving on
energy-consuming artificial exposure equipment can be a significant contribution.
Besides these rather practical reasons, there is also a more fundamental motivation to
study photodegradation by computer simulations. In general, experimental studies result in
a temporal sampling of material properties, that is, materials are exposed for a certain
period after which properties are measured or samples are removed for future
characterisation and this procedure is then repeated for a number of times. The material
evolution during degradation is assessed by comparing the properties from two such points
at which they were probed. The actual changes that took place in the material during the
time in between those two points, however, can only be deduced from interpretation; they
have not been observed directly (with the exception of studies where on-line monitoring
during exposure is performed, but this is commonly not the case). Simulations, on the other
hand, have the potential to access direct observation and may therefore make it easier to
establish correct relations between cause and consequence as compared to experiments.
Although there are important benefits to simulations in weathering research, not all of
the problems in this field can be solved by computer simulations, or better perhaps, by
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computer simulations alone. Polymer photodegradation is of such complexity that reliable
experimental information will always be required. The optimal solution lies with the
combination of experiment and simulation, thus making the best possible use of their
complementarity. Any practically relevant simulation requires experimental information as
an input and the outcome of the simulation should be verified experimentally in as many
ways as possible. If such an approach is followed, simulations can be of reliable predictive
value and will become more generally accepted in the field.

3.1.2

Simulation methods for coating photodegradation

Photodegradation processes are typically initiated by the absorption of (UV) radiation in
the irradiated specimen. Reactive species, mostly radicals that are initially generated by
photolytic processes, subsequently cause a cascade of reactions that leads to material
degradation. The fraction of the incident photon flux that actually leads to damage in the
irradiated specimen is generally very small, certainly in the case of coatings. Photon
absorption in this context can therefore be well described as a stochastic Poisson process.
The first applications of computer simulations in the field of polymer weathering were then
also based on probabilistic approaches, in which the time evolution of the degrading system
from its initial state to a degraded state may follow different possible pathways.
An early, but very illustrative example of such a stochastic approach, is the work by
Martin1, which not only shows how the absorption of bond-rupturing photons can be
described by Poisson statistics, but also includes verification of the simulation outcome by
comparison to experimental data and therefore immediately establishes a practical link with
service lifetime prediction. Subsequent simulation work in the coatings field has mainly
been dealing with the evolution of surface topography during weathering, including the
influence of pigments2 and the study of how (initial) degradation can influence further
degradation3. The evolution of the surface topography is often related to the change in gloss
due to a changing roughness, but relations with other coating properties (fracture
toughness, reflectance, contact angle, yellowing, dielectric response) have been established
as well3-5. A common characteristic of all these probabilistic approaches is the concept of
cumulative damage, which involves the accumulation of a large number of so-called
degradation events on small length scales, eventually leading to changes in macroscopic
properties on a large scale.
Deterministic approaches to weathering simulations are mostly based on so-called
mechanistic models6: mathematical descriptions of chemical and physical phenomena that
take place during photodegradation. A mechanistic approach towards “time-to-failure”
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models, which are used to generate distribution functions of a coating’s lifetime, has been
established by Bauer7 and was continued by Nichols in the more general context of how
failure modes are influenced by different environmental conditions8. Another mechanistic
formulation was developed by Kiil, who simulated degradation of an epoxy-amine coating
using a system of coupled differential equations for both chemical reaction rates and
physical phenomena, such as the mass transfer of oxygen, water and volatiles6,9.
The simulation work in this thesis is aimed at providing information that is
complementary to experimental results such as those presented in Chapter 2. The
simulations should thus contain chemical information representative of the model
polyester-urethane system and provide quantitative and depth-resolved results for the time
evolution during photodegradation. Due to the complicated degradation chemistry of the
polyester-urethane, a probabilistic approach seems to be the most natural route to simulate
a system that can evolve via so many different chemical species, of which for some the
(local) concentration can be very low. A probabilistic simulation method, based on a
coarse-grained kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) scheme, was introduced by Makki et al.10, with
the aim of simulating the weathering process of a crosslinked polymer on a nanometre
scale. Such simulations provide valuable insights into the evolution of the network structure
during photodegradation, but are, due to the complexity of such a degrading network,
limited to small length scales and thus unable to display effects that appear on larger length
scales, like the inhomogeneity on a micrometre scale as observed in Chapter 2. A
complementary KMC degradation scheme, dedicated to weathering simulations on larger
length scales, is therefore developed in the present chapter.

3.1.3

Kinetic Monte Carlo simulation of photodegradation

The kinetic Monte Carlo method is a probabilistic approach to simulate the time evolution
of a system via a set of processes with predefined rates11. Provided that these processes are
mutually independent and of the Poisson type, a correct input of rates will result in a
correct time scale for the evolution of the simulated system. The KMC algorithm
determines the time evolution in a step-by-step fashion: from the present state of the
system, the next event is selected, which causes the system to enter a ‘new present state’,
after which the next event is selected, and so on.
The selection of events happens according to the rate of each individual event ( )
with respect to the total rate of all possible events ( = ∑

). The probability of selecting

event to occur next equals

= / and selection of a specific event is performed

according to a random number

drawn from a uniform distribution (0,1]. The outcome of
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this selection process is the same as determining event from the cumulative probability
distribution

(cum)

=∑

when

(cum)

<

≤

(cum)

. Since

= / , please note that this

formulation is completely analogous to selection via the cumulative rate distribution
(cum)

=∑

when

(cum)

<

≤

(cum)

. The time interval ∆ associated with the selected

event is determined from a second uniform random number ′ ∈(0,1], such that
∆ =−

ln(1/ ′). If the (cumulative) simulation time before performing event was , the

time after performing event will be = +∆ . In this way, the simulation time proceeds as
more events take place in the evolving system.
Simulation of chemical reactions via the KMC approach has been largely popularised
due to a publication by Gillespie, in which the advantages of this probabilistic algorithm
over a deterministic one are clearly illustrated for the case in which one is dealing with a set
of complicated and highly coupled reactions, in which “molecular population levels can
change suddenly and sharply with time”12. This application of the KMC method, also
known as the Gillespie algorithm, can be summarised in four steps:
1.

Initialise: initialise composition, reaction rates and random number generators;

2.

Monte Carlo step: draw two random numbers to select the next reaction and the
associated time step;

3.

Update: perform the selected reaction and update the composition accordingly,
update reaction rates and increase the simulation time by the computed time step;

4.

Iteration: iterate through steps 2. and 3. until

= 0 or the desired simulation time

has been reached.
Apart from the general advantages already mentioned, there is another particular advantage
of Gillespie’s method in the context of photodegradation. The reactions, or more generally,
the processes governing photodegradation, can cover a large spectrum of time scales, which
makes it difficult to efficiently capture both the high and the low frequency events with a
time-driven method as used in deterministic simulations. Gillespie’s approach, however, is
an event-driven method in which a large variation of the time step ∆ does not require any
additional effort to incorporate and is therefore very suitable for this type of simulation.

3.2

Modelling and simulation setup

3.2.1

Simulation volume

The desired weathering simulations require the ability to simulate coating volumes with a
user-defined lateral size and thickness. The total simulation volume, denoted as “box”,
represents a 3-dimensional coating volume, shaped as a rectangular cuboid of arbitrary
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dimensions ( x , y , z ) of which the z-direction corresponds to the coating thickness. This box
is a spatially inhomogeneous element that can in principle describe inhomogeneity in all
three dimensions. Next, the box volume is divided into (

x, y, z)

smaller elements, in all

three dimensions, termed “cells”, whose centres are located at different positions ( , , ) in
the box. The cells serve as representative volume elements of the coating, implying that the
conditions inside each individual cell are considered as spatially homogeneous. For
convenience, the shape of a cell is chosen as a rectangular cuboid as well and all cells are of
equal size. The definition of simulation volumes is schematically represented in Fig. 3.1.

coating
substrate
box
cell

Fig. 3.1: Overview of the volumes defined for the simulation. A 3D volume of coating (box) is selected as the total
volume of the simulation (top arrow). The spatially inhomogeneous box is divided into smaller elements: the
spatially homogeneous cells (bottom arrow).

For a further definition of the system size, the size of a cell should be considered. The cell
size should not be too small, as too few atoms may not be representative for a degrading
network, nor should it be too large, as the cell size should be much smaller than the typical
length scale of inhomogeneity. In addition, the cell dimensions also determine the spatial
resolution of the simulation in each direction. From several trials, it was observed that a cell
with a volume of the order of 1000 nm3 contains sufficient material to be representative for
simulating degradation and that a cell height of 100 nm is sufficiently small to capture the
depth-inhomogeneity observed in Chapter 2. After determining the cell dimensions, the
desired coating area ( x ∙ y ) and thickness ( z ) of the simulation box can be adjusted via the
number of cells that the box contains in each direction. Increasing the size of the simulation
box leads to longer computation times to reach the same extent of degradation.

3.2.2

Coarse-grained model of the chemical structure

Simulation of a large box that contains an atomistically detailed description of the
chemistry is unfeasible from a computational point of view. One part of this problem is due
to the large total number of atoms in a large box, the other part is caused by the fact that all
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these atoms are interconnected via the topology of a specific network. A solution to this
problem can be realised by coarse-graining the molecular structure and by formulating a
compositional description of the network.
Coarse-graining involves grouping clusters of atoms from the all-atom description of
the molecular structure into superatoms, or beads13. The result of this operation is that the
number of particles to be dealt with can be significantly reduced. Coarse-graining is a
common procedure in the field of polymer simulations and has been applied to both
thermoplastic13 and thermosetting systems14. The model polyester-urethane used in this
study was coarse-grained as shown in Fig. 3.2. The motivation for this manner of defining
beads will be clarified in the next sections of this chapter.

H
N

C
O

O

Fig. 3.2: Coarse graining scheme used for the virgin polyester-urethane structure.

The polyester part is composed of two types of beads, originating from each one of its
monomeric units: the IPA residue, which will be called “aromatic bead” (represented by the
blue circle in Fig. 3.2) and the NPG residue, which will be called “aliphatic bead” (green
square). The HDT crosslinker is also composed of two types of beads: the isocyanurate ring,
or “crosslinker body” (one per crosslinker molecule, purple triangle), and the isocyanate
residue tail, or “crosslinker arm” (three per crosslinker molecule, red bullet). Two bonds
interconnecting the beads are modelled explicitly: the urethane bond (connecting
crosslinker arm and aliphatic bead, yellow wiggle) and the ester bond (connecting aliphatic
bead and aromatic bead, black bar). Coarse-graining the network, using beads instead of the
atoms, already leads to a significant reduction (about 90%) in the number of entities to be
dealt with. However, one can imagine that degradation chemistry, which, simplistically put,
deals with breaking and making bonds, will still require an immense amount of
bookkeeping by the simulation program due to the network topology. Breaking bonds at
two different locations inside the same polymer chain results into two different network
topologies. The same holds, for example, for the formation of new bonds and for tracking
the locations of radicals in the network.
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Keeping track of this network topology in every cell of a large box still makes
simulation unfeasible. For this reason, a second simplification is performed by converting
the chemical network with topology into a compositional representation of the network,
without topology. In short, this step involves discarding all the connections between beads
in the coarse-grained network representation, so that it is no longer known which
individual beads are mutually connected, but instead the number of beads with a certain
connection type is tracked. In order to retain the information of bonds inside a cell, it is
necessary to include the number and type of connecting bonds into the entity of each bead,
or in other words, a representation of ‘beads with bonds’ is needed. By following this
scheme, the content of each cell in the box can now be represented by a simple composition
vector

that is used to count how many beads of each unique type are present in the cell.

Analogously, the chemical composition of the whole box can be tracked by another
composition vector
=[

,

,… ,

which contains all the cell composition vectors, as such that

] with

the total number of cells in the box. The transition from

topological network to compositional representation is schematically illustrated in Fig. 3.3
(please note that the bonds drawn in the compositional representation are actually ‘halfbonds’, with the other half belonging to a bead on the other side of the connection).
Species
Compositional
representation

Rel. occurrence
2
6

Coarse-grained
network

6
3(n−1)
3n

Fig. 3.3: Transition from the coarse-grained network with topology (left side) to the compositional representation
of ‘beads with bonds’ (right side). The right column of the table represents a vector that contains the (relative)
cell composition for the virgin polyester-urethane.

From the table on the right side of the figure, it can be seen that the virgin cell is composed
of only 5 different species (effectively only 4, as the isocyanurate ring can be considered
inert during photodegradation, and therefore does not need to be tracked).
As mentioned earlier, the connectivity of a bead (number and type of bonds) is a
property of each coarse-grained chemical species. Several other properties are attributed to
each species as well, together defining its internal state. In order to efficiently implement
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internal states into the simulation later on, an integer number, called the “stateID”, is
assigned to every unique species that can be present in the simulation box. The values of
each individual property are coded by an integer number as well. In Table 3.1, the
attributed bead properties are collected.
Table 3.1: Overview of bead properties and related information.
Property
Short description
type
Type of coarse-grained entity
absorptivity
Photon absorptivity state
oxidation_state
Extent to which a bead is oxidised
n_ester_bonds
Number of connecting ester bonds
n_urethane_bonds
Number of connecting urethane bonds
n_newxl_bonds
Number of new crosslink bonds (C-C)
n_radicals
Number of radicals on a bead

Value range
0-3
0-1
0-2
0-2
0-1
0-3
0-1

Relevant for bead types
all
aromatic
aliphatic, crosslinker arm
aromatic, aliphatic
aliphatic, crosslinker arm
aromatic, aliphatic
all

A unique stateID is thus assigned to any fixed combination of property states, as coded by
the numbers in the third column of Table 3.1, according to
stateID = n_rad + 2(n_newxl + 4(n_ure + 2(n_est + 3(oxi + 3(abs + 2 ⋅ type )))))

(3.1)

and vice versa, a unique set of property states can be recovered from each stateID.
The “type”-property of a species is the main criterion that determines the role of that
bead in the photodegradation process, as the type determines whether the bead is an
aromatic bead, an aliphatic bead, a crosslinker arm bead or a void in the coating, where this
last bead type results from the removal of a bead of any of the other bead types from the
cell. According to a bead’s type, some of its properties may or may not be relevant (last
column in Table 3.1). For example, the absorption of photons is attributed to the aromatic
moieties of PNI and hence the “absorptivity”-property is only relevant for the aromatic
beads. Similarly, the hydrogen atoms that can be most easily abstracted from the network
are located adjacent to the ester and urethane bonds in the coating. Radicals will therefore
most likely be located at these sites, making those locations in the material the most likely
ones for oxidation reactions. For that reason, the “oxidation_state”-property is relevant for
aliphatic beads and crosslinker arm beads only. Additional information regarding bead
properties and associated property values can be found in the next section, where they will
be discussed in the context of photodegradation reactions.
From equation (3.1), one may calculate that a total number of 1152 different stateID’s
can exist. However, most of the corresponding sets of property states can never be formed
due to imposed restrictions, such as the ones mentioned in the examples above. The
number of unique species that can be formed in practice is much lower, about 90.
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3.2.3

Coarse-grained model of photodegradation reactions

The composition of each cell in the coating is tracked by a composition vector

that

initially contains four nonzero entries, that is, the number of beads in the cell for each of the
four reactive stateID’s in the virgin coating (see Fig. 3.3). During the simulation, beads
disappear (reactants) and beads with other stateID’s form (products). To simulate
compositional evolution via these species, the possible steps for a species to evolve, called
“reaction mechanisms”, have to be defined. In order to obtain a realistic outcome of the
simulation, these mechanisms should obviously be (coarse-grained) models of degradation
reactions that occurs in reality. Although the detailed degradation chemistry of urethanecrosslinked PNI is very complicated and surely not completely known and understood, one
can still try to capture its main pathways and define reaction mechanisms according to that
knowledge.
Based on experimental results available from literature and those reported in Chapter 2,
the list of reaction mechanisms in Table 3.2 was compiled. The last column in the table
reflects the order of each reaction mechanism in the reactant beads, with the reaction order
in the radical reactant beads in parentheses.
Table 3.2: Reaction mechanisms defined for the simulations.
Mechanism name
Description

Reaction order

Initiation
scission

Photolytic scission of an ester bond

abstraction-H_ali
abstraction-H_xl
evaporation_ali
evaporation_xl
leaching
oxidation

Hydrogen abstraction from an aliphatic bead
Hydrogen abstraction from a crosslinker arm bead
Evaporation of a maximally oxidised aliphatic bead
Evaporation of a maximally oxidised crosslinker arm bead
Leaching out of aliphatic beads without any connecting bonds left
Oxidation of an aliphatic or crosslinker arm bead with a radical
(a urethane bond is broken if a crosslinker arm bead is oxidised)

grafting
recombination_aro
recombination_ali
sink_aro
sink_ali

Grafting between two aromatic beads forming a new crosslink
Recombination of two aromatic radicals forming a new crosslink
Recombination of two aliphatic radicals forming a new crosslink
Loss of aromatic radicals due to unknown reactions (sink)
Loss of aliphatic radicals due to unknown reactions (sink)

1

Propagation
2 (1•)
2 (1•)
1
1
1
1 (1•)

Termination
2 (1•)
2 (2•)
2 (2•)
1 (1•)
1 (1•)

Photodegradation is initiated by the generation of radicals as a consequence of photon
absorption. Previous work on the (molecular) degradation mechanisms of PNI has shown
that the initiation step for this material is of a photolytic nature, more specifically by
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Norrish type I photocleavage of the aromatic ester group15. The scission mechanism in
Table 3.2 represents this photolytic initiation step.
Numerous propagation mechanisms are known for the photodegradation of this type
of polyester-urethanes. Radicals generated by ester bond photolysis can travel through the
material via hydrogen abstraction reactions15,16. Because of the stability of the radical
formed after abstraction, two sites have the largest probability to be successfully attacked by
a radical: the methylene hydrogen atoms in the α-position to the ester bond and those in the
α-position to the NH of the urethane bond, of which the latter methylene hydrogen atoms
are the most weakly bound17. These two reactions are represented by the two hydrogen
abstraction mechanisms in Table 3.2. Under aerobic conditions, radicals in the material can
react with oxygen (that is, get oxidised), enabling a large variety of follow-up reactions to
occur. A peroxy radical can be formed in the α-position to the ester bond, which in turn can
be converted, for example, into a hydroperoxide via hydrogen abstraction. Via different
routes, such (labile) hydroperoxides may lead to the formation of several oxidised chemical
groups, including anhydrides, acids and hemiacetals, sometimes accompanied by chain
breaking reactions15. Similarly, hydroperoxides can be formed in the α-position to the
urethane bond NH, followed by conversion into an acetylurethane function that can be
hydrolysed by water formed in situ, ultimately leading to breakage of the urethane link into
a carboxylic acid and a urethane end group17. The formation of oxidised structures is
represented in the simulation via the oxidation mechanism. Progressive oxidation can lead
to the formation of volatile fragments (such as CO2), which may evaporate from the
coating. These processes are represented by the two evaporation mechanisms in Table 3.2.
Aliphatic units that are no longer connected to the network, such as neopentylglycol or
oxidised derivatives thereof, may leach out of the coating via the leaching mechanism (in
reality, one could also think of washing out by water, for example).
Finally, several termination reactions in which radicals are consumed are taken into
account. Phenyl radicals that can form after ester bond photolysis, have been shown to
‘graft’ to other isophthalic moieties of PNI chains16, which is represented by the grafting
mechanism in the simulations. Additionally, two phenyl radicals may recombine to form a
new C-C bond, described by the aromatic recombination mechanism in the simulation. A
similar recombination reaction may take place between two aliphatic radicals, also resulting
in a newly formed crosslink, via the aliphatic recombination mechanism. Recombination
reactions between aliphatic and aromatic radicals have been omitted for simplicity. The list
from Table 3.2 is concluded by adding two more mechanisms (radical sinks) that account
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for radicals in the experimental system that are lost due to other processes, for example, the
encountering of defects and impurities.
The possible degradation pathways that may be followed in the simulation are now set
by the list of defined reaction mechanisms. The questions that remain to be answered are
about the pathways that will be followed when a virgin system evolves into a degraded
system under given boundary conditions, and about the importance of every mechanism
during such a degradation process. In order to answer those questions, the setup of the
simulation scheme will be completed in the following two sections, in which reaction rates
are introduced and some algorithmic details of the KMC simulations are discussed.

3.2.4

Photon absorption and degradation rates

Because initiation of the photodegradation process is directly related to the absorption of
UV radiation, a proper modelling of photon absorption by the coating is an essential
requirement for the KMC simulation. As mentioned earlier, photon absorption is attributed
to the aromatic moieties of PNI, that is, to the aromatic beads in the simulation box. Two
types of absorbing beads are distinguished: aromatic beads that are not connected to
another aromatic bead (“monophenyls”), which is the case for all aromatic beads in the
virgin coating, and aromatic beads that are connected to another aromatic bead
(“biphenyls”). The difference between these two types is that biphenyls absorb a larger
fraction of the incident photon flux than monophenyls do, in reflection of their extended
conjugation of excited states. The formation of biphenyl species is therefore used to model
the increase of the coating absorptivity as degradation proceeds, mainly the formation of an
absorption tail at wavelengths of 300 nm and higher (as discussed in Chapter 2). Please
recall that biphenyl structures may form via the grafting as well as the aromatic
recombination mechanisms.
When the top of a cell is irradiated with UV light, every aromatic bead in that cell will
absorb a portion of the incident photon flux. Unless the cell height becomes extremely
large, the absorbed fraction will always be (much) smaller than 1, meaning that a finite
photon flux will leave the cell on the bottom side. The flux that leaves one cell will
consequently be the incident flux for the next cell it encounters. This is the way in which
photon absorption is implemented in the simulation of a box of cells. The irradiation flux
will here be considered to enter the box normal to its (x,y)-surface at = 0, which
corresponds to irradiation of a coating volume perpendicular to its surface and, of course,
from the top. Calculation of the photon flux profile throughout the depth of the box, that is,
throughout the coating thickness, is therefore performed column-wise. Each column of cells
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(constant

and ) has its own photon flux profile and the total photon flux leaving the very

bottom of the box can be obtained by summation of the individual photon fluxes that leave
every cell in the bottom layer. In this way, any (chemical) inhomogeneity that may form in
the lateral dimensions of a coating can also be reflected by laterally inhomogeneous photon
absorption in the simulation box.
Next, reaction rates for the KMC method need to be defined. Because the cell is a
spatially homogeneous element that can be compared to a tiny batch reactor, standard
chemical reaction rate equations are applied in which the chemical composition of the cell
will be the driving force for certain reactions to be preferential above others. For most
reaction mechanisms listed in Table 3.2, the rate equation for a specific reaction of species
(or species and in case of a second order reaction) within reaction mechanism m is given
by
h

=

h

(3.2)

m h
cell m

(3.3)

for a first order reaction and by
h

=

for a second order reaction, with the reaction rate,
mechanism,

the rate constant associated with the

the number of the reactant species in the cell and

cell

the cell volume. The

time scale is expressed in hours for easy comparison with the experimental degradation
time.
For certain mechanisms, the rate expressions are slightly more complicated compared
to those of equations (3.2) and (3.3). In the hydrogen abstraction mechanism for aliphatic
beads, a weight factor is included to take into account the number of hydrogen atoms that
can be abstracted from the aliphatic reactant (and hence the relative probability for
abstraction). In the oxidation mechanism, the local concentration of oxygen is incorporated
into the rate equation. For the two recombination mechanisms, a combinatorial factor is
included to account for the situation that = , as two beads with the same stateID can
participate in the recombination reaction. A noticeable exception to the general form of rate
equations discussed so far exists for the ester bond scission mechanism, caused by the fact
that it requires a direct coupling to the rate of photon absorption. Without further
explanation, the equation used to compute the rate of a scission reaction is given by
h

=

m h

m

est,

∑

est,

(3.4)
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and
= 1 − (1 − )
where the labels , and
and with

3.2.5

(3.5)

refer to aromatic, aliphatic and all types of beads, respectively,

the photon flux entering the cell,

number of ester bonds and

est,

the bead’s absorption cross-section,

est

the

the quantum efficiency of photolysis.

Incorporation of oxygen solubility and diffusion

There are multiple possibilities to incorporate the diffusion of oxygen into the KMC
simulation scheme. In order to make a smart choice on how to do so, it is helpful to first
make an estimate of how much oxygen is actually expected to be present. The solubility of
oxygen in comparable polymers is typically18 0.05-0.1 cm3(STP)cm−3bar−1. For a polymer in
air (

O

= 0.21 bar), this translates into 0.4-0.8 mol∙m−3, or (0.8-2)∙10−3 m%. When

compared to the bead number density in the simulation, this means that in the fully
saturated coating, roughly 1 oxygen molecule is present per 10,000 reactive beads. With this
information at hand, one can imagine that the explicit incorporation of oxygen as a bead
that can traverse cell boundaries via a diffusion process may lead to a rather unstable
reaction-diffusion equation system with an oxygen concentration profile that will evolve in
a rather spiky fashion with many computationally inefficient ‘back-and-forth’ diffusion
jumps. Instead, it seems better to model oxygen implicitly, that is, as an effective cell
property, and to use an implicit solution scheme to solve the reaction-diffusion equations.
This implicit reaction-diffusion scheme for the oxygen concentration is described in
Appendix 3.1.
The choice for an implicit modelling scheme has an important consequence for the
incorporation of oxygen diffusion into the KMC simulation scheme, because now a timedriven process (implicit oxygen diffusion) has to be included into the simulation that, so
far, was purely event-driven. The integration of these two types of processes was realised in
the following way:
1.

A constant step time for diffusion,
time scale of the simulation,

2.

is defined in addition to the cumulative

exp ;

The KMC scheme is followed as usual, until
time with a length equal to

3.

diff ,

exp

has progressed for one block of

diff ;

When the condition from 2. is met, the system of reaction-diffusion equations
(which is a matrix equation) is solved with the actual conditions of the degrading
box just before passing into the next block of
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4.

The conditions for each cell are updated with the new oxygen concentration
profile that follows from solving the matrix equation and consequently, all
oxidation rate equations are updated as well;

5.

Degradation continues until the condition from item 2. is met again.

It is important to emphasise that the reaction that will occur right after the diffusion update
is already selected just before the diffusion update takes place, although execution of this
reaction is of course performed after the diffusion update. In this manner, one can assure
the possibility for selection of reactions with a relatively low rate. Otherwise, the probability
for selecting a slow reaction can effectively become zero due to expulsion by oxidation rates
that are continuously refuelled by oxygen diffusion, which would violate the KMC principle
that each reaction with a finite rate has a finite probability to occur. Because the reaction to
perform after the update is selected before updating, it is also possible that the
corresponding Δ for that reaction equals or exceeds 2

diff .

If that is the case, the required

number of diffusion updates is performed consecutively by solving the reaction-diffusion
equations multiple times with iteratively updated oxygen profiles. Another advantage of an
implicit scheme for oxygen diffusion is that it generates stationary solutions for the oxygen
concentration gradient and is therefore rather insensitive to the value of the diffusion time
step. As long as

diff

is sufficiently small with respect to the time scale of degradation

reactions, the evolution of the simulation is not influenced by its precise value. The rather
arbitrary value of 1 hour was used as the diffusion time step for the simulations.

3.2.6

KMC simulation setup

Different levels of degradation rates can be distinguished. In the first place, any of the rates
or

from equations (3.2)-(3.4) represents the rate of an individual reaction of stateID

(and, if applicable, stateID ) in a single cell, governed by the concentrations of the reactants
involved and the rate constant of the mechanism to which the reaction belongs. One level
higher consists of the sum of all individual reaction rates

and

within that reaction

mechanism in the same cell (cell mechanism rates). Again one level higher consists of the
sum of all reaction mechanism rates, still within the same cell (cell degradation rates). The
final level is the total or box degradation rate, which is the sum of all cell rates. This
hierarchical structure is used for selecting individual reactions and time delays between
subsequent reactions in the KMC scheme. For those purposes, relative reaction rates are
treated as relative probabilities: if the rate of reaction A is two times larger than the rate of
reaction B, then the probability that reaction A is selected to occur next is two times higher
than the probability that reaction B is selected. From the hierarchical build-up, one can
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imagine how this works exactly the same on all levels: a single random number draw
determines in which cell the reaction occurs, within which mechanism it occurs and finally
which individual reaction occurs.
From this setup, a common KMC algorithm is followed to perform the simulations.
Reaction rates that change due to a change in composition are continuously updated to
their actual values. This also holds for the rates of photon absorption and scission in the cell
that hosted the latest reaction event and in all cells in the same column below that cell
(please recall section 3.2.4). The program continues looping until the desired extent of
degradation has been reached (user-defined criterion) and regularly provides output, which
can be analysed after the simulation completes.
Although the developed simulation method is capable of describing inhomogeneous
behaviour in three dimensions, the inhomogeneity that will result from the degradation
model as it is implemented here, is mainly inhomogeneity in the depth-dimension (due to
light attenuation, for example). In addition, also the results from Chapter 2 that are to be
simulated, were obtained in a depth-resolved fashion. For the sake of efficiency, simulations
were therefore performed on a single column of cells only (that is,

x

=

y

= 1). Justification

of this choice was obtained from observing that simulation of a box composed of a single
column gives the same result as simulation of an equally sized box with many columns after
layer-wise averaging of the results. The simulation results described in the remainder of this
chapter are therefore focussed on depth inhomogeneity only.
Constant cell dimensions of (17.4 ∙ 17.4 ∙ 100) nm3 were chosen for all simulations. This
cell volume, which is quite a bit larger as compared to the 1000 nm3 that was mentioned
before, was chosen for the advantage that including more material into a cell leads to
smaller fluctuations in the simulated depth profiles. Each modelled PNI chain has a
polymerisation degree of 4, so that there are 9 beads in between two crosslinker arm beads
and the ratio [ester bonds/urethane bonds] equals 4. The composition of a single
representative network element, as displayed in the table of Fig. 3.3, is multiplied 4140 times
within each cell, leading to an overall mass density of 0.94 g∙cm−3, which corresponds to
what was obtained from MD simulations10. Initially, each cell contains 136,620 reactive
beads, 99,360 ester bonds and 24,840 urethane bonds.
All simulation code was written in an object-oriented programming language (C++) to
optimise the computational efficiency of the program. Selection algorithms used in the
KMC procedure were based on binary tree data structures. The Boost #mt11213b random
number generator19 was used to draw two independent random numbers for computing the
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event time and selecting an event. Reaction-diffusion equations were solved using the
SimplicialLDLT-solver from the SparseCholesky-module of the Eigen library.

3.3

Results and discussion

3.3.1

Spectral dependence and simulation parameters

From the experimental results described in Chapter 2, it was observed that degradation of
coatings as a result of Weather-Ometer (WOM) exposure occurred in an inhomogeneous
fashion throughout the depth of a coating, with respect to both the optical and the chemical
changes. The cause for this depth inhomogeneity was found in the different penetration
depths of photons present in the WOM irradiance spectrum. In order to simulate
degradation during WOM exposure, this wavelength dependence of the penetration depth
should be taken into account as well. Based on considerations that are described in
Appendix 3.2, the spectrum was split into two regimes: the short wavelengths
(270-294 nm), labelled “S” and the long wavelengths (294-334 nm), labelled “L”.
Based on this split-up, the parameters for simulation of WOM degradation that could
be determined a priori are reported in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3: Fixed simulation parameters used to simulate WOM degradation.
Parameter name
Symbol
Value
Unit

Calculated from
nm

eff_S

4.361∙1020

eff_L

4.543∙1022

AbsCrossSec0_S

,eff_S

2.498∙10−22

m2

AbsCrossSec0_L

,eff_L

1.516∙10−24

m2

AbsCrossSec1_S

,eff_S

Irradiance_S

d

m−2h−1

nm

Irradiance_L

( )

nm

d

m−2h−1

( )

nm

=

,eff_S

m2

1

1

nm
d
nm
nm
d
nm

( )

nm
d
nm
nm
d
nm

( )

( )

( )
( )

( )

-

The other simulation parameters are initially unknown values that have been optimised to
give the best possible description of the experimental data. How this optimised parameter
set, which will be referred to as [Popt], was established, will be discussed in section 3.3.6. The
content of [Popt] is shown in Table 3.4 (the distinction between primary and secondary rate
constants will also be discussed later).
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Table 3.4: Optimised variable parameter set [Popt] used to simulate WOM degradation.
Parameter name
Symbol
Value

Unit

Primary rate constants
k_evaporation_ali
k_oxidation
k_sink_ali
k_abstraction-H_ali
k_abstraction-H_xl
k_grafting
k_recombination_ali

eva_ali
ox
sink_ali
absH_ali
absH_xl
graft
rec_ali

1.020∙10−3
1.593∙10−3
1.013∙10−3
0.757∙10−29
0.864∙10−29
2.549∙10−29
2.105∙10−29

h−1
h−1
h−1
m3h−1
m3h−1
m3h−1
m3h−1

Secondary rate constants
k_evaporation_xl
k_leaching
k_sink_aro
k_recombination_aro

1∙10−3
1∙10−3
1∙10−3
2∙10−29

h−1
h−1
h−1
m3h−1

1.826∙10−23
0.752∙10−3
4.353∙10−10
0.990

m2
m2h−1
mol∙m−3

eva_xl
leach
sink_aro
rec_aro

Other parameters
AbsCrossSec1_L
QuantumEff_sci
DiffCoeff_oxygen
SatConc_oxygen

3.3.2

,eff_L

O
O ,sat

Simulation of degradation for a thin coating

The degradation of thin coatings during WOM exposure was simulated by performing
KMC simulations using [Popt] with a stack of 40 cells, which corresponds to a coating
thickness of 4 μm. This case is comparable to the coatings that were degraded to perform
the FTIR and UV-VIS transmission spectroscopy measurements from Chapter 2. There are
three observables for which experimental and simulation results can be directly compared:
the remaining fraction of ester bonds, the remaining fraction of urethane bonds (chemical
comparison) and the absorbance in the long-wavelength regime (optical comparison).
These results† are shown and compared in Fig. 3.4. In order to relate the simulation
outcome to thin coating degradation, the simulation result was analysed as if it were a
transmission measurement, that is, the result for the box as a whole was calculated.
Simulation results of the urethane bond fraction (Fig. 3.4b) and the long wavelength
absorbance (Fig. 3.4c) match well with the experimental data. When the experimental and
simulation results for the ester bond fraction are compared (Fig. 3.4a), it can be seen that
the simulated rate of scission is rather constant with time and that its absolute value, the
†
The experimental data shown in Fig. 3.4a and b are the surface concentration values from Chapter 2 (Fig. 2.13,
solid black symbols). These surface data were selected in order to compare the outcome of all simulations over the
full range of available exposure times (up to 4530 h), as the FTIR-transmission data are limited up to only 2730 h.
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slope of the curve, matches quite well with its experimental counterpart. However, there is
an offset between the experimental and the simulated time evolution. This offset is due to
the experimental data points that remain slightly above a value of 1.0 for about the first
500 hours of exposure. An experimental explanation for this behaviour is most likely a
combination of two factors: 1) the possibility that the quantified FTIR signals arise majorly,
but not entirely from the bonds that they have been assigned to and 2) the fact that the very
onset of coating degradation during exposure is inherently not well understood. From a
chemical point of view, these factors may originate, for example, from the presence of a
small amount of stabilisers, such as phenolic antioxidants, which are often used to prevent
thermal degradation during the synthesis of polyester resins. Residual stabilisers may be
degraded first, before the resin itself starts to be significantly degraded and degradation
products of such stabilisers may interfere with the FTIR signals of the resin as well.
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Fig. 3.4: Comparison between experimental (circles and dashed lines) and simulation results (solid lines) for
WOM degradation of a thin coating, for a) ester bonds, b) urethane bonds and c) absorbance of the long
wavelength regime (n.b.: the absorbance based on the natural logarithm, (e) , is plotted).

From the definition of the degradation mechanisms, it obviously follows that such an onset
behaviour cannot result from the simulations, as initiation in the simulation only results
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from the breakage of ester bonds via the scission mechanism. Only when an initial amount
of radicals is formed by breaking a certain fraction of ester bonds, the other mechanisms
will be fuelled with a sufficient number of reactants to become equally significant to or
dominant over the scission reactions.
Because the experimental and simulated ‘lines’ from Fig. 3.4a are approximately
parallel, the best comparison between experiment and simulation with respect to the
remaining fraction of ester bonds is perhaps to compare the simulation outcome to the
experimental results minus a constant value (the offset that exists due to the experimental
start-up period). This comparison between the simulated ester bond fraction and the
“shifted ester bond fraction” from experiment, will be made in the next two sections that
deal with the degradation of thick coatings. As a final remark on the results from Fig. 3.4a, it
has also been observed that a constant rate of scission with increasing exposure time can
only result from the simulation if the evolution of the optical properties (Fig. 3.4c) matches
closely with the experimental data. Any (large) discrepancy between simulated and
experimental evolution of the long wavelength absorbance leads to strongly nonlinear
results for the simulated evolution of the ester bond fraction. This observation confirms the
importance of a correct coupling between chemical reactions (photolysis) and optical
properties (photon absorption), as has been discussed in Chapter 2.

3.3.3

Simulation for a thick coating I: constant oxygen condition

The degradation of thick coatings during WOM exposure was simulated by performing
KMC simulations using [Popt] with a stack of 400 cells, which corresponds to a coating
thickness of 40 μm. This case is comparable to the samples used for depth-resolved infrared
microscopy measurements in Chapter 2. The simulation was performed using constant
oxygen conditions, that is, during the entire simulation, the oxygen concentration in each
cell is kept constant at a value equal to its saturation concentration (

O ,sat ).

In practice, this

condition was maintained by setting the diffusion coefficient to a very high value. The
experimental and simulated depth-resolved evolutions of the remaining fraction of (shifted)
ester bonds and urethane bonds are shown in Fig. 3.5.
The overall match between experiment and simulation for the ester bond fraction after
shifting (Fig. 3.5a) is quite good, especially for the intermediate exposure times
(1380-2760 hours). The surface fractions match well (as would also be expected from
comparison to Fig. 3.4a) and also the development of the gradients in approximately the
upper 20 μm is decently captured. Only the experimental bulk levels do not compare very
well to their simulated counterparts. Apparently, the simplification of representing a
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complete spectral dependence by only two wavelength packages does not impede a proper
description of the typical depth-resolved scission behaviour: evolution via specific gradients
in the upper portion of the coating, accompanied by a steady decrease of the bulk level.
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Fig. 3.5: Comparison between depth-resolved experimental (circles) and simulation results (lines) for WOM
degradation of a thick coating at constant oxygen condition, for a) (shifted) ester bonds and b) urethane bonds.
Different colours represent different exposure times.

For the urethane bond fraction (Fig. 3.5b), there is quite a difference between experiment
and simulation. The progression of the experimental surface fraction is well described by
the simulation, but the concentration gradients in depth and the bulk fractions have a poor
match. Looking back at the degradation mechanisms, one finds that urethane bonds are
broken by oxidation reactions. Due to the degradation scheme, a gradient in the remaining
fraction of urethane bonds should thus be related to a gradient in the radical concentration,
because the oxygen concentration in each cell was kept constant. In Fig. 3.6, the evolution
of the radical bead fraction for the same simulation is shown.
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Fig. 3.6: Depth-resolved simulation results for WOM degradation of a thick coating, for the radical bead fraction.

The radical concentration profiles do evolve via gradients with a shape as expected from the
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ester bond gradients (Fig. 3.5a), that is, a larger concentration at the surface as compared to
the bulk. The magnitude of these gradients is, however, apparently insufficient to account
for such steep gradients in the urethane bond concentration (at 1380 hours, for example,
the surface concentration of radicals is only 50% larger than the bulk level).
Another obvious factor that governs oxidation reactions is the availability of oxygen.
For this simulation, the oxygen concentration in every cell was kept constant at a value that
only reflects saturation conditions, that is, to take the partial pressure of oxygen in the
degradation environment into account. In reality, oxygen can only enter the coating from
the surface, which means that if it is consumed by oxidation reactions inside the coating, it
should be replenished via a diffusion process. The limitation in the diffusion of oxygen may
account for an additional gradient, that of the oxygen concentration, which can affect the
in-depth behaviour of oxidation reactions as well. In the next section, the diffusion of
oxygen will therefore be included into the simulation to study the effect of describing the
oxidation reactions via a coupled reaction-diffusion process (for details, please see
Appendix 3.1).

3.3.4

Simulation for a thick coating II: diffusing oxygen condition

The simulation with the settings from section 3.3.3 was repeated, but now with inclusion of
oxygen diffusion as described in section 3.2.5. The initial condition was the same as for the
simulation in the previous section, but for the simulation discussed here, the oxygen
concentration in each cell was left free to change. Both the diffusion coefficient and the
saturation concentration (the maximal value for the oxygen concentration) were kept
constant for each cell. The experimental and simulated depth-resolved evolutions of the
remaining fraction of urethane bonds and the simulated oxygen concentration profiles are
shown in Fig. 3.7 (the influence on the ester bond result is negligible and hence the outcome
for this bond is equal to what was shown in Fig. 3.5a).
Compared to Fig. 3.5b, the simulated urethane bond gradients from Fig. 3.7a match
quite a bit better than in the case of the constant oxygen concentration. For the
intermediate exposure times, both the simulated surface and bulk concentrations progress
in line with the experimental data. The magnitude of the gradients (steepness) in the upper
≈ 15 μm of coating is also getting closer to the experimental results, although the simulated
gradients do still not change as steeply as their experimental counterparts. This observation
will be discussed in some more detail in section 3.3.6.
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Fig. 3.7: Simulation results for WOM degradation of a thick coating including oxygen diffusion, that show a) the
comparison between depth-resolved experimental (circles) and simulation results (lines) for the urethane bonds
and b) the simulation results for the oxygen concentration.

The oxygen concentration gradients, shown in Fig. 3.7b, reveal that the local concentration
of oxygen indeed plays an important role in the depth-inhomogeneity of oxidation
reactions. With increasing exposure time, first a concentration gradient with increasing
steepness is formed, which then stabilises during intermediate exposure times and later
again starts to flatten towards the equilibrium situation of homogeneous saturation, because
the system is running out of reactants that can be oxidised. The formation of a stable
concentration gradient for intermediate exposure times was also observed for simulations
in which the oxygen-related parameters (

O

and

O ,sat )

were varied with respect to [Popt].

The level of the stabilised oxygen concentration in the bulk of the coating (dashed line in
Fig. 3.7b) can be tuned with these parameters and is, not very surprisingly, directly
correlated to the oxidation rate and thus to the evolution of the urethane bond
concentration in the bulk.

3.3.5

Sensitivity analysis and parameter interpretation

The effect of each of the model parameters in [Popt] on the simulation outcome was studied
in some detail. The simulation as presented in section 3.3.4, of a thick coating including
oxygen diffusion, was selected as the system of study. From the full time evolution, one
intermediate exposure time (1960 hours, orange data in Fig. 3.7a) was chosen to base the
sensitivity analysis on. The individual influence of each of the 15 parameters
different observables

in [Popt] on 5

was studied. These 5 observables are the urethane bond fraction at

the surface, the urethane bond fraction in the bulk, the slope of the urethane bond gradient,
the ester bond fraction at the surface and the ester bond fraction in the bulk. Mathematical
criteria, such as averages or the intercepts and slopes of linear fits, were defined for all these
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observables, so that they could be determined unambiguously from the simulation
outcome.
The value of each parameter

was increased (multiplication by a factor ) and
), where the magnitude of the chosen

decreased (multiplication by a factor

depends

on the sensitivity of the observables to the parameter (this was a trial-and-error process).
The response

of each observable to each parameter was quantified as
= ∆ ⁄(2∆ ln

)

(3.6)

In this equation, the “2” was included in the denominator so that the total response, that is,
the sum of the responses to parameter increase and parameter decrease, equals ∆ /∆ ln

.

The parameter change was normalised on the change in the logarithm of

instead of the

itself, for the reason that the absolute values of the different

’s can differ a

change in

great deal (between first and second order rate constants for example). The logarithm of
then gives a better comparison for all these parameters together, since it leads to a shift by
the logarithm of the multiplication factor that does not depend on the magnitude of
(∆ ln

= ln

−ln

itself

= ln ). The results of this sensitivity analysis are shown in Fig. 3.8.

When focussing on the most influential parameters for each observable (ellipses in the
figure), some general remarks can be made. Reduction of the urethane bond fraction at the
surface (Fig. 3.8a) is most sensitive to an increase in: the rate constant of hydrogen
abstraction from a crosslinker arm, the rate constant of oxidation, the quantum efficiency
and the oxygen saturation concentration. Since the increase of all these parameters leads to
either higher concentrations of radicals on the NH-side of the urethane bond or to higher
oxidation rates, this makes perfect sense.
By comparing the urethane bond surface fraction to the bulk (Fig. 3.8b), some
interesting differences can be observed. Next to the oxygen saturation concentration, the
diffusion coefficient for oxygen has the largest influence. This is logical, because diffusion of
oxygen plays a large role in regulating the oxygen concentration deeper inside the coating,
whereas it does not influence this value at the very surface. Another important difference
between Fig. 3.8a and Fig. 3.8b is that the influence of the oxidation rate constant has
opposite signs, in other words, when the oxidation rate constant is increased, urethane
bond breakage in the bulk is slowed down. The reason for this is that an increased oxidation
rate throughout the coating, achieved by increasing

ox ,

leads to a lower amount of oxygen

inside the coating that is able to diffuse all the way through. The bulk becomes effectively
depleted of oxygen and hence the oxidation rate slows down. In this way, the character of
oxidation rate reactions in the bulk changes between reaction-limited and diffusion-limited.
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Fig. 3.8: Response plot for the parameter variation of a WOM exposure simulation for a thick coating including
oxygen diffusion, with respect to the a) urethane bond surface concentration, b) urethane bond bulk
concentration, c) urethane bond gradient slope (x10), d) ester bond surface concentration and e) ester bond bulk
concentration. The ellipses shown indicate the high-influence (solid ellipses) and medium-influence (dashed
ellipses) parameters for each observable. The dotted vertical lines are shown to guide the eye.

The response of the steepness of the urethane bond gradient (Fig. 3.8c) looks rather
complicated and also somewhat more asymmetric than the response for the other
observables when comparing

to

. This increased asymmetry is probably related to the

fact that the urethane bond gradient slope is determined using a thicker slice of the box as
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compared to the other observables (the data between −6 and −14 μm was used to fit a line,
the slope of which determines this quantity).
The responses related to the ester bond fractions (Fig. 3.8d and Fig. 3.8e) are most
sensitive to parameters that can be directly related to photolysis rates and are rather
insensitive to all oxidation-related parameters. Relevant parameters include the grafting rate
constant and

,eff_L

(influencing absorptivity increase) and the scission quantum efficiency.

A careful comparison of all the subfigures from Fig. 3.8 together reveals that there are
four rate constants that do not significantly influence the five observables that were studied.
Indeed, when the simulation was performed again, but now with these four rate constants
set to 0 and thus eliminating the corresponding mechanisms, the simulation outcome with
respect to these five observables is unchanged. Please note that this does not mean that
these four mechanisms do not influence the simulated degradation pathway at all - they do,
but with respect to other observables than the five that were studied here, such as, for
example, (gradients in the) radical concentration, oxidation state, fraction of new crosslink
bonds and the remaining bead fraction. For this reason, these four rate constants (
leach ,

sink_aro ,

rec_aro )

eva_xl ,

were denoted as “secondary rate constants” in Table 3.4, as they are

not of direct importance for the five observables studied, in contrast with the remaining
seven rate constants that are of primary importance. The other physical parameters from
Table 3.4 (

,eff_L ,

,

O

and

O ,sat )

are of significant influence on the five studied

observables as well.

3.3.6

Parameter optimisation and discussion

In the best case imaginable, the simulation result matches perfectly to the experimental
data. This would imply that the defined degradation mechanisms and conditions have an
excellent correspondence with reality and that the input parameters used have their ‘true’
values. Even though this situation is highly unlikely, it is still useful to investigate how close
this ideal can be approximated with the current reaction mechanisms and an optimised set
of parameters [Popt]. In Appendix 3.3, a mathematical procedure is described to obtain [Popt]
using the results of the sensitivity analysis that was described in the previous section.
Looking at the values of the primary rate constants after optimisation, it can be seen
that they are all of the same order of magnitude within their first and second order reaction
classes. The rate constant for hydrogen abstraction turns out to be somewhat larger for the
crosslinker arm bead (α-position to the NH of the urethane bond) as compared to the
aliphatic bead (α-position to the ester bond), which is in line with the idea that the former
hydrogen is more weakly bound than the latter17. The outcome for the other optimised
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physical parameters can be compared more quantitatively to knowledge that is available
from experiments. The scission quantum efficiency (0.75∙10−3) compares well to the value
that can be derived from the kinetic model from Chapter 2 (0.95∙10−3) when the ester bond
surface degradation rate of 2.5%∙week−1, as determined from infrared microscopy, is
considered. The absorption cross-section
(monophenyl) value

,eff_L

,eff_L

can be compared to its non-enhanced

to find that the predicted enhancement factor for photon

absorption due to biphenyl formation equals 12. A comparison of this value to experimental
data could not be made due to the lack of available UV-VIS data for suitable model
compounds. The value of the oxygen diffusion coefficient (1.2∙10−13 m2s−1) compares well to
available literature data for polymers20 and was also confirmed experimentally by oxygen
permeation measurements on virgin and degraded free-standing films of WOM-exposed
polyester-urethane, for which a constant value of about 3∙10−13 m2s−1 at room temperature
was obtained. The value of the oxygen saturation concentration (0.99 mol∙m−3) from the
simulation in air translates into an oxygen solubility = 0.12 cm3(STP)cm−3bar−1, which is
also of the same order as literature values reported for other polymers19 and is in good
agreement with oxygen permeation measurement results21, which yielded a range of about
0.1-0.3 cm3(STP)cm−3bar−1 at room temperature.
Even though the final simulation of coating degradation during WOM exposure gives a
satisfactory description of the experimental data and the resulting parameter values seem
realistic, there is always room for improvement. Especially the steepness of the urethane
bond gradients (Fig. 3.7a) is not predicted very well by the simulation with [Popt]. In fact, the
simulation result can get much closer to the experimental slope if one changes a few
parameter values, but in that case, the degradation rate for urethane bonds in the bulk
becomes much too low and hence the overall match to experiment is not improved. By
taking a careful look at Fig. 3.8b and Fig. 3.8c, this problem can be readily understood. The
most efficient way to increase the slope without disturbing the urethane bond level at the
surface, is by reducing the oxygen diffusion coefficient. However, the urethane bond level in
the bulk is also very sensitive to this change and increases (that is, the degradation rate is
decreased) for the reason that has been discussed before: oxygen depletion in the bulk.
Indeed, if the stationary bulk oxygen concentration of this situation is compared to the
situation resulting from [Popt], a reduction of 60% is obtained.
Improvement of the simulation outcome is thus mainly related to further model
improvement. The two depth dependencies that have been introduced so far, that is, photon
absorption and oxygen concentration, are seemingly insufficient to rationalise the
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experimentally obtained urethane bond profiles. The effect of water cycling in the
Weather-Ometer has not been taken into account explicitly, although it may be more
logical to think about this factor in the context of lateral inhomogeneity than in the case of
depth inhomogeneity, considering the short cycle times involved. Another factor seems to
play a role here, but based on the available information, it would be mere speculation to
propose its nature here.

3.4

Conclusions

A numerical method to simulate the photodegradation process of a polymer coating has
been developed and has been applied to the degradation process that a urethane-crosslinked
PNI clearcoat undergoes during Weather-Ometer exposure. The simulation method is
based on a kinetic Monte Carlo scheme and is able to simulate the space-resolved evolution
of a macroscopic, three-dimensional volume of material during exposure. Several steps that
are required to set up such a simulation have been outlined, such as coarse-graining of the
molecular structure and the degradation chemistry, the definition of the main degradation
mechanisms and the incorporation of the kinetics of these processes on different scales.
The input of the WOM-degradation simulations is largely based on quantitative
experimental data that have been reported in Chapter 2. With respect to modelling the
absorption of UV photons, for example, the wavelength dependence of this process was
modelled by defining two wavelength regimes based on the penetration depth of photons
into the coating, that is, a regime of short wavelength photons (< 294 nm) that penetrate
only a few micrometres and a long wavelength regime (> 294 nm) of photons that penetrate
all the way through a typical clearcoat with a 40 micrometre thickness.
Three different simulations with a constant (optimised) set of input parameters have
been performed and analysed. These simulations were used to verify the simulation method
by comparing the outcome to experimental results and to obtain a more detailed insight
into the degradation process.
The first simulation was that of a thin coating, thickness 4 μm, which is representative
of coating samples for FTIR and UV-VIS transmission spectroscopy measurements in
Chapter 2. The evolution of the optical absorbance and the urethane bond fraction could be
matched well with the experimental data. For the ester bond fraction, the simulation
resulted into the correct rate of scission and followed the experimental data set after
correcting for the constant offset that originates from the initial phase of the degradation
experiment.
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The second and third simulations were those of a thick coating, thickness 40 μm, which
is representative for a typical clearcoat such as those used for infrared microscopy
measurements in Chapter 2. The second simulation, without consideration of oxygen
diffusion, matched well with the experimental data for the (shifted) ester bond
concentration, which indicates that the modelling of photon absorption and ester bond
scission as done here yields a realistic description of depth-resolved photolysis. For the
urethane bond concentration, however, only the surface value was well matched. The
predictions of the bulk concentration and the slope of the urethane bond gradient were
much improved after the incorporation of oxygen diffusion into the simulation scheme,
which was done for the third simulation. The local concentration of oxygen plays an
important role in the depth-inhomogeneity of oxidation reactions and was observed to
stabilise during intermediate exposure times, at values dependent on the oxygen diffusion
coefficient and the oxygen saturation concentration.
A sensitivity analysis of all simulation parameters with respect to five resulting
observables, for which also the experimental values have been determined, has shown that
different observables are sensitive to different parameters (and thus associated reaction
mechanisms). The simulated ester bond concentration is mainly sensitive to parameters
that are directly related to photolysis and photon absorption rates, whereas the urethane
bond concentration is most sensitive to hydrogen abstraction rates in the α-position to the
NH of the urethane bond, oxidation rates, the oxygen saturation concentration and, if not
too close to the surface, to the oxygen diffusion coefficient. The latter parameter couples the
bulk level with the steepness of the urethane bond gradient. The scission quantum
efficiency significantly influences every observable as it regulates the overall time scale in
the degradation simulations. For four of the incorporated mechanisms, it was observed that
their influence on the five observables was negligibly small, resulting in a final simulation
scheme with 8 essential reaction mechanisms and 11 associated variable parameters.
Based on the result of the sensitivity analysis, a numerical optimisation procedure has
been used to determine the optimised set of input parameters that was used for the three
aforementioned simulations. The resulting values of physical parameters such as the
scission quantum efficiency, the diffusion coefficient for oxygen and the oxygen saturation
concentration, were observed to show good agreement with experimental data for this
polyester-urethane and literature data for comparable materials.
Although the match of the final (third) simulation to experimentally measured
concentration gradients is satisfactory, there is still room for improvement of the simulated
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urethane bond concentration. Apparently, incorporation of another factor besides photon
absorption and oxygen diffusion is required for a complete description of depth
inhomogeneity for the breakage of urethane bonds.
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3.6

Appendices

Appendix 3.1: Implicit reaction-diffusion scheme for oxygen
As introduced in section 3.2.5, an implicit reaction-diffusion scheme for the concentration
of oxygen in each cell is incorporated into the KMC scheme. Because all simulations are
performed on single columns, oxygen diffusion is modelled as a 1-dimensional process in
the thickness direction.
For a column of

cells, labelled from 1 (top cell) to

(bottom cell), the oxygen

concentration in each cell is considered at the (discretised) KMC-time right before and
right after an update step. These times are denoted by and ( +1), respectively. The
and

corresponding oxygen concentration vectors of the column are denoted as

,

respectively. Diffusion is modelled as a Fickian process and the consumption due to
oxidation reactions is described according to the rate equations from the KMC scheme. The
oxidation rate of each individual radical in cell is given by
,

with

av

h

=

ox

m h

mol ⋅ m

av

Avogadro’s number, so that the total rate of oxidation
h

=

=

,

ox

mol

(A3-1)

in cell is given by
(A3-2)

av

From the total oxidation rate in a cell, the effective oxidation rate constant

eff

in cell is

computed according to
eff,

h

=

av cell

=

ox ∑

(A3-3)

cell

This effective oxidation rate constant will be used to compute the reaction term for oxygen
in the reaction-diffusion scheme.
For each cell in the column, a stationary molar balance for the oxygen concentration at
times and ( +1) can be constructed. For all cells that are not located at either of the two
ends of the column, this molar balance is given by
1+
with

= ∆

diff /(∆

eff, diff

+ (2

−

−

)=

(A3-4)

)2 and ∆ the distance between two cells in the thickness dimensions

(which is equal to the cell height). Here an Euler backward time-integration and central
differencing spatial discretisation were used. For the two cells at the ends of the column
( = 1 and = ), the molar balances read
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1+

eff,

+ (3

diff

)=

−

+2

(A3-5)

sat

and
1+

eff,

+ (

diff

)=

−

(A3-6)

Equations (A3-5) and (A3-6) follow from the boundary conditions, that is, oxygen
saturation at the surface of the column and a zero-flux condition at the polymer-substrate
interface. The molar balances for all cells together form a system of linear equations that
can be written as a matrix equation, which reads
sat

=

with

0
⋮
0

+2

(A3-7)

the tridiagonal reaction-diffusion matrix, given by
1+

eff,

diff

−
0
⋮
0

=

+3

−
1+

eff,

diff

+2

−
.
⋯

0
.
.
.
0

1+

During the initialisation of the simulation,

⋯
.
−
eff,

−

+2
1+

eff,

is constructed using the

(A3-8)
diff

+

eff ’s

as calculated

. Next, equation (A3-7) is solved

from equation (A3-3), using the initial conditions for

. The updated oxygen concentration, which is considered constant during

for
0≤

diff

0
⋮
0
−

sim

<

diff ,

is used to compute all individual oxidation rates from equation (A3-1). After

these rates are set to the simulation, the KMC scheme is executed until

sim

≥

diff .

Oxidation reactions may have occurred during this first simulation block, which means that
the

eff ’s

and thus (the reaction part of)

should be updated. After performing those
obtained from the

updates, equation (A3-7) is solved again, of course using the
previous iteration as the

of the present iteration (the previous ‘new concentration’ is the

present ‘old concentration’). The new

that follows from solution of equation (A3-7) is

the oxygen concentration vector of the box during

diff

≤

sim

<2

diff .

This procedure is

repeated until the simulation completes.

Appendix 3.2: Modelling photon absorption due to irradiation
In section 3.2.4, it was discussed how photon absorption is modelled as a property of the
aromatic beads in the system and that a distinction is made between monophenyls
(absorptivity code 0) and biphenyls (absorptivity code 1), the latter absorbing a larger
fraction of the incident flux. Analogous to the definition of absorbance in UV-VIS
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experiments, the absorbance can be defined in terms of simulation quantities as well. At any
composition, the absorbance

of (a column of) cells can be written as

( )=

( )+

( )=

1

( )+

( )

(A3-9)

where the labels 0 and 1 refer to the absorptivity code of the beads, and with
2

absorption cross-section [m ],

the number of aromatic beads and

the irradiated cell

2

(surface) area [m ]. In the virgin material, all aromatic beads are monophenyls and
because

the
=

( ) can be determined straightforwardly by comparing to the

= 0. Values for

( ). Values for

experimental absorptivity

( ), however, cannot be determined a priori.

The reason is that, even though the absorptivity and thus the absorbance of the degraded
phase are known from the results discussed in section 2.3, the ratio [

/

] during

exposure is not known, as no peak in the IR spectrum could be identified to make this
distinction possible. The fact that

( ) is an unknown quantity has consequences for

handling the polychromaticity of WOM exposure. If the fully detailed spectra are used, say,
discretised in packages of a 1 nm spectral width, an unknown value of

for each package is

required, which means that the number of unknown parameters blows up very quickly.
Therefore, it is more reliable to split up the wavelength range into as few as possible ranges
to keep the number of

-parameters minimal.

Because the reason for the split-up is to incorporate the effect of different penetration
depths, it makes sense to base the choices for this split-up on the penetration depth
spectrum. Fig. A3-1 shows the penetration depth spectrum corresponding to a
transmittance of 5% for a virgin coating and for degraded material.
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Fig. A3-1: Penetration depth spectrum corresponding to 5% transmittance for a virgin coating (solid symbols)
and for degraded material after 2730 hours of WOM exposure (open symbols).

From this figure, it can be seen that the penetration depth for both virgin and degraded
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material does not vary too much for wavelengths below roughly 294 nm and then starts to
increase rapidly with increasing wavelength. Due to this behaviour, it was decided to split
the spectral dependence for the simulations into two regimes: a regime of photons of up to
294 nm wavelength, that penetrate only shallowly into the coating (typically 4-8 μm) and a
regime above 294 nm wavelength that contains photons that practically penetrate all the
way through. Placing this boundary at 294 nm has an additional advantage for simulating
WOM degradation. From the calculations in section 2.3, it was seen that the absorbance in
the regime 270 < < 294 nm is practically unchanged during WOM-degradation. Because
the total number of aromatic beads (

+

) is kept constant in the simulation, this means
=

that for the short-wavelength regime

and hence there is only one unknown

-parameter required for the simulation input (that is,

of the long-wavelength regime).

The absorption of photons during exposure is determined by the overlap of the surface
irradiance spectrum with the absorption cross-section spectrum. The effective absorption
obtained by these two quantities, integrated over any wavelength range [ , ], is defined as

eff

⋅

eff

=

The effective surface irradiance

eff

( )+

( )

d

( )

(A3-10)

is now chosen to represent a quantity that does not

depend on the changing absorptive properties of the coating during degradation, by
defining

eff

so that

eff

=

d

( )

(A3-11)

can be calculated directly from the surface irradiance spectrum

( ) [m−2s−1nm−1] and represents the effective photon flux that enters the coating (top layer
of cells in the box). From equations (A3-10) and (A3-11), it then follows that

eff

can be

written as

eff

=

d

and thus that each individual

( )+

( )

( )

d
,eff

( )

≡

,eff

+

,eff

(A3-12)

is given by

,eff

=

( ) ( )

d
d

( )

(A3-13)
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From the definition of the absorbance in equation (A3-9), the relation between the
monophenyl absorption cross-section and the absorptivity of the virgin coating (

= 0)

can be established as
( )=
which means that

,eff

( )=

1

( )

(A3-14)

( ) by insertion of equation (A3-14) into

can be calculated from

equation (A3-13). Because the biphenyl absorption cross-section spectrum ( ( )) is not
known,

,eff

cannot be calculated beforehand, but is a simulation variable instead.

For the simulation of WOM exposure, the spectral dependence is split into two
regimes, that is, the short wavelengths (270-294 nm), labelled “S” and the long wavelengths
(294-334 nm), labelled “L”. The upper limit for the long-wavelength regime is based on the
outcome of the kinetic model for photolysis from Chapter 2.

Appendix 3.3: Parameter optimisation by singular value decomposition
An ideal match between simulation and experiment via the optimised set of parameters
[Popt] corresponds mathematically to
( )=
with

a vector of simulated observables,

quantities and

(A3-15)

a vector with the corresponding experimental

a vector with the (logarithms of) simulation input parameters. The

solution of equation (A3-15) can be iteratively obtained by means of the Newton-Raphson
method. Suppose we have a guess of the parameter-vector at iteration , that is,
) = . By linearisation, one obtains

the next iteration we would like to have (
(

(

)+

then for

)

−

=

(A3-16)

or
(

)+

Δ =

as the derivative term in this equation is a matrix element

(A3-17)

of the Jacobian matrix . The

elements of this Jacobian matrix have already been obtained for the case of 5 observables
and the 15 parameters

= ln

from Fig. 3.8 in section 3.3.5, because they are equal to the

total length of each vertical bar (the

and

together). Finding the exact solution to

equation (A3-17) requires inversion of the Jacobian, but because this Jacobian matrix is
non-square, this is impossible by definition. Therefore a method known as singular value
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decomposition is used. In short, the Jacobian matrix, sized m-by-n, is decomposed in such a
way that
=
with

(A3-18)

a diagonal matrix (m-by-n) and with

(m-by-m) and

(n-by-n) unitary matrices,

also called orthogonal matrices when all their elements are real. By combining this
decomposed definition with equation (A3-17), one can write the matrix equation
=
with

=

∆ and

=

(A3-19)

( − ). The idea is now to solve equation (A3-19) with the

constraint that the change in

and thus | | is kept small, so that the optimal solution is

approached via small steps through the parameter space, minimising the risk of ending up
with unphysical results. When
here, the diagonal matrix
means that only [ , … ,

>

(more parameters than observables), which is the case

only contains

nonzero elements, that is [

,…,

], which

] influence the solution of equation (A3-19). Each of these

terms contributes to | | with a magnitude

/

, so that terms with a relatively small

have a relatively large influence on | | and potentially only introduce noise into the
solution algorithm. Therefore it is often better to neglect those terms, that is, to set the
corresponding

terms to 0, in order to arrive at the best possible solution.

The optimisation procedure just described was performed by constructing a Jacobian
that contains the high and medium-influence responses from Fig. 3.8 (solid and dashed
ellipses) for the seven primary rate constants and the four other parameters from Table 3.4.
After singular value decomposition of this Jacobian, it turned out that two terms from the
diagonal matrix (

and

corresponding terms

) were relatively small compared to the other terms and so the
and

were set to 0. Using the three remaining terms, new

parameter sets were obtained iteratively from solving ∆ =

and re-running the

simulation with the new parameter set until convergence, which occurred within typically
four iterations. The final result of this procedure is the optimised parameter set [Popt].
Because of their insignificant influence on the five observables used for the optimisation
procedure, the four secondary rate constants from Table 3.4 could not be optimised and
hence their initially guessed values are reported in that table and were used in all
simulations in this chapter.
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The influence of the exposure conditions on
coating degradation: an experimental study
The influence of the exposure conditions on the photodegradation process of polyesterurethane clearcoats has been studied by comparing three types of artificial exposure
experiments, which differed with regards to the spectral power distribution (SPD), the
exposure atmosphere (aerobic and anaerobic) and the presence of water. The presence of short
wavelength radiation ( < 295 nm) in the SPD influences the depth-inhomogeneity of
degradation with respect to the optical properties and the chemical composition of the coating.
The availability of oxygen in the atmosphere influences the degradation pathway that is
followed, such as to what extent the photo-oxidative breakage of urethane bonds or the
formation of yellow chromophores due to aromatic crosslinking reactions occurs. Several
time-independent correlations between the chemical and optical states of coatings resulting
from the different exposure experiments, have been established. The presence of water is
responsible for increasing the surface roughness of the coating during degradation, which
directly influences the coating’s gloss loss.

The results described in this chapter have been published as a part of: Adema, Makki,
Peters, Laven, van der Ven, van Benthem, de With. Polym. Degrad. Stab. (in press, 2015).
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4.1

Introduction

4.1.1

Exposure experiments

The understanding of a photodegradation process requires knowledge on how the
performance of a material evolves under the external circumstances that the material
experiences during its service life. The (literally) most natural approach to address this
question experimentally is via so-called field exposure: a situation in which a material is
exposed to its (outdoors) service environment and therefore, by default, experiences the
conditions that match exactly those that the material would experience upon application in
the field1. Although often perceived as the most reliable form of weathering experiments,
field exposure suffers from several disadvantages, including the long exposure times that are
generally required, the cost of those prolonged experiments and the lack of control and
reproducibility (or as Martin et al. aptly put it: “The weather never duplicates itself.”2). Even
though the parameters of changing weather can be monitored and therefore included into
later analyses, the fact that the weather cannot be controlled makes it difficult to understand
the influence of individual degradation factors on the weathering process.
In order to avoid most of these disadvantages, researchers in the weathering field have
since decades been conducting laboratory exposure studies besides field exposure.
Laboratory exposure, also called artificial exposure, has the advantage of a large amount of
control on the degradation conditions. In order to reduce the required exposure times,
artificial exposure studies are often conducted at degradation stress levels that are higher
than under typical service conditions. This type of laboratory exposure is often denoted as
accelerated exposure. To ensure a reliable comparison between different materials and
different studies on degradation, many accelerated exposure protocols have been defined in
(inter)national standards. Although such standardisation is useful for ensuring that apples
are compared to apples, it is generally acknowledged that no quantitative correlation exists
between laboratory and field exposure1. Despite the large number of researchers who have
recently contributed to the study and improvement of the degree of realism in accelerated
test protocols2-6, there are still no such protocols available that correlate well with long term
field exposure7.

4.1.2

The role of different degradation factors

Depending on the application of interest, the number of factors that can influence a
material’s photodegradation process can be very large. For the sake of conciseness, only a
few factors that play an important role will be discussed here.
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As the term “photodegradation” already suggests, irradiance by (UV) photons is always
of importance. The wavelength-dependent intensity of the irradiation source, generally
denoted as the spectral power distribution (SPD), may influence both the rate and the
nature of photodegradation8. Its influence on the rate of photodegradation is primarily
through the absorption properties of the material: only radiation that is absorbed can cause
photodegradation. For the same reason, a photon’s wavelength determines where this
photon is absorbed (via its penetration depth) and may therefore introduce a thicknessdependency of degradation, as also discussed in chapters 2 and 3. Absorbed photons with
shorter wavelengths have higher energy and therefore have higher potential to break
chemical bonds and generate radicals8. For very short wavelength radiation (down to
approximately 255 nm), the photons may be able to break bonds that cannot be broken by
any photon present in the terrestrial solar spectrum ( > 295 nm). Examples of
photodegradation processes in which the nature of degradation is altered due to such very
short wavelength radiation9 and in which it is not affected10, are both known. An increase of
the intensity of the SPD without a change in the spectral composition is generally believed
to only influence the rate of degradation, but not to distort the weathering chemistry3.
The temperature during exposure is of importance for the simple fact that
photodegradation reactions are chemical reactions and the associated reaction rates are well
known to depend on the temperature1,11. Next to this general temperature dependency,
there is another, more specific effect of temperature since we are interested in polymer
coatings with a glass transition temperature of typically 60 °C. Thus, situations of
weathering below

g

(e.g., during winter) as well as close to or above

g

(e.g., a car parked in

the sun on a summer day) are realistic and relevant. Apart from a difference in molecular
mobility and therefore reaction conditions in both situations, in exposure periods below

g,

degradation is also influenced by physical ageing, which is the (spontaneous) relaxation
process of the coating material that occurs in its glassy state resulting from its nonequilibrium state12. Physical ageing has been demonstrated to play a role in the weathering
process of common coating systems, for example, by influencing the mechanical properties
and the build-up of stresses in the coating4,13.
The composition of the atmosphere in which the degrading material is situated has a
large influence on the degradation process, for example via the amount of oxygen it
contains. In an aerobic atmosphere, polymer photodegradation mainly follows oxidative
pathways, which involve the generation of peroxy radicals due to reactions between oxygen
and light-induced radicals in the polymer. Under anaerobic conditions (e.g., nitrogen
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atmosphere or vacuum), the radicals react with other species instead and the degradation
process is often found to be dominated by crosslinking reactions, as opposed to the photooxidative chain-breaking reactions that often dominate under aerobic conditions8. Similar
to the penetration depth effect of photons, the availability of oxygen at different coating
depths may also add to the thickness-dependency of photodegradation14 (as discussed in
Chapter 3), a process known as “diffusion limited oxidation” (DLO)11. The oxygen
permeability of a material is also influenced by degradation reactions15 and is therefore,
similar to the optical absorptivity from Chapter 2, a quantity of which the change during
initial degradation influences degradation at a later stage. Additionally, the oxygen
permeability may be influenced by physical ageing16 and by deformation of the coating
during exposure17.
Finally, the presence of water in either liquid (rain) or gaseous (humidity) form affects
the degradation process of most polymers. Water has been shown to act as a plasticiser,
decreasing both the

g

and the modulus of a coating, and it may cause hydrolysis of the

(virgin) coating binder and/or of degradation products6. Such processes have been shown to
affect the apparent quantum efficiency of photodegradation18 and to be responsible for the
hydrolytic generation of UV chromophores that accelerate further photo-oxidation19.
Furthermore, water can disrupt the adhesion of coatings by adsorption at the
coating/substrate interface and the presence of liquid water causes washing of the coating
surface, leading to surface erosion and to extraction of loosely bound or water-soluble
material6. This washing effect, together with the role of water as a hydrolytic agent20, is
largely responsible for the formation of roughness and/or pits during weathering.
In order to study the influence of the exposure conditions on the photodegradation
process of polyester-urethane coatings, results obtained with a second accelerated exposure
method, the “Suntest experiment”, is reported in this chapter, in addition to the
Weather-Ometer (WOM) experiment discussed in Chapter 2. To be able to make a useful
comparison between these two experiments, some conditions, most notably the black
standard temperature, are kept constant. Other exposure conditions, such as the SPD, the
degradation atmosphere and the presence of water, are changed to study their influence on
photodegradation.

4.2

Materials and methods

4.2.1

Preparation of virgin coatings

Urethane-crosslinked PNI coatings were prepared according to the methods described in
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section 2.2.1. For the preparation of samples meant for UV-VIS analysis after Suntest
exposure (“UV-VIS samples”), the conditions reported in Table 4.1 were used.
Table 4.1: Preparation conditions of the UV-VIS samples for Suntest exposure.
Series code
PNI content (m%)
Final spin speed (rpm)
Dry coating thickness (μm)
a
29.7
3000
4.9 ± 0.1
b
31.6
3000
6.0 ± 0.3
c
34.3
3000
6.6 ± 0.4
d
36.5
3000
7.6 ± 0.3
e
37.0
2500
8.0 ± 0.3
f
38.0
2600
8.4 ± 0.3
g
38.0
2000
9.4 ± 0.5

4.2.2

Suntest exposure

Coating samples were exposed in a Suntest XXL+ (Atlas MTS) for artificial weathering,
equipped with xenon arc lamps and Coated Quartz inner/Daylight outer filters. Two
custom made exposure cells were installed inside the Suntest to control atmospheric
conditions during exposure. Each cell was made of an aluminium alloy casing with two gas
inlets/outlets, covered with fused silica windows and sealed by a silicon rubber O-ring. One
cell was continuously purged with dry air (“air-exposed samples”, water content ≈ 1 ‰)
and the other with dry nitrogen (“nitrogen-exposed samples”, water content < 4 vpm).
Non-cyclic exposure was performed at an irradiance set to 48 ± 2 Wm−2 (300-400 nm)
as measured by the sensors outside the exposure cells. The chamber temperature (that is, as
measured outside the exposure cells) was set to 30 ± 8 °C. These settings were determined
in such a way that during stationary operation, the resulting black standard temperature
(BST) as measured inside the exposure cells was equal to 65 °C, which equals the BST from
Weather-Ometer exposure. Outside the exposure cells, the BST was determined to be 45 °C.
All samples inside the cells were repositioned at regular intervals of ≈ 500 hours in order to
achieve a uniform irradiance for each individual sample. During these exposure stops, the
UV-VIS samples were analysed and the mass of the coated metal panels was determined.
The UV-VIS samples were always placed back after analysis. The same holds for the metal
panels, with the exception that at four of these stops, one panel from each cell was
permanently removed for later analyses. The removed samples were stored in a freezer at
−18 °C during the time between removal and performing the later analyses.

4.2.3

Water soak

Selected coating samples that had been degraded in the Suntest (dry conditions) were
soaked in distilled water, inside an oven at a temperature of 65 °C for about three days.
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After soaking, all samples were dried in a convection oven at 80 °C for three hours.

4.2.4

Characterisation

UV-VIS transmission measurements were performed according to the methods described
in section 2.2.3. The preparation of depth profiles in the coatings on metal panels, infrared
microscopy measurements, optical profilometry and data analysis was done according to
the methods described in sections 2.2.5, 2.2.6 and 2.4. Coating gloss values were determined
with a Micro-Tri-Gloss 20/60/85 degree gloss meter (BYK Gardner). Six measurements at
different positions on the surface were averaged. Surface roughness values were determined
using a μSurf confocal optical profilometer (NanoFocus). Prior to measurement, samples
were coated with a 10 nm thick layer of gold using an Emitech K575X sputter coater. This
gold layer aims at suppressing reflections from the substrate-coating interface and
enhancing the surface reflectivity.

4.3

Results and discussion

4.3.1

Suntest exposure and UV-VIS spectroscopy

The spectral power distribution of the Suntest (inside the exposure cells), together with the
SPD of the Weather-Ometer, the Florida solar spectrum and the absorptivity spectrum of
the virgin polyester-urethane, are shown in Fig. 4.1.
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Fig. 4.1: Spectral power distributions with a) the SPD’s of the Weather-Ometer (red), the Suntest (green) and
Florida sunlight (black) and b) a magnification of the SPD’s inside the black rectangle of a), together with the
virgin coating absorptivity spectrum (blue line, right vertical axis).

Compared to WOM irradiance, the Suntest SPD does not include wavelengths below
≈ 295 nm and contains less power in an overall sense. The Suntest irradiance was set to a
relatively low power level (≈ 38 Wm−2 at 300-400 nm, inside the cells) in order to prevent
the black standard temperature inside the cells to exceed 65 °C. As a consequence, below
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≈ 330 nm, the Suntest SPD even contains less power than the Florida solar spectrum. This
Suntest exposure experiment can therefore barely be considered as accelerated weathering,
except that the samples are exposed 24 hours per day. From Fig. 4.1b, it can clearly be seen
that the initial overlap between irradiance and absorptivity is much smaller for Suntest
exposure as compared to WOM exposure. Therefore it is expected that the degradation
rates during Suntest exposure will be much smaller as well.
The optical properties of the Suntest-exposed coatings were characterised by
performing UV-VIS transmission spectroscopy measurements on two sets of samples of
varying exposure time and initial coating thickness (ranging from 5 to 10 μm). One set of
samples was exposed in air atmosphere, the other set in nitrogen atmosphere. The coating
thicknesses of samples in the air-exposed set slowly decreased during exposure, at a
continuously increasing rate. At the largest exposure time (7670 hours), the thickness had
decreased by approximately 400 nm on average, which is comparable to the thickness
change after 2100 hours of WOM exposure (380 nm). The thickness of the nitrogenexposed samples did not change significantly during exposure. What did change, is the
colour of these samples. The air-exposed samples remained colourless, whereas the
nitrogen-exposed samples became increasingly more yellow as exposure proceeded.
At each exposure time at which the UV-VIS spectra of the two sample sets were
determined, the absorptivity spectrum [

/ ] was calculated. Contrary to what was

observed for WOM exposure, the ratio [

/ ] did not show any thickness dependence

and Beer-Lambert behaviour was maintained for all the samples during the whole exposure
experiment. This difference is caused by the absence of short wavelength radiation in the
Suntest SPD and thus the absence of shallowly absorbing radiation (please recall the
penetration depth spectrum from Chapter 3). The evolution of the absorptivity spectrum
,

exp

could thus simply be determined by averaging the spectra [

/ ] obtained at

each exposure time and no special analysis like the two-layer model from section 2.3.2 is
required. The evolution of the coating absorptivity is shown in Fig. 4.2.
Firstly, the air-exposed and nitrogen-exposed samples evolve rather differently, as can
be seen from a comparison between Fig. 4.2a and b. Within the investigated time span, the
absorptivity of the air-exposed coatings changes quite a bit faster than that of the
nitrogen-exposed coatings. Some characteristic changes of the air-exposed samples, such as
a decrease of the carbonyl n→π* transition at 289.2 nm and a rise of the valley at 286 nm, in
between the two n→π* transitions, do not occur with the nitrogen-exposed samples.
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Fig. 4.2: Time evolution of the coating absorptivity
during Suntest exposure in a) air and b) nitrogen. The
arrows indicate the directions of change with time. The black lines are drawn to guide the eye. In c), a
magnification of the tail formation at wavelengths above 300 nm for air-exposed (solid lines) and nitrogenexposed (dashed lines) samples is shown. The colours correspond to the exposure times from Fig. 4.2a and b. In d),
another such magnification is shown, emphasising the cross-over points between the air and the nitrogen
absorptivity (yellow dots) and its shift during exposure (black arrow). Additional exposure times are plotted.

Another important difference can be seen in Fig. 4.2c, in which a magnification of the
absorption tail above 300 nm is shown. In the early stage of degradation, the air-exposed
samples show a fast increase of the absorptivity in the initial part of the tail, around a
wavelength of ≈ 310 nm, similar to what had been observed for WOM-exposed samples
(Chapter 2). Also for the nitrogen-exposed samples, the absorptivity above 300 nm
increases, but in the initial part of the tail, this increase is slower than that of the air-exposed
samples. At wavelengths above ≈ 325 nm, however, the absorptivity of the nitrogen-exposed
samples increases faster as compared to the air-exposed samples and the absorption tail
extends much further, all the way into the range of visible light. This information is in
agreement with the observation that the nitrogen-exposed coatings show extensive
yellowing, whereas the air-exposed coatings do not. Yellowing during degradation under
anaerobic conditions is commonly observed and is attributed to the formation of a
conjugated system within the polymer that does not take place under oxidative conditions8.
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Considering the aromatic character of the polyester in the coating, one can well imagine
how the formation of a conjugated system by aromatic crosslinking reactions results in the
presence of chromophores that absorb a part of the visible light spectrum. These two effects
– a faster increase at the initial (short wavelength) part of the tail under aerobic conditions
and a faster increase at the longer wavelength part under anaerobic conditions – lead to a
time-dependent cross-over of the

air

and

nitrogen -tails,

that shifts towards shorter

wavelengths during exposure. In Fig. 4.2d, these cross-over points are shown by the yellow
dots and the black arrow, the latter indicating the shift with time. On the left side of the
arrow, the air-exposed coatings absorb more light whereas on the right side of the arrow,
the absorbance of nitrogen-exposed coatings is larger.

4.3.2

FTIR-ATR microscopy

The chemical composition of Suntest-exposed coatings was characterised as a function of
depth (“depth gradients”) by performing infrared microscopy line scans on samples with a
depth profile introduced by sanding. One virgin (reference) coating and eight weathered
coatings (four air-exposed, four nitrogen-exposed) were prepared in this way and
measured. After that, a surface height mapping of the sanded coatings was obtained from
optical profilometry along the line of the ATR recordings, after which the depth-resolved
chemical composition could be obtained. The evolution of the depth-resolved peak areas of
the same six infrared vibrations as discussed in Chapter 2 (peak assignments in Table 2.2)
are shown as smoothed curves in Fig. 4.3, for both exposure in air and in nitrogen.
Looking first at the results for air-exposed coatings, it can be seen that the
concentration of several chemical species evolves via gradients in depth. However, these
gradients are less pronounced than those observed for WOM-exposed samples (Fig. 2.12).
Especially for the vibrations related to ester bonds (such as 726 and 1228 cm−1), the
difference between the surface and the bulk levels is much smaller. This observation is in
agreement with the homogenous evolution of the optical properties as discussed in the
previous section and has the same origin as well: the absence of radiation below 295 nm in
the Suntest SPD and hence a more uniform photon absorption throughout the coating
thickness. Overall, all degradation rates determined for the Suntest-exposed samples are
significantly lower as compared to the WOM-exposed samples. This difference could
already be expected from the difference between the overlap of the SPD and the coating
absorptivity spectrum for both exposure conditions, as shown in Fig. 4.1b.
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Fig. 4.3: Normalised peak area gradients of six identified IR vibrations (panels a-f) as a function of coating depth,
for Suntest-exposed coatings in air (solid lines) and nitrogen (dashed lines). Different colours represent samples
with different exposure times (exposure time increases along the arrows). The insets in panels a-d are
magnifications of the curves for the nitrogen-exposed samples in the upper 15 μm of the coating.

The degradation rates in the Suntest were also observed not to remain constant (as was the
case in the WOM, for example, Fig. 2.13), but to increase with progressive exposure: the
surface concentrations of several vibrations were observed to approximately follow a
parabolic curve as a function of exposure time. This type of auto-acceleration, which was
confirmed by transmission FTIR measurements21, is consistent with the calculation of the
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(scaled) rate of ester bond scission (

sci

) according to the kinetic model discussed in

Chapter 2. In the case of WOM exposure, this rate was observed to be constant when an
integration limit of 334 nm was applied (the intersection point in Fig. 2.14). In the case of
Suntest-exposure, however, the scaled rate of scission keeps increasing continuously with
progressive exposure and no such intersection point exists.
Compared to the air-exposed samples, the chemical composition of the
nitrogen-exposed samples in Fig. 4.3 evolves in a quite different way. Degradation rates for
the nitrogen-exposed samples are smaller, with the largest difference observed for the
urethane-related vibration (Fig. 4.3e). This large difference confirms the validity of the
assumption that urethane breakage under aerobic conditions follows a mainly photooxidative pathway which is severely slowed down for the nitrogen-exposed samples. The
reason that the urethane vibration drops at all may be related to the fact that a limited
amount of oxygen is available to the nitrogen-exposed coatings, for example, due to oxygen
present in the nitrogen flow (according to specifications, in the vpm range) or due to
contact with ambient air during exposure stops and measurements. Based on these results,
though, it cannot be proven that all of the broken urethane bonds in the coating are broken
via photo-oxidation (this topic will be briefly revisited at the end of this section). A similar
difference between air-exposed and nitrogen-exposed coatings is observed for the carbonyl
band (Fig. 4.3f), as the increase of this vibration is largely related to the incorporation of
oxygen into the polymer via oxidation reactions. This idea is supported by the evolution of
the mass change of the coatings, which is shown in Fig. 4.4.
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Fig. 4.4: Evolution of the coating mass change during exposure in Suntest-air (solid line) and Suntest-nitrogen
(dashed line). A change of 2.7 mg corresponds to approximately 1% of the virgin coating mass.

The air-exposed samples gain significantly more mass as compared to the nitrogen-exposed
samples, which even reach a mass smaller than their initial value during the late stage of
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exposure. Because the thickness of the air-exposed coatings decreases during exposure
(please recall the results obtained for the UV-VIS samples, Fig. 2.1b), the mass increase
suggests that the air-exposed samples experience a slight densification.
Similar to the air-exposed samples, the chemical composition of the nitrogen-exposed
samples in Fig. 4.3 also evolves via relatively flat depth gradients. However, the shape of
those gradients in the approximately top 5 μm of the coatings looks puzzling, because the
concentration at the surface seems to be higher as compared to the concentration at 5 μm
depth. Deeper inside the coating, most gradients have the normal shape again, that is, from
low to high concentration. Degradation at the surface thus seems to be inhibited, which is
confirmed by the appearance of the individual FTIR-spectra that have been recorded at the
exposed surfaces.
Although the nitrogen gas used contains only a few vpm of oxygen, inhibition of
degradation at the surface could be explained by the low oxygen concentration to which the
surface is continuously exposed and which could result in experiencing a low-aerobic
condition at the surface. For WOM-degradation, which is also a type of aerobic
degradation, it was observed that in the initial stage of weathering, the concentrations as
determined by IR spectroscopy did not change significantly. Such a kind of induction
period could be caused by the fact that first a certain amount of degradation products (such
as hydroperoxides) has to be formed before significant degradation rates are obtained.
During WOM exposure, this induction period only took a few hundred hours, but one can
imagine that if the supply of oxygen is very low (as is the case for the nitrogen-exposed
surface), this “aerobic induction period” may take much longer, perhaps thousands of
hours. This explanation assumes, though, that the penetration depth of oxygen is very small
for the nitrogen-exposed coatings and therefore cannot explain the finite amount of
degradation in the bulk via oxidative pathways (otherwise, the bulk would experience this
same aerobic induction period and no significant degradation would occur). Perhaps there
is another, truly anaerobic degradation pathway that causes degradation in the bulk and
which is suppressed under (low-)aerobic conditions. The chemical details of such a
hypothetical pathway, which also has to contain an anaerobic mechanism for urethane
bond breakage, are not clear.

4.3.3

Correlations between spectroscopic data from different conditions

As discussed in the two previous sections, different exposure conditions lead to differences
in degradation behaviour. However, it is also interesting to study whether any similarities
can be discovered between samples that degrade under different exposure conditions. In
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Fig. 4.5, the correlations between three infrared vibrations are visualised for the three
different exposure conditions (WOM, Suntest-air and Suntest-nitrogen), by plotting the
amount by which the normalised peak area of the one vibration has decreased as a function
of the amount by which the other one has decreased. In this way, the different exposure
conditions can be compared without explicitly taking the differences in exposure
times/dose rates into account. For the WOM and Suntest-air data, the normalised peak area
values at the coating surface were used. For the Suntest-nitrogen data, the minimum values
at approximately 5 μm depth have been used, in order to circumvent the abnormal surface
behaviour that has been discussed in the previous section.
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Fig. 4.5: Correlations between the changes in different FTIR vibrations for coatings exposed in the WOM (black
dots) and in the Suntest in an air atmosphere (red solid dots) and a nitrogen atmosphere (red half-open dots). The
binary correlations between a) 726 and 1228 cm−1, b) 726 and 1520 cm−1 and c) 1134 and 1520 cm−1 are shown. In
panel b), the horizontal error bars are added to indicate the significance of the difference between the curves for
WOM and Suntest-air. The vertical error bars are negligibly small (0.5-1%) compared to the vertical scale.

From Fig. 4.5a, a very similar correlation between 726 and 1228 cm−1 is observed for all
three exposure conditions. This indeed demonstrates that these two vibrations largely
reflect the change of the same chemical moiety, that is, the ester group.
Fig. 4.5b relates the breakage of ester bonds (726 cm−1) to the breakage of urethane
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bonds (1520 cm−1). Relative to the amount of broken ester bonds, the largest number of
broken urethane bonds is observed for Suntest-air exposure, followed by WOM exposure
and lastly Suntest nitrogen exposure, in which the smallest fraction of urethane bonds is
broken. The last observation can be simply explained by the low oxygen concentration
present in the Suntest-nitrogen experiment. The reason that the curve for Suntest-air
exposure lies above the curve for WOM exposure is most likely a matter of competing rates.
After the initial stage of weathering, radicals are mainly generated via two mechanisms: the
photolytic scission of ester bonds and the auto-accelerative oxidation reactions. Radicals
resulting from either of these two processes can eventually lead to the oxidative breakage of
urethane bonds. The rate of radical generation due to photolysis is significantly higher for
WOM exposure as for Suntest-air exposure and therefore for the WOM, a larger fraction of
the radicals responsible for urethane bond breakage is generated by photolysis as compared
to the Suntest, which explains the smaller ratio urethane/ester bond breakage in the WOM.
In Fig. 4.5c, the 1520 cm−1 signal is correlated to the vibration at 1134 cm−1. A
remarkable similarity between WOM and Suntest-air exposure is seen for these two bands.
The reason for this correlation is not quite clear, as the origin of the 1134 cm−1 band is
mainly attributed to an ester-type of vibration, although a close correlation with any of the
other two ester-bands (726 and 1228 cm−1), such as the one shown in Fig. 4.5a, was not
obtained.
A second type of correlation that is interesting to study, is the one between FTIR and
UV-VIS results. As discussed in chapters 2 and 3, the chemical changes and the optical
changes during weathering mutually influence each other, so perhaps the absorptivity
changes can be quantitatively correlated to changes in the chemistry as obtained from the
FTIR measurements. In Fig. 4.6, the absorptivity change at different UV wavelengths is
plotted as a function of the fraction of broken ester bonds (based on the 1228 cm−1 band).
Fig. 4.6a represents the change in the absorptivity at 265 nm, in the wavelength regime
for which the Beer-Lambert law was found to be obeyed best in the UV-VIS measurements
(section 2.3). An excellent correlation between the two different Suntest exposure
conditions exists, but there is only little correspondence with WOM exposure.
In Fig. 4.6b, the correlation of the 1228 cm−1 band with the absorptivity at 289 nm,
corresponding to one of the n→π* transitions of the IPA carbonyl groups, is shown. For
WOM and Suntest-air exposure, this n→π* peak shrinks with time and a similar
correlation exists for both conditions, up until the point at which 20% of the ester bonds
have disappeared.
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Fig. 4.6: Correlations between the fraction of broken ester bonds (1228 cm−1 vibration) and the change in the
absorptivity at a) 265 nm, b) 289.2 nm and c) 310 nm, for coatings exposed in the WOM (black dots) and in the
Suntest in an air atmosphere (red solid dots) and a nitrogen atmosphere (red half-open dots).

Finally, Fig. 4.6c provides information on how the 1228 cm−1 band correlates to the
absorptivity at 310 nm, which corresponds to the initial part of the absorption tail that
forms for > 300 nm. A good correlation for the full range of degraded states is obtained
between WOM and Suntest-air exposure, that is, under aerobic conditions. For Suntestnitrogen exposure, the curve deviates towards higher values of the absorptivity change after
approximately 10% of ester bond breakage. This deviation is due to the influence of the
absorptivity tail related to the yellow chromophores (Fig. 4.2c) and can be explained by the
larger contribution of aromatic crosslinking reactions under anaerobic conditions.

4.3.4

Coating appearance during photodegradation

Because the coating material that is studied in this work is typically applied as a high-gloss
top coating, the coating appearance during the weathering process is obviously an
important factor to consider. The photo-compilation in Fig. 4.7 gives an overview of the
appearance of the coated metal panels before exposure and after different exposure times.
The two clearest differences in appearance between the three exposure methods are the
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diminishment of the glossy appearance at the final stage of WOM exposure, while gloss is
retained during Suntest exposure and the progressive yellowing that only takes place for the
Suntest-nitrogen samples.

Fig. 4.7: Overview of the appearance of the coated metal panels after exposure in WOM (top, triplicates) and
Suntest (bottom, single samples). The inset emphasises the perception of surface gloss for the Suntest samples, by
showing the image of a luminescent tube that is reflected from the coating surface.

In Fig. 4.8, the evolution of the gloss, as determined from quantitative gloss measurements,
is shown for all three exposure conditions. The trend in measured gloss values corresponds
very well to the qualitative observations based on Fig. 4.7. For WOM exposure, the gloss
values remain fairly constant up to about 3000 hours of exposure and then start to drop
rapidly. Especially the 20° gloss, which is the usual criterion for judging the appearance of
high-gloss surfaces, displays the rapid decrease in gloss very sensitively. In both cases of
Suntest exposure, the gloss remains practically unchanged for the whole regime of tested
exposure times.
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Fig. 4.8: Evolution of the surface gloss during exposure for WOM (solid symbols, solid line), Suntest-air (halfopen symbols, dashed line) and Suntest-nitrogen (open symbols, dotted line). Gloss values are shown for
measurement angles of 20° (black), 60° (red) and 85° (blue).

4.3.5

The role of water in polyester-urethane photodegradation

From the results presented so far in section 4.3, one may conclude that there are many
similarities in the evolution of coatings that result from the two aerobic exposure
experiments (WOM and Suntest-air). The main difference that has been established, is the
evolution of the gloss, as discussed in the previous section. This difference may be related to
the presence of water during exposure: in the Suntest, a coating is continuously subjected to
a dry gas flow, while in the WOM, water is present. In order to study this issue, the
Suntest-exposed samples have been soaked in water at 65 °C for a few days. A comparison
between these soaked samples and their non-soaked counterparts can provide some insight
into the role of water in the photodegradation process.
Firstly, surface-ATR spectra were recorded for the soaked samples and compared to
those of the non-soaked ones. For both the Suntest-air and Suntest-nitrogen samples, only
small differences of typically a few percent could be observed for most FTIR bands. For the
ester band at 1228 cm−1, a slightly larger reduction by approximately 8% was found. In the
case of the carbonyl band for Suntest-air exposure, a reduction as large as 20% was found
for the largest exposure time, which hints at the extraction of (hydrolysed) degradation
products from the material. Overall, the water soak did not significantly influence the
chemical composition of the surface of the coatings.
After the water soak, it could be seen by eye that the gloss of the coatings had been
largely diminished. Because gloss loss is generally associated with an increase of the surface
roughness, the roughness of the available samples was characterised by confocal
microscopy. Fig. 4.9 shows the average surface roughness as a function of exposure time for
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the WOM-exposed samples and for the Suntest-exposed samples before and after soaking.
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Fig. 4.9: Evolution of the average surface roughness during exposure for WOM (black curve), Suntest-air (red
solid curve) and Suntest-nitrogen (red dashed curve) and after the water soak (blue solid curve for Suntest-air,
blue dashed curve for Suntest-nitrogen).

Water soaking caused a clear increase in the surface roughness for five of the eight samples
(for the two largest exposure times for Suntest-nitrogen and the three largest exposure
times for Suntest-air). The roughness of the Suntest-nitrogen samples is increased to a level
similar to that of the most degraded sample from WOM exposure, largely reducing their
gloss (visual assessment). The two most degraded Suntest-air samples even reached the
regime of micrometre roughness after soaking, causing them to completely lose their gloss.
The surface topography resulting from the water soaking has been visualised with an
optical microscope and the resulting images are shown in Fig. 4.10 (before imaging, a
reflective gold layer was sputtered on top of each sample). The insets show the same areas,
but recorded with a focus that is slightly off the actual surface, as this emphasises the
shallow features than cannot be distinguished in the in-focus image.
The different regimes of the surface roughness that are shown in Fig. 4.9 can also be
clearly recognised in Fig. 4.10 (high-gloss surfaces a, A and B; low-gloss surfaces C and D;
matte surfaces b, c and d). Up until an exposure time of about 4700 hours (panels b/B), the
lateral size of the surface pits is comparable for all soaked samples, roughly 100-200 μm.
The depth of the pits is the smallest in panel A (100-250 nm), followed by panels B and a
(200-500 nm) and is significantly larger for panel b (2-5 μm), which is in agreement with
the visualisation in Fig. 4.10. In the nitrogen-exposed samples, the depth of the pits that
form due to the water soak is smaller than 1 μm for the full investigated time span, whereas
in the air-exposed samples, significantly deeper pits that result into a topography with
micrometre roughness, are formed.
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Fig. 4.10: Optical micrographs of the Suntest-exposed samples after the water soak, for Suntest-air (left column;
a-d) and Suntest-nitrogen (right column A-D). The exposure time for each row is the same and increases from top
to bottom (3290, 4670, 6450 and 7670 hours). The size bars shown apply to all panels.
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The most apparent effect of water in the photodegradation process that can be understood
from this study is that it leads to the removal of degraded material (fragments of coating
were observed in the soaking water), which results in an increase of the surface roughness
and consequently a decrease in gloss. Apparently, the degradation process itself introduces
lateral inhomogeneity, which is subsequently ‘translated’ into a topography after water
exposure. This role of water in the degradation process has been reported before22 and was
also concluded from another study on the same polyester-urethane samples as discussed in
this work, but studied on a much smaller lateral length scale (~10 μm), using Atomic Force
Microscopy measurements21. The “volcano-shaped” pinholes that were found on this small
length scale are most likely the underlying cause for the large-scale surface roughness that
has been reported here.

4.4

Conclusions

The influence of the exposure conditions on the photodegradation process of polyesterurethane coatings has been studied by conducting a Suntest exposure experiment, in
addition to the Weather-Ometer (WOM) experiment described in Chapter 2. This Suntest
exposure experiment differed from the WOM experiment mainly by a lower irradiance, the
absence of short wavelength radiation, different atmospheres (air and nitrogen) and the
absence of water.
The optical absorptivity spectrum during Suntest exposure, as determined for thin
coatings ( < 10 μm), changed homogeneously throughout the coating thickness, which is
in contrast with WOM exposure, for which a dependence on the absolute coating thickness
was obtained. Similarly, the chemical depth gradients determined for the Suntest-exposed
samples did not show such large slopes in the first 6-10 μm below the coating surface, as
was the case for WOM exposure. Both these differences are related to the absence of short
wavelength radiation in the spectral power distribution of the Suntest, which results in a
more homogeneous absorption of radiation throughout the coating thickness and therefore
a less pronounced depth-inhomogeneity.
The difference between coating degradation in air and in nitrogen atmosphere is
expressed in many ways. The changes in the absorptivity of air-exposed and nitrogenexposed samples differs most clearly in the development of the absorption tail at
wavelengths above ≈ 300 nm. Under aerobic conditions, an absorption tail grows quickly at
wavelengths around 310 nm, but this tail is not very extended. Under anaerobic conditions,
an absorption tail is formed that extends all the way into the visible range and that surpasses
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the aerobic tail at the late stage of degradation. This difference is in agreement with the
observation that only the nitrogen-exposed coatings become progressively more yellow, an
effect that is attributed to the formation of conjugated chromophores under anaerobic
conditions.
The infrared microscopy results showed similar differences between the air-exposed
and nitrogen-exposed coatings, with faster urethane bond breakage in air as the most
pronounced difference. Aerobic degradation also results into a slight densification of the
material due to the incorporation of oxygen into the coating, as could be derived from the
carbonyl band from infrared microscopy and from the fact that the mass of the air-exposed
coatings increases while the thickness (slightly) decreases. For the nitrogen-exposed
coatings, neither of these effects occurred to a significant extent.
Irrespective of the differences in degradation rates and conditions of all three exposure
experiments, several time-independent correlations between the chemical and optical states
of coatings from different exposure experiments could be established. Especially between
the two aerobic experiments (WOM and Suntest-air), good correlations for a large range of
degradation extent were obtained between two different ester vibrations (726 and
1228 cm−1), between the 1134 and the 1520 cm−1 (urethane) vibrations and between the
1228 cm−1 (ester) vibration and the absorptivity tail at 310 nm. The relation between ester
and urethane bond breakage (e.g., 1228 cm−1 and 1520 cm−1) is rather specific for each
exposure experiment, which can be understood from the fact that the balance between
photolysis and oxidation rates is influenced by the dose rate of the experiment.
The appearance of the coatings in terms of gloss and the related surface roughness was
rather different for WOM exposure as compared to both types of Suntest exposure. The late
stage of WOM exposure is characterised by a loss of gloss due to an increasing surface
roughness, whereas the gloss did not change during Suntest exposure. A water soak
experiment with the Suntest-exposed samples clearly shows that water plays an essential
role with respect to the surface properties, as the surface roughness for both air- and
nitrogen-exposed coatings increased tremendously due to the water soak. Surface infrared
measurements on the soaked samples showed that the chemical composition is not
significantly altered by the water soak. This indicates that the effect of water exposure is
mainly of a physical nature, that is, degraded coating fragments are removed, which results
in an increase of the roughness and consequently the loss of gloss.
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The influence of the exposure conditions on
coating degradation: a simulation study
A kinetic Monte Carlo method to simulate photodegradation of a polymer coating is applied
to the weathering process of a polyester-urethane clearcoat under different artificial exposure
conditions. Firstly, the optimised simulation parameters that yield the best match with
experimentally measured results on the depth-resolved ester and urethane bond fractions are
determined for each of two different aerobic exposure experiments (one in a Weather-Ometer
(WOM) and one in a Suntest equipment). Differences between both parameter sets are
discussed. Secondly, several other physical and chemical quantities that are obtained from the
simulations, but cannot be determined experimentally, are studied, such as the number of
newly formed crosslink bonds, absorptivity states, oxidised states, the number of radicals, the
concentration of oxygen and the total amount of remaining material. Depth-inhomogeneity of
the rate of photon absorption leads to the formation of distinct concentration gradients in
depth for the WOM simulation, while a much more homogeneous evolution is obtained for
the Suntest-air simulation. Photo-oxidative damage in the WOM simulation is more
concentrated at the upper layer of the coating, resulting in extensive evaporation of highly
oxidised material, whereas degradation in the Suntest-air simulation is more spread out over
the entire coating thickness, resulting in less material loss.
The results described in this chapter have been submitted for publication as: Adema,
Makki, Peters, Laven, van der Ven, van Benthem, de With. The influence of the exposure
conditions on the simulated photodegradation process of polyester-urethane coatings. (2015)
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5.1

Introduction

In the previous chapter, the influence of the exposure conditions on the photodegradation
process of polyester-urethane coatings was studied experimentally, by comparing the
samples obtained from different exposure experiments in two commonly employed
weathering equipments. In the present chapter, a similar comparison will be made, based
on computer simulations according to the methodology that was introduced in Chapter 3.
The number of simulation studies in the field of polymer photodegradation, in which a
similar attempt was made, is very limited. Among these few studies, three types of
approaches can be distinguished if one considers the extent to which the specific chemistry
of the degrading material is taken into account. Studies in which the chemistry is
completely disregarded include earlier attempts to simulate changes in surface topography1
and a statistical approach2,3. Such a statistical approach to degradation is based on the
notion that the time it takes for a coating to fail can differ dramatically in different
climatological conditions. When a combination of climate and consumer/population
distribution is taken into account, together with process variability during coating
manufacture, the probability of failure can be assessed for any location with known
climatological parameters3. The practical value of such an approach will be clear, but due to
its generality, it is not very insightful for learning how degradation processes are influenced
by specific factors causing degradation.
A second type of simulation approach involves a rather general consideration of the
coating chemistry, without specification of the precise chemical structure and degradation
mechanisms. Such an approach has been used for Monte Carlo simulations of coating
degradation with a focus on the evolution of the surface topography and its relation to
various physical characteristics4,5. The change of the coating chemistry during degradation
was modelled as “hardening” or “sensitising”, that is, a decreased or increased vulnerability
of coating material near the location at which photon-induced damage occurred4. Besides
this artificial incorporation of the chemistry, the influence of specific degradation factors on
weathering was not considered.
The third type of approach involves a much more detailed specification of the coating
chemistry. Recent examples of such an approach deal with the photo-oxidative degradation
of polypropylene6 and epoxy-amine coatings with high and low glass transition
temperatures7,8. These studies use a formalism of reaction rate equations based on the
specific degradation chemistry and then simulate the evolution during exposure by solving
a system of differential equations. In addition, physical processes such as light attenuation
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and mass transport of oxygen and water are included and the depth-dependence of
degradation is taken into account as well. The degradation of urethane-crosslinked PNI, on
a nanometre scale and under different exposure conditions, has also been studied
previously with a simulation approach9.
It will be clear that this latter type of approach comes closest to the aim of the present
chapter. In addition to studying the effect of the exposure conditions on quantities that can
also be determined experimentally (such as the ester and urethane bond gradients), several
quantities that can only be observed in the simulations will also be determined for the
different exposure conditions. Although the simulated evolution of these quantities cannot
be directly verified, some interesting insights into degradation processes and pathways can
be obtained from such a study.

5.2

Modelling and simulation setup

Simulations of degradation during Suntest exposure were performed using the methods as
introduced in Chapter 3. The simulation box consisted of a column of 350 cells with fixed
cell dimensions of (17.4 ∙ 17.4 ∙ 100) nm3. The spectral dependence of photon absorption
was modelled as a single wavelength regime, ranging from 294 to 334 nm. The simulations
also took oxygen diffusion into account, as was described in section 3.2.5 and Appendix 3.1.
The sensitivity of simulation results to the variation in parameter values and the
optimisation of the initially unknown parameter values were performed according to the
methods described in sections 3.3.5 and 3.3.6.

5.3

Results and discussion

5.3.1

Spectral dependence and optimised simulation parameters

For the simulation of coating degradation during WOM exposure in Chapter 3, the spectral
dependence of photon absorption was split into two regimes: the short wavelengths
(270-294 nm) and the long wavelengths (294-334 nm). The spectral irradiance of the
Suntest, however, is zero at the short wavelengths (please recall the spectral power
distributions from Fig. 4.1). For the simulation of coating degradation during exposure in
the Suntest (for brevity, from now on denoted as “Suntest simulation”), the short
wavelength regime is therefore discarded and a single wavelength regime, between 294 and
334 nm, is defined. Because the SPD (

) within this wavelength regime is different for

Suntest exposure as compared to WOM exposure, the effective surface irradiance
the absorption cross-section of the virgin coating

eff

and

have to be recalculated. Their resulting
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values are reported in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Fixed simulation parameters used for the Suntest simulations.
Parameter name
Symbol
Value
Unit

Calculated from
nm

Irradiance

AbsCrossSec0

eff

2.580∙1022

,eff

7.398∙10−25

d

m−2h−1
nm

m2

1

nm
d
nm
nm
d
nm

After updating these optical parameters, a simulation was performed in which the
remaining parameter values equal the values obtained from optimisation of the WOM
simulation from Chapter 3, that is, the optimised parameter set [Popt], which will be denoted
as [PWOM] in the present chapter. Similar to the methodology in Chapter 3, the resulting
simulated evolution of ester and urethane bond gradients was compared to the
experimental counterparts obtained from infrared microscopy for Suntest-air exposure (as
shown in Fig. 4.3).
The resulting match was fair, but did not yet seem optimal, especially for the simulated
urethane bond gradients, which were insufficiently steep. Therefore, a sensitivity analysis
was performed for the Suntest-air simulation as well, similar to what was done for the
WOM simulation in section 3.3.5. The resulting response plots (shown in Appendix 5.1)
look similar to those from the WOM simulation (Fig. 3.8), with the main difference that
one rate constant (

eva_ali )

that still had medium-influence for the WOM simulation, does

no longer significantly influence the ester and urethane bond results for the Suntest-air
simulation. As a consequence, this parameter was ‘demoted’ to a secondary rate constant
and thus excluded from the Jacobian that was used to optimise the Suntest-air simulation
parameters. The resulting optimised parameter set [PSun] is reported in Table 5.2.
In the last column of Table 5.2, the relative differences between the parameter values
from [PWOM] and [PSun] are reported. These differences are limited to only a few percent for
most parameters with one exception: the oxygen diffusion coefficient for the Suntest-air
simulation is about half as large as in the case of the WOM simulation. The explanation for
this difference is most likely related to the presence of water in the coatings during WOM
exposure, while the coatings are dry during Suntest exposure. The diffusion coefficient
obtained for the Suntest-air simulation is therefore probably a better representation of the
intrinsic diffusion coefficient value, whereas the WOM simulation represents oxygen
diffusion through a coating that is plasticised by water.
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Table 5.2: Optimised variable parameter set [PSun] used for the Suntest-air simulation.
Parameter name
Symbol
Value [Unit]
([PSun]/[PWOM])−1 [%]
Primary rate constants
k_oxidation
k_sink_ali
k_abstraction-H_ali
k_abstraction-H_xl
k_grafting
k_recombination_ali

1.557∙10−3 [h−1]
1.023∙10−3 [h−1]
0.763∙10−29 [m3h−1]
0.826∙10−29 [m3h−1]
2.547∙10−29 [m3h−1]
2.123∙10−29 [m3h−1]

ox
sink_ali
absH_ali
absH_xl
graft
rec_ali

−2.3
+0.9
+0.7
−4.5
−0.01
+0.9

Secondary rate constants
k_evaporation_ali
k_evaporation_xl
k_leaching
k_sink_aro
k_recombination_aro

1.020∙10−3 [h−1]
1∙10−3 [h−1]
1∙10−3 [h−1]
1∙10−3 [h−1]
2∙10−29 [m3h−1]

eva_ali
eva_xl
leach
sink_aro
rec_aro

-

Other parameters
AbsEnh(1/0)_L
QuantumEff_sci
DiffCoeff_oxygen
SatConc_oxygen

5.3.2

,eff_L /

11.8 [-]
0.721∙10−3 [-]
2.007∙10−10 [m2h−1]
0.986 [mol∙m−3]

,eff_L

O
O ,sat

−1.7
−4.0
−54
−1.7

Simulation of coating degradation during Suntest exposure

The degradation of coatings during Suntest-air exposure was simulated by performing
KMC simulations using [PSun] with a stack of 350 cells, which corresponds to a coating
thickness of 35 μm. The experimental and simulated depth-resolved evolutions of the
remaining fraction of ester bonds and urethane bonds are shown in Fig. 5.1.
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Fig. 5.1: Comparison between depth-resolved experimental (circles) and simulation results (lines) for Suntest-air
exposure for a) ester bonds and b) urethane bonds. Different colours represent different exposure times.

The bulk levels of the simulated ester bond fraction (Fig. 5.1a) match well with the
experimental results, but the bending towards a slightly lower concentration near the
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surface does not follow that well from the simulation (the inset in Fig. 5.1a). The difference
is the largest for the late stages of degradation and is most likely caused by the fact that at
this low dose rate condition, a significant fraction of the ester bonds is broken as a
consequence of progressive oxidation of the aliphatic moieties they are connected to. In the
simulation, however, the breakage of ester bonds was modelled as a purely photolytic
process, which explains why the simulated rate of ester bond breakage at the surface lags a
bit behind compared to the experimental one.
The overall match between experiment and simulation for the remaining fraction of
urethane bonds (Fig. 5.1b) is quite good and the main discrepancy is once again the
steepness of the urethane bond gradients in the upper ≈ 10 μm of the coating, which was
also the case for the simulation of WOM degradation in Chapter 3. The reason for this
discrepancy remains unclear.
The degradation of coatings during Suntest-nitrogen exposure was also simulated using
[PSun], with the only difference that the oxygen saturation concentration was reduced. A
numerical optimisation was not performed for this exposure condition because of the
limited extent of degradation that could be achieved experimentally. From trial and error, it
was observed that a reduction of

O ,sat

to about 8% of its value from [PSun] (corresponding

to an oxygen concentration of approximately 1.5 v%) leads to a reasonable simulation of the
experimental results for the ester and urethane bond gradients. These results are available in
Appendix 5.2. The value obtained for the oxygen saturation concentration is quite a bit
higher than what is expected for the amount of oxygen present in the nitrogen supply
(typically, a few vpm). This higher value could be related to the fact that the experimentally
studied coatings have been in contact with ambient air on several occasions during the
period they have been exposed (e.g., after opening the cells and during the weighing of the
panels at each sampled exposure time). Reactions with oxygen during this contact time
could contribute to the high effective value of

O ,sat

that was obtained here. Next to that,

the possibility that the degradation of urethane bonds follows a different pathway under
anaerobic conditions, as suggested in section 4.3.2, could also provide an explanation. After
all, if the availability of oxygen is not determining the rate of urethane bond breakage, one
cannot expect that a simulation with an oxidative degradation mechanism for the urethane
bonds can result into a good estimate of the experimental oxygen saturation concentration.

5.3.3

Other depth-resolved quantities obtained from simulations

Due to the complexity of polyester-urethane degradation, the influence of the exposure
conditions on the chemical composition can only be studied to a limited extent by
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experimental methods (in this work, most notably via the ester and urethane bond depth
gradients). The different degradation simulations, however, also provide information on
many other interesting quantities, which are not easily accessed with experimental methods,
or cannot be determined experimentally at all. These quantities include the fraction of new
crosslink bonds (as compared to the total number of bonds), absorptivity states, oxidised
states, the fraction of radicals, the concentration of oxygen and the total amount of
remaining material. The simulation approach thus has the additional advantage that, next
to experimentally accessible quantities like the ester and urethane bond fractions, it also
yields predictions for several other quantities of interest.
In the following figures, the depth-resolved evolution of several quantities that result
from the WOM simulation (left column of the figures) and the Suntest-air simulation (right
column of the figures) is shown. The data for both WOM and Suntest-air exposure are
plotted with the same scales to facilitate comparison and the same colours correspond to
the same exposure times (the WOM simulation is analysed up to 4000 hours, the
Suntest-air simulation up to 8000 hours). Quantities related to the bonds in the simulation
box (Fig. 5.2), the beads in the box (Fig. 5.3) and the radical fraction and oxygen
concentration in the box (Fig. 5.4) are reported.
From Fig. 5.2, the effect of (in)homogeneous photon absorption and oxygen
concentration gradients can be clearly recognised for all three types of bonds. Although for
individual bond types, substantial differences in the remaining bond fractions were found
between both aerobic exposure conditions, the difference for the total remaining fraction of
bonds (Fig. 5.2d/D) is relatively small. The differences in rates are obvious as well.
Difference in depth-homogeneity is also clear from a number of bead-related quantities as
plotted in Fig. 5.3. Not very surprisingly, the gradients in the fraction of aromatic beads
with an increased absorptivity (Fig. 5.3a/A) show much similarity with the gradients in the
fraction of newly formed crosslinks (Fig. 5.2c/C).
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Fig. 5.2: Simulated depth-dependent evolution of chemical bonds at regular time intervals for WOM exposure (ad, left column) and Suntest-air exposure (A-D, right column), for the fraction of ester bonds (a/A), urethane bonds
(b/B), new crosslinks (c/C) and the total remaining fraction of bonds (d/D). The symbols used for bead and bond
types are as given in Fig. 3.2.
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Fig. 5.3: Simulated depth-dependent evolution of beads at regular time intervals for WOM exposure (a-d, left
column) and Suntest-air exposure (A-D, right column), for the (aromatic) beads with increased absorptivity (a/A),
the 1st oxidised state (b/B), the 2nd oxidised state (c/C) and the total remaining fraction of beads (d/D). The
symbols used for bead and bond types are as given in Fig. 3.2.
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Fig. 5.4: Simulated evolution of depth gradients at regular time intervals for WOM exposure (a-b, left column) and
Suntest-air exposure (A-B, right column), for the fraction of radical beads (a/A) and the concentration of oxygen
(b/B). The symbols used for bead types are as given in Fig. 3.2.

Fig. 5.3b/B and c/C show information about the occurrence of beads in the first and second
oxidised states, respectively. The definition of bead oxidation states in the simulation
scheme is based on the presence of sites in the polymer structure that are most prone to
oxidation due to the presence of labile hydrogen atoms that are easily abstracted. As
discussed in Chapter 3, these labile hydrogen atoms occur predominantly at the carbon
atoms in the α-positions to the ester and urethane bonds in the coating. In other words, the
definition of bead oxidation states is thus based on the occurrence of ester and urethane
bonds in the polymer structure. For this reason, it was modelled that an aliphatic bead can
be oxidised two times at most (as it is initially connected by two ester bonds or by one ester
bond and one urethane bond) and that a crosslinker arm bead can only be oxidised once (as
it is initially connected by one urethane bond). Naturally, this model strongly simplifies the
complicated oxidation pathways that one expects to exist in reality. Please recall that part of
the material loss during degradation is modelled by the evaporation mechanisms, which
allow a maximally oxidised bead to escape the simulation box at a certain rate. As a
consequence of the definition of bead oxidation states, aliphatic beads in their second
oxidised state are thus considered as (metastable) volatiles, whereas their first oxidised state
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is considered as a (stable) non-volatile species. For crosslinker arm beads, their first
oxidised state is also their maximally oxidised state and hence they may evaporate after
undergoing only a single oxidation event. For both exposure conditions, the gradient of the
first oxidation state (Fig. 5.3b/B) initially develops as a monotonic, convex shape, but
changes into an S-shaped curve at later exposure times. This observation will be discussed
in more detail in the next section. Aliphatic beads in the second oxidised state (Fig. 5.3c/C)
are only present in significant amounts during the later stages of degradation (≥ 1500 hours
for WOM simulation, ≥ 4000 hours for Suntest-air simulation) and in the upper 6-10 μm of
the box, where the oxygen concentration is the highest.
For the Suntest-air simulation, the total remaining fraction of beads develops similarly
to the total remaining fraction of bonds (Fig. 5.3-D and Fig. 5.2-D), but for the WOM
simulation, there is quite a difference between the evolution of these two quantities. At the
later stages of WOM degradation, the bond loss rate near the surface slows down much
more than the bead loss rate, leading to a depth gradient of the remaining bead fraction that
is larger than that of the remaining bond fraction. Also this observation will be revisited in
the next section.
Finally, the fraction of beads carrying a radical and the oxygen concentration gradients
are shown in Fig. 5.4a/A and Fig. 5.4b/B, respectively. During the intermediate stages, the
radical fraction in the WOM simulation is about twice as large as in the Suntest-air
simulation. For both simulations, a difference in the shapes of the radical gradients can be
seen between the early stage and the late stage of degradation. The oxygen concentration
profiles for both conditions look quite similar after the initial development, although the
stationary bulk level in the WOM simulation is approximately 0.08 mol∙m−3 lower in
comparison with the Suntest-air simulation.
Plots, similar to those shown in Fig. 5.2 - Fig. 5.4, were obtained for the simulation of
Suntest-nitrogen exposure. For most of these quantities, the evolution during the
Suntest-nitrogen simulation looks very similar to the evolution during Suntest-air exposure,
but at lower rates. The most notable differences are obviously observed for the quantities
most closely related to oxidation (for example, much lower rates of urethane bond breakage
and the formation of the first oxidised state, the second oxidised state remains absent after
even 8000 hours). Also the radical bead fraction evolves rather differently in the Suntestnitrogen case, as it keeps growing continuously and reaches a higher level as compared to
the Suntest-air case (after 8000 hours, a radical bead fraction of about 13% is reached, as
compared to a maximal value of approximately 6% for the Suntest-air simulation).
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5.3.4

Time-resolved evolution of the upper layer during simulation

In the previous section, the depth-resolved simulation results for only a few selected
exposure times were presented. In addition to such a visualisation of the simulation
outcome, it is also insightful to study the fully time-resolved results for a part of the box at a
certain depth. In Fig. 5.5, such a time-resolved visualisation is shown for the upper 1 μm of
the simulation box for both the WOM simulation (left column) and the Suntest-air
simulation (right column). Please note that the time scales (horizontal axes) are different for
the two conditions.
In Fig. 5.5a/A, the bond composition in the upper 1 μm of the box is shown. In a late
stage of the WOM simulation, the total remaining fraction of bonds mainly consists of
newly formed crosslinks, whereas in the Suntest-air simulation, the ester bonds remain the
predominant bond type. In both conditions, the newly formed crosslinks mainly consist of
aromatic crosslinks, with a ratio of about 2 aromatic crosslinks for every 1 aliphatic
crosslink at long exposure time.
The fraction of oxidisable beads is shown in Fig. 5.5b/B for the aliphatic beads and in
Fig. 5.5c/C for the crosslinker arm beads. In the WOM simulation, a much larger fraction of
the non-oxidised aliphatic beads (blue lines in Fig. 5.5b/B) is converted into an oxidised
species and more aliphatic beads are removed from the box (black lines) as compared to the
Suntest-air simulation. This larger removal rate of aliphatic beads is also the cause of the
larger ratio [bead loss rate/bond loss rate] that was observed for WOM exposure (Fig. 5.2d
and Fig. 5.3d). The fraction of oxidised crosslinker arm beads (orange lines in Fig. 5.5c/C)
shows a clear maximum in both simulations. On the right side of this maximum, the rate of
disappearance of these beads (by evaporation) exceeds their rate of formation (by
oxidation). This same condition, which mainly occurs close to the surface where the
oxidation rates are the highest, is also responsible for the transition from a convex shape to
an S-shaped curve in the depth-resolved plots in Fig. 5.3c/C.
Finally, the radical bead fractions are shown in Fig. 5.5d/D (please note that the vertical
scaling is different). The aromatic radical fraction remains very low throughout the
simulations and the crosslinker arm radical fraction shows similarity with the fraction of its
first oxidised state (Fig. 5.3c/C), as can be expected from their mechanistic relation.
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Fig. 5.5: Simulated time evolution of the upper 1 μm of the simulation box of WOM exposure (a-d, left column)
and Suntest-air exposure (A-D, right column), for the bond fractions (a/A), the aliphatic beads (b/B), the
crosslinker arm beads (c/C) and the radical beads (d/D).
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5.4

Conclusions

The kinetic Monte Carlo method to simulate the photodegradation process of a polyesterurethane coating, as introduced in Chapter 3, has been applied to simulate degradation
during Suntest exposure, with the aim of studying the influence of the exposure conditions
on the simulated degradation process. For this purpose, the spectral dependence of photon
absorption has been remodelled to account for the fact that the irradiance spectrum of
Suntest exposure has zero intensity at the short wavelengths with associated low penetration
depths, whereas these wavelengths have nonzero intensity in the spectral power distribution
of the Weather-Ometer. Similar to the analysis in Chapter 3, a sensitivity analysis was
performed for the parameters of the Suntest-air simulation and an optimised parameter set
[PSun] for the degradation process involved, was obtained. This parameter set [PSun]
resembles well the optimised parameter set that was obtained for the WOM simulation in
Chapter 3 ([PWOM]), with the exception that the oxygen diffusion coefficient in [PSun] is
about half as large as in [PWOM]. This difference is attributed to plasticisation of the coating
due to the presence of water during WOM exposure.
The simulated depth gradients of the remaining fraction of ester bonds showed a good
overall match with the experimental data, which indicates that the modelled description of
photon absorption results in a proper description of depth-resolved photolysis. The rate of
ester bond breakage close to the surface was slightly underestimated in the later stages of
degradation, which is attributed to the fact that due to the low dose rate during Suntest
exposure, a significant fraction of the ester bonds is broken via a photo-oxidative pathway
rather than via a purely photolytic one. For the remaining fraction of urethane bonds, the
match between experimental and simulated depth gradients was quite good. The main
discrepancy is the steepness of the gradients in the upper ≈ 10 μm of the coating, which has
also been observed for the WOM simulation in Chapter 3.
In addition to the evolution of the ester and urethane bond fractions, also a number of
other quantities that characterise the composition of the coating and which cannot be
determined experimentally, have been studied and a comparison was made between WOM
and Suntest-air degradation. Depth-inhomogeneity of the rate of photon absorption leads,
for WOM, to the formation of distinct depth gradients for the fraction of new crosslinks,
the absorptivity increase, the fraction of oxidised beads and the total remaining fraction of
beads, while a much more homogeneous evolution of these quantities is obtained for the
Suntest-air simulation. Highly oxidised species, in the degradation model represented by
aliphatic beads in their second oxidised state, are only present in significant amounts in the
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later stages of degradation in the upper 6-10 μm of the coating, due to the high
concentration of oxygen in this layer. During the later stages of degradation in the WOM,
the relative decrease of the total fraction of beads is faster than that of the total fraction of
bonds, whereas in the Suntest-air simulation, these rates of decrease are similar. In other
words, the loss of material in the WOM simulation is larger than in the Suntest-air
simulation, whereas the total number of bonds is similar (although the bond composition is
rather different). This difference indicates that WOM degradation can be considered as
more localised (progressive damage is largely concentrated on the material in the upper
layer of the coating, leading to the loss of highly oxidised material) than Suntest-air
degradation, which is more spread out over the entire coating thickness.
A fully time-resolved visualisation of the evolution in the upper 1 μm of the simulation
box provided additional insight into the relations between compositional quantities. In a
late stage of the WOM simulation, the total remaining fraction of bonds is mainly
composed of newly formed crosslinks, whereas in the Suntest-air simulation, the ester
bonds remain the major component. Approximately twice as many aromatic crosslinks
than aliphatic crosslinks are observed in both simulations. In the WOM simulation, a much
larger fraction of the initially non-oxidised aliphatic beads is converted into an oxidised
species, which is also in agreement with the larger amount of material loss. In both
simulations, the fraction of crosslinker arm beads in the oxidised state shows a maximum
during the intermediate stage of degradation, which results from a shift in the balance
between formation (via oxidation) and disappearance (via evaporation) during the
simulation.
The simulation results obtained in this chapter lead to a significantly more detailed
insight into how the composition of a coating changes during exposure and they help to
better understand the nature of the photodegradation process in relation to the exposure
conditions. In addition, the observation that a single simulation method, implemented with
a single set of parameter values, is able to predict the photodegradation process that takes
place during two quite different (aerobic) exposure experiments, promises a good
perspective for the application in service life prediction studies.
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5.6

Appendices

Appendix 5.1: Sensitivity analysis of the Suntest-air simulation parameters
Similar to what was done in Chapter 3, the response

of five observables to each

parameter in [PSun] was quantified according to equation (3.6). This sensitivity analysis is
based on the data of the Suntest-air simulation from section 5.3.2, at an exposure time of
6450 hours (orange data in Fig. 5.1). The resulting response plots are shown in Fig. A5-1.
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Fig. A5-1: Response plots for the parameter variation of a Suntest-air exposure simulation with respect to the a)
urethane bond surface concentration, b) urethane bond bulk concentration, c) urethane bond gradient slope (x10),
d) ester bond surface concentration and e) ester bond bulk concentration. The ellipses shown indicate the highinfluence (solid ellipses) and medium-influence (dashed ellipses) parameters for each observable.
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The parameters with relevant influence (except

eva_ali )

are the same as in the WOM

simulation (Fig. 3.8), although absolute magnitudes of the response and the classification as
high-influence or medium-influence are different. As mentioned in section 5.3.1, the rate
constant for aliphatic evaporation (

eva_ali ),

which had medium-influence in the WOM

simulation (Fig. 3.8b), does no longer significantly influence the ester and urethane bond
results according to the response plots that result from this Suntest-air simulation.

Appendix 5.2: Degradation simulation of Suntest-nitrogen exposure
The degradation of coatings during Suntest-nitrogen exposure was simulated by
performing KMC simulations with a stack of 350 cells, which corresponds to a coating
thickness of 35 μm. The parameter set [PSun] (aerobic conditions) was used, with the
difference that the oxygen saturation concentration was reduced to 8% of its original value,
thus, to 7.9∙10−2 mol∙m−3. The experimental and simulated depth-resolved evolutions of the
remaining fraction of ester bonds and urethane bonds are shown in Fig. A5-2.
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Fig. A5-2: Comparison between depth-resolved experimental (circles) and simulation results (lines) for Suntestnitrogen exposure for a) ester bonds and b) urethane bonds. Different colours represent different exposure times.

The results for the ester bonds (Fig. A5-2a) do not differ significantly from the results for
the Suntest-air simulation (Fig. 5.1a) and the bulk levels match well with the experimental
results. As expected, the anomalous behaviour close to the surface (inset in Fig. A5-2a), as
was discussed in section 4.3.2, is not at all predicted by the simulation.
The remaining fraction of urethane bonds (Fig. A5-2b) from the Suntest-nitrogen
simulation is clearly different from the result of the Suntest-air simulation (Fig. 5.1b), due
to the reduced availability of oxygen and thus the reduced oxidation rate in the former
simulation. Besides the behaviour close to the surface (inset in Fig. A5-2b) and the slight
underestimation of oxidation rates deep inside the bulk, the match to the experimental data
is fair, especially up to 6450 hours of exposure (orange data in Fig. A5-2b).
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6
The effect of photodegradation on the mechanical
properties of polyester-urethane coatings
The effect of photodegradation on the mechanical properties of polyester-urethane coatings
was studied by nanoindentation. Indentations at the surfaces of virgin and degraded coatings
showed an increase in Young’s modulus and hardness when degraded under aerobic
conditions, while degradation under anaerobic conditions did not lead to significant changes.
Time-independent correlations between the chemical changes (ester and urethane bond
fractions) and the mechanical changes (modulus and hardness) resulting from different
exposure experiments have been established. A depth-resolved method for determination of
the mechanical properties by nanoindentation has also been explored, although the depth
inhomogeneity of the mechanical properties of degraded coatings was too small to resolve.

The results described in this chapter have been published as a part of: Adema, Makki,
Peters, Laven, van der Ven, van Benthem, de With. Polym. Degrad. Stab. (in press, 2015).
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CHAPTER 6

6.1

Introduction

6.1.1

Mechanical properties of polymer coatings during weathering

The mechanical properties of a coating are important because the protective function of the
coating depends on the preservation of its mechanical integrity. The mechanical integrity of
a coating directly influences properties such as chemical resistance, barrier properties and
corrosion protection1. In general, weathering leads to the embrittlement of coatings, which
provokes two potential failure mechanisms that are commonly observed in industrial
multilayer coatings: cracking of the clearcoat and delamination between different layers.
The resistance against cracking, which can be quantified directly by, for example, fracture
energy measurements, has been shown to decrease significantly upon weathering2.
The mechanical characteristics of a coating can be studied in several ways. A commonly
used technique for this purpose is dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA), which has been
employed in studies on the weathering behaviour of polymer films3-6. DMA is a versatile
bulk method that can be used to determine several thermomechanical characteristics, such
as moduli and

g,

to study viscoelasticity and to assess structural parameters, such as the

crosslink density of a thermosetting polymer. An alternative to DMA is the so-called
“instrumented indentation testing” (IIT), which allows to obtain local mechanical
information instead. IIT is an indentation technique that is performed with an instrument
which continuously measures force and displacement with progressing indentation7. Due to
the sensitivity of modern IIT equipment, rather shallow indentations can suffice for an
accurate and quantitative determination of local mechanical properties. For this reason, the
term “nanoindentation” is commonly used. Nanoindentation measurements can be
performed with a conventional nanoindenter (with a spring-loaded indenter) or with an
atomic force microscope (with an AFM tip as the indenter). AFM-nanoindentation can be
used to probe even smaller length scales (both laterally and in depth) than that can be
achieved by conventional nanoindentation, although there are some serious difficulties
related to the reliable quantification of mechanical property values (recent work of Dokukin
and Sokolov8,9 discusses the requirements for a reliable quantification).
Generally,

two

quantities

of

interest

are

extracted

from

nanoindentation

measurements: the Young’s modulus or elastic modulus ( ) and the hardness ( ). The
Young’s modulus of a glassy polymer is governed by interchain interactions, in most cases
predominantly van der Waals interactions10. The hardness represents the resistance of the
polymer against permanent deformation and is a rather complex quantity that depends on a
combination of the elastic modulus, the yield strength and the strain-hardening capacity of
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the material. For that reason, the hardness of a polymer obtained by nanoindentation does
not reflect the resistance to plastic deformation alone, but is also influenced by its elastic
properties11. In order to study the evolution of the mechanical properties of the polyesterurethane coatings during photodegradation, this chapter reports on the characterisation of
the Young’s modulus and the hardness via nanoindentation experiments. The measurement
data is analysed according to the well-known Oliver-Pharr procedure, which will be
introduced in the next section.

6.1.2

Oliver-Pharr analysis of load-displacement data

The extraction of

and

from nanoindentation data relies on a proper modelling of the

so-called elastic contact problem, which deals with the stresses and displacements that
occur when an elastic body is loaded by a rigid, axisymmetric indenter7. The Oliver-Pharr
procedure7,12 is the most commonly used analysis method for this purpose. The primary
result of a nanoindentation test is the load-displacement curve, in which, as the name
already suggests, the load on the sample ( ) is measured as a function of the displacement
of the indenter in the indentation direction (ℎ). An example of a typical load-displacement
curve is schematically depicted in Fig. 6.1.
ΙΙ

Load (P)

(Pmax,hmax)

Ι

0

hf
0

ΙΙΙ
S

Displacement (h)

Fig. 6.1: Typical load-displacement curve resulting from a nanoindentation experiment.

Firstly, the sample is loaded at a certain rate until a predefined maximum load (

max )

is

attained (stage I). Optionally, this maximum load is kept constant for a certain duration,
allowing for possible creep to occur before unloading (stage II). Finally, the sample is
unloaded at a certain rate until the load again reaches 0 (stage III). In general, plastic
deformation occurs during a nanoindentation test, which results in an offset between the
initial and final displacement at zero load, indicated by the final depth (ℎf ) in Fig. 6.1.
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The elastic modulus of the sample can be assessed from the unloading curve (III) and
is, more specifically, related to the initial unloading stiffness ( ), which equals the initial
slope of the unloading curve. As one can imagine, there is some ambiguity associated with
this definition, as one might argue about where the initial part of the unloading curve ends
and therefore, where to draw the tangent line. In order to avoid this problem, the full
unloading curve is fitted to a function

fit (ℎ)

and the stiffness is defined as the first

derivative of this function, evaluated at ℎ = ℎmax . Unloading curves are known to fit well to
a simple power law of the form

fit

= (ℎ − ℎf ) , with , ℎf and

fitting parameters that

are determined by a least-squares fitting procedure7. From the stiffness and the maximal
loading point (

max ,

ℎmax ), the contact depth (ℎc ) can be determined, from which the

contact area ( ) can be determined, provided that the indenter has been calibrated; that is,
its area function, (ℎc ), is known. Further details about the interpretation and derivation of
these quantities and associated equations are available in literature7,12,13. In the remainder of
this section, the analysis procedure and relevant equations will simply be listed.
From the fit to the unloading curve, the stiffness equals
fit

=
with

=

ℎ

max

2

r√

√

(6.1)

a geometric correction factor that equals 1.034 for a Berkovich indenter13 (a three-

sided pyramid) and

r

the reduced Young’s modulus, given by
1
r

=

(1 −

)

+

(1 −

i

)

(6.2)

i

in which the first term applies to the sample and the second term to the indenter material
and

is the Young’s modulus and the Poisson’s ratio. The contact depth equals
max

ℎc = ℎmax −

(6.3)

with a geometric constant that equals 0.75 for a Berkovich indenter13. The area function is
often approximated by a fitting polynomial derived from calibration measurements, which
is of the form
=

ℎ +

ℎ +

ℎ

/

+

ℎ

/

+…

(6.4)

Once the contact area of the nanoindentation test has been determined according to
equation (6.4), the Young’s modulus can be obtained from equations (6.1) and (6.2). The
hardness can now also be directly evaluated, as it is given by
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=

max

(6.5)

Please note that the Oliver-Pharr analysis has to be repeated for each individual
load-displacement curve and automation is therefore highly recommended.

6.2

Materials and methods

6.2.1

Sample preparation

Urethane-crosslinked PNI coatings on metal substrates were prepared and artificially
weathered, as described in Chapters 2 and 4. After exposure of the coated metal panels,
pieces of approximately 3 x 3 mm were cut from the panels and glued on an aluminium
stub, using a thermoplastic polymer that is molten at 60 °C and solid after cooling down to
room temperature. After placing all the samples on the molten polymer on top of the stub, a
small hand press was used to make the glue layer as thin as possible in order to suppress any
effect of the glue on the mechanical response of the sample to indentation. All stubs were
prepared at least one day before the indentation experiment, to allow for equilibration with
the temperature and humidity in the indentation laboratory.

6.2.2

Nanoindentation

Nanoindentation measurements were performed with a Nanoindenter XP (MTS Nano
Instruments, Oak Ridge, U.S.A.) equipped with a diamond Berkovich indenter. The
following sensitivity settings were used: thermal drift rate below 0.5 nm/s, surface approach
distance 1000 nm, surface approach velocity 20 nm/s. Indentations at the coating surface
were performed by loading the sample at up to 5 mN in 30 seconds (constant load rate),
holding the maximum load for 30 seconds and completely unloading the sample at the
same rate used for loading. For each sample, 20 indentations were made at different
positions across the surface.
All load-displacement curves were analysed using the Oliver-Pharr method (as
discussed in section 6.1.2). The calibrated indenter area function (equation (6.4)) contains
the constants [ , , , ] = [24.46, 5398.51, 270.915, 65.157] with all length units in nm.
The material constants used for the diamond indenter are

i

= 1.141 TPa and

i

= 0.07. For

the coating, a Poisson’s ratio of 0.36, as was determined from simulations6, was used. For
the determination of the averages and confidence intervals of all quantities resulting from
the Oliver-Pharr analysis, only those values resulting from a proper loading curve have been
included (that is, all force-displacement curves have been visually assessed). Abnormal
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behaviour during loading leads to deviant values of the resulting mechanical properties
determined from the unloading curve. These values are therefore considered as artefacts
and are excluded from further analyses.

6.3

Results and discussion

6.3.1

Mechanical properties of the surface

The effect of degradation on the surface mechanical properties of coatings was quantified
by performing load-controlled nanoindentations at the surface. Indentations were carried
out at a predefined (un)loading rate and maximum load. As an example, five representative
load-displacement curves, of a virgin sample and of four samples exposed in Suntest-air
conditions, are shown in Fig. 6.2.
5
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Fig. 6.2: Five representative load-displacement curves for the Suntest-air exposed samples. Exposure time
increases in the direction of the arrows. The insets indicate the minute change in stiffness ( ) due to exposure.

The values of mechanical quantities were obtained via Oliver-Pharr analysis7,12 of the
indentation curves as described in section 6.1.2. In Fig. 6.3, the time evolution of the
Young’s modulus ( , Fig. 6.3a) and the hardness ( , Fig. 6.3b) of all coating samples is
shown. The trends for both quantities of Fig. 6.3 are very similar: in aerobic conditions,
both the modulus and the hardness increase continuously with exposure time, whereas in
anaerobic conditions, the change cannot be called significant. Please note that for the
Suntest-air series, the evolution of

and

matches with the visual interpretation of the

indentation curves from Fig. 6.2: the decreasing contact depth (shift of the unloading curves
towards the left) accounts for both the hardness increase and the increase of the Young’s
modulus (considering that does not change much, recall equation (6.1)).
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Fig. 6.3: Time evolution of a) the surface Young’s modulus and b) the surface hardness during exposure in WOM
(black line), Suntest-air (red solid line) and Suntest-nitrogen (red dashed line).

The results were obtained at room temperature and are very different from those above the
glass transition temperature, for which it was shown by DMA measurements that the
Young’s modulus decreases significantly during aerobic exposure6. Both an increase and a
decrease of the Young’s modulus with degradation has been reported for the rubbery state,
and derived from that, the same changes of the crosslink density3-6. The predominance of
either scission or recombination reactions to explain a decrease or an increase of the
crosslink density, respectively, has also been proposed as a rationalisation for the stiffness
change in the glassy state14. However, other authors describe the same situation as observed
here, that is, an increasing modulus below
decrease

1,15

g,

while the crosslink density was seen to

. The most probable explanation for the increasing modulus observed here is

related to oxidation. Oxidation reactions lead to the incorporation of oxygen-containing
functional groups into the polymer structure. One could imagine how the incorporation of,
for example, carbonyl groups along the polymer backbone leads to the stiffening of a chain.
In addition, photo-oxidation is known to increase the polarity of a polymer by the
generation of polar groups4. An increase of the dipolar and hydrogen bonding interactions
in the coating could also contribute to the observed increase of the elastic modulus. This
explanation is supported by the results from Gu et al., who observed a good consistency
between the distribution of oxidised products in the depth of a coating and the spatial
variation in the modulus15. Obviously, the practically unchanged modulus as observed for
the Suntest-nitrogen experiment is explained by the same reasoning as well.
An increase in the hardness due to photodegradation is a very common observation
that is usually attributed to densification of the polymer5,16,17. Although the crosslink density
of the photo-oxidised material here does not increase, an increase in the density is actually
quite probable, keeping in mind the observations that (i) the mass of coatings increases
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during aerobic exposure (Fig. 4.4) and (ii) the coating thickness decreases (Fig. 2.1b, for
example).

6.3.2

Correlations between FTIR data and surface mechanical properties

Similar to the study from section 4.3.3, correlations between the FTIR spectroscopy data
and the surface mechanical properties obtained from nanoindentation were studied, in
order to determine whether any similarities exist between samples that degrade under
different exposure conditions. In Fig. 6.4, three of such correlations are shown.
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Fig. 6.4: Correlations between the changes in FTIR vibrations and the changes in surface mechanical properties
for coatings exposed in the WOM (black dots) and in the Suntest in air atmosphere (red solid dots) and nitrogen
atmosphere (red half-open dots). The binary correlations between a) 726 cm−1 and ∆ , b) 1520 cm−1 and ∆ and
c) ∆ and ∆ are shown.

As could be expected from the previous section, the minute changes that take place during
anaerobic exposure do not match well to the correlations obtained for the aerobic exposure
conditions. Between the two aerobic conditions, though, some similarity can indeed be
discovered. During the initial stage of degradation, a similar correlation exists between the
breakage of ester bonds and the increase of the Young’s modulus (Fig. 6.4a). Similarly, the
correlation between the increase of the hardness and the breakage of urethane bonds also
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matches well (Fig. 6.4b). In addition, both these correlations start to show deviations at the
same point, that is, after the fourth data point in the WOM-curve (which corresponds to a
WOM exposure time of 1380 hours).
In Fig. 6.4c, the changes in

and

are compared directly. This graph looks very

similar to Fig. 4.5b, in which the fraction of ester bonds broken was related to the fraction of
urethane bonds broken. The similarity between these graphs is consistent with the concept
of a relation between ester bond breakage and modulus increase and between urethane
bond breakage and hardness increase. The correlation between urethane bond breakage and
hardness increase has been suggested earlier for an acrylic-urethane clearcoat16.

6.3.3

Mechanical properties at different coating depths

In addition to the surface indentations from section 6.3.1, the mechanical properties have
also been characterised with the nanoindenter as a function of the depth in the coating. For
these measurements, the sanded samples with the depth profiles from infrared microscopy
have been re-used. From initial trials, it was observed that the roughness of these samples
was too large to perform proper indentation measurements. This is not strange, considering
that the P1200 grit sandpaper (15 μm average particle diameter) that was used for the
preparation of the depth profiles resulted into a significant surface roughness of
approximately 200 nm, which often caused problems during the loading phase of the
indentation (for example: the indenter tip lands on an edge that collapses as soon as a small
load is applied, causing the indenter displacement to shoot up while the load barely
increases). The result is a large scatter in the determined material properties, making it
impossible to conclude anything from the measurement.
In order to solve this problem, the ground samples were gently polished with ultra-fine
sandpaper: first with P2500 grit sandpaper, followed by P4000 grit sandpaper (5 μm average
particle diameter). In addition, the maximum load was decreased from 5 mN to 1 mN in
order to reduce the contact depth from approximately 900 nm to 350 nm. A smaller contact
depth is beneficial for this depth profiling measurement because the measured mechanical
response is limited to a thinner layer of material†. Under these conditions, indentation
profiles were recorded for substantially degraded samples from the WOM (
and from the Suntest under aerobic conditions (

exp

exp

= 2760 h)

= 7670 h), by performing line scans of

80 indentations each with a 250 μm lateral spacing. The depth-resolved results for

and

†
As a rule of thumb, the indentation depth should not exceed 10% of the material layer thickness one wants to
probe. In the case of the surface indentations (5 mN maximum load), this means that up to 9 μm of material is
probed, which is somewhat large for the depth profiling measurement of a 35 μm coating.
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are shown in Fig. 6.5.
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Fig. 6.5: Depth-resolved results for a) the Young’s modulus and b) the hardness, for coatings exposed in the WOM
(black dots) and in the Suntest in an air atmosphere (red dots). The dots with the error bars represent the values at
or close to the surface ( ≈ 0). The depth values are approximated with the depth profiles from Chapters 2 and 4.

For both samples, no clear depth-dependence of

or

was observed. The modulus and the

hardness in the bottom part of the depth profile may seem slightly lower as compared to the
average values at the surface and in the upper part of the profile, but the differences are
rather small (at most, approximately 5% for

and 10% for ) and of the same order as the

size of the fluctuations between individual indentations along the line scan.
Although this method thus in principle appears to be suitable for the depth-resolved
determination of mechanical properties, the variation of these properties with depth is
simply too small for any significant depth-inhomogeneity to be resolved for these samples.
The observation that the mechanical changes vary quite a bit more than what one might
expect based on the chemical differences, has actually been made earlier as well15.

6.4

Conclusions

The effect of photodegradation on the mechanical properties of polyester-urethane coatings
has been studied by nanoindentation measurements. Indentation at the surface of virgin
and degraded coatings revealed that the Young’s modulus and the hardness increase
continuously during exposure under aerobic conditions, whereas no significant changes
occurred during exposure under anaerobic conditions. The most probable cause for the
increase in the modulus is the occurrence of oxidation reactions that lead to a stiffening of
polymer chains and introduce additional polar groups in the coating. The hardness increase
could result from densification of the network during exposure.
During the initial phase of aerobic degradation, the increase of the modulus correlates
well to the breakage of ester bonds and the increase of the hardness to the breakage of
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urethane bonds. These observations also suggest that the balance between photolysis and
photo-oxidation is one of the factors that determines the balance between hardness change
and modulus change.
Depth-profiling measurements can be performed by nanoindentation line scans on
coatings with a depth profile, created by locally sanding the coating, provided that the
surface roughness of the profile is sufficiently small. The results indicate a virtually constant
Young’s modulus and hardness throughout the coating after degradation under aerobic
conditions.
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Epilogue

“And further, my son, by these words be admonished:
of making many books there is no end,
and much study is a weariness to the flesh.”
Ecclesiastes 12:12
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CHAPTER 7

7.1

Retrospect

At the start of this PhD project, valuable ‘material knowledge’ was available from the work
by Malanowski et al. on the photodegradation process of aromatic polyester coatings,
including poly(neopentylisophthalate)1-4, the polyester component of the model polyesterurethane studied in this work. The ‘methodological knowledge’ necessary to obtain the
results described in this thesis, though, was lacking to a large extent. There are both upsides
and downsides to such a starting situation. The downside is the simple fact that the
development of methods generally requires a large amount of time; even the seemingly
trivial prerequisite step of producing a proper polyester-urethane clearcoat on all the
desired substrates via solvent casting, proved difficult enough. When combining this fact
with the long exposure times required to degrade this inherently stable material, one can
imagine that quite some patience had to be exerted before the first experimental results
became available. Also the development of the infrared microscopy method and the
associated data processing (Chapter 2) are an example of a fairly tedious step in method
development that had to be performed before some important results could be obtained.
The largest effort in this context was perhaps the development of the kinetic Monte Carlo
simulation (Chapter 3), which actually had to be built up from scratch.
Although the development of methods may require significant time and effort, a good
method (experimental or simulation alike) is generally worth the investment because it can
be applied to other materials and possibly in other contexts as well. This is also the case for
the methods developed in this thesis: although they are specifically applied to the
characterisation of polyester-urethane photodegradation, their general character also makes
them suitable for application to other materials and to other (reactive) processes, of which
photocuring is probably the most closely related example one could think of. Another
advantage of developing one’s own methods is the awareness of what is ‘behind’ the
ultimate result. This insight helps a great deal with the interpretation of the outcome and
the identification of methodological problems when a strange result is obtained.
Next to providing useful methods for research, this thesis will hopefully also inspire
researchers by the method of research that was followed, that is, an approach that involves
1) quantitative characterisation of material properties and 2) the combination of
experiments and modelling/simulation within the same study (and ideally, performed by
the same persons). Both these features are scarcely seen in polymer weathering research
while at the same time, this particular field may actually be one of the research areas that
benefits the most from such an approach. Quantitative characterisation is required for the
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advancement of quantitative service life prediction and computer simulations, as discussed
in Chapter 3, may significantly reduce the required waiting times, economic costs and
environmental costs, next to the fact that they can provide important additional
information to improve the understanding of photodegradation (as discussed in Chapter 5).
The scepticism towards the application of modelling and simulation to ‘real-world’
problems, which is sometimes still present in the R&D world, can perhaps be diminished by
realising that models do not have to be entirely correct in order to be useful. As Croll
adequately phrases in his review on the modelling of coating durability: “Models should
codify data into a useful framework for understanding our observations and identifying
questions that help us make progress.”5.

7.2

Perspective of this work

The research described in this thesis can be regarded as one of the initial steps towards a
better understanding and prediction of the durability of super-durable clearcoats, such as
the polyester-urethane coatings that were studied in this work. As is often the case with
initial steps, while taking them, several ideas for subsequent steps emerge.
The depth-dependence of photodegradation has received a large amount of attention in
this thesis and consequently, the in-depth behaviour of photodegradation, related to the
penetration of photons and oxygen into the coating, has become quite clear. However, the
origin of the lateral inhomogeneity of degradation, which plays a crucial role in the loss of
gloss when water is present (Chapter 4), remains largely unclear and requires further study.
In that same context, the process by which water removes degraded material from the
coating, could be studied in more detail.
In realistic coating applications, the polyester-urethane is not applied as a coating that
only consists of polymer binder. A logical follow-up step would therefore be the addition of
stabilisers to the coating and to study their effect on the evolution of properties during
degradation. The addition of stabilisers, which are in principle mobile as they are not
connected to the polymer network, makes the aspect of depth-resolved characterisation
even more interesting than in the case of pure binder. One step further might involve the
addition of filler particles, which will definitely pose the most challenging system to study,
as it is well known that both filler-polymer interactions and filler-stabiliser interactions may
strongly influence the photodegradation process in a complex fashion6.
Next to a continuation of the research on the polyester-urethane that was studied in
this thesis, it would also be very valuable to study the photodegradation of other
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thermosetting polymer coatings. The main drive for studying a different material would be
having to cope with a less complicated degradation chemistry. An important downside of
the degradation chemistry of the polyester-urethane is the fact that so many different
degradation products are formed during the photodegradation process (anhydrides,
aldehydes, acids, alcohols, …) and that the FTIR vibrations of these products usually
overlap with each other or with vibrations already present in the FTIR spectrum of the
virgin polyester-urethane. For this reason, only the disappearance of initially present
reactants (ester bonds, urethane bonds) could be interpreted quantitatively by infrared
spectroscopy, whereas this was not possible for the formation of degradation products. The
ability to quantitatively interpret the formation of different degradation products would be
very helpful, for example, in verifying and possibly improving the model of the degradation
chemistry that is required for the simulations. Because of the general character of both the
experimental and simulation methods developed in this thesis, they can be readily adapted
to deal with a different coating chemistry, and therefore, the extension to another, more
easily interpretable coating system should be well attainable.

7.3
1
2

3

4

5
6
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Stellingen
behorende bij het proefschrift

Photodegradation of polyester-urethane coatings
door Koen Nicolaas Stephan Adema
1. Een eenvoudige analyse met daarin het belichtingsspectrum en de veranderingen in optische
en chemische eigenschappen verschaft waardevol inzicht in onduidelijk gedefinieerde
problemen binnen de fotodegradatie van polymeren. (Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 2)
2. Elke praktisch relevante simulatie behoeft experimentele invoer en zijn uitkomst moet op
zoveel mogelijk manieren experimenteel geverifieerd worden. (Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 3)
3. De gecombineerde aanpak van experimenten en computersimulaties wordt weinig toegepast
in het onderzoek naar de verwering van polymeren, terwijl juist dit vakgebied zoveel
voordeel kan hebben van die combinatie. (Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 7)
4. Het werk van een onderzoeker in de verweringsbranche lijkt sterk op dat van een
rechercheur: op basis van de aangetroffen aanwijzingen proberen te reconstrueren wat er
zich in de voorgaande tijd heeft afgespeeld.
5. De meest twijfelachtige aanname die men kan hanteren is het idee dat er geen aannames
nodig zijn om ook maar íéts van de complexe natuur om ons heen te kunnen doorgronden.
6. Het is verbazingwekkend dat wetenschappers vragen waarop zij het antwoord niet kennen
maar zelden beantwoorden met een eerlijk “weet ik niet”, terwijl de onderzoekswereld juist
bestaat bij de gratie van ditzelfde antwoord.
7. Succesvolle wetenschappers en kleine kinderen vertonen veelal dezelfde karaktertrekken,
zoals een grote nieuwsgierigheid, een rijke fantasie, een hoge mate van koppigheid, een
kinderachtig gevoel voor humor en een aanzienlijk gehalte aan egoïsme.
8. De voornaamste ontdekking van een promotieonderzoek is het persoonlijk antwoord op de
vraag “Hoe sterk is de eenzame fietser, die kromgebogen over zijn stuur, tegen de wind,
zichzelf een weg baant?”.
Uit: Jimmy, Boudewijn de Groot (1973)
9. Het kenmerk van een waarlijk vrij mens is dat hij zich, ongeacht de invloed van anderen,
niet laat beperken in zijn mogelijkheid om eigen keuzes te maken en die na te leven. Of met
de woorden van een sportheld in wording: “I don’t ‘must’ nothing in the life, just die.”.
10. Een groot deel van het menselijk handelen kan slechts worden verklaard vanuit het
basisprincipe “Mensen gaan maar dingen doen”.

Propositions
accompanying the dissertation

Photodegradation of polyester-urethane coatings
by Koen Nicolaas Stephan Adema
1. A simple analysis that includes the irradiance spectrum, and the evolution of the optical
properties and the chemical composition, provides valuable insight into ill-defined problems
in polymer photodegradation. (This thesis, Chapter 2)
2. Any practically relevant simulation requires experimental input and its outcome should be
experimentally verified in as many ways as possible. (This thesis, Chapter 3)
3. The combined approach of experiments and computer simulations is scarcely applied in
polymer weathering research, while this particular field may be one of the areas that benefits
the most from that combination. (This thesis, Chapter 7)
4. The work of a researcher in the weathering field strongly resembles that of a detective: to try
to reconstruct what took place in the past, based on the clues encountered.
5. The most doubtful assumption one can adopt is the idea that no assumptions are required to
be able to understand even the slightest part of the complex nature that surrounds us.
6. It is remarkable that scientists seldom answer questions to which they don’t know the
answer with an honest “I don’t know”, while the research community actually exists by the
grace of this same answer.
7. Successful scientists and small children often display the same character traits, such as a
large curiosity, a rich imagination, a high level of stubbornness, a childish sense of humour
and considerable selfishness.
8. The most important discovery of a PhD study is the personal answer to the question “How
strong is the lonely cyclist, who, bent over the handlebar, against the wind, tries to clear a
way for himself?”.
From: Jimmy, Boudewijn de Groot (1973)
9. The characteristic of a truly free man is that he does not let himself be limited in his capacity
to make and follow through on his own choices, regardless of social influence. Or to put it in
the words of a forthcoming sports hero: “I don’t ‘must’ nothing in the life, just die.”.
10. A large part of the human activities can merely be explained from the basic principle that
“People just go and do stuff”.

